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Giuseppe Terragni: Subject and "Mask"

Manfredo Tafuri
Translation by Dtane Ghirardo
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1 (frontispiece) Casa del Fascio,
Como. G. Terragni, architect, 1932-
1936.

2 Palazzo del Littorio, Rome.
G. Terragni witlt, A. Camninati,
P. Lingert, M. Nizzoli, E . Saliua,
M. Sironi, L. Vietti, architects, 193/2

Mode|, Solution A, First Leuel.

3 "Sala del'22," Exltibition of the
F ascist R euo\ution, Rome -

G. Terragni, arcltitect, 1932.

L Villa Saibene, Como. G. Terragni,
architect, 1926. Proj ect.

5 Palazzo del Littorio, Rome.
G. Terragni with, A. Carminati,
P. Lingeri, M. Nizzoli, E. Saliua,

M. Sironi, L. Vietti, architects, 193t1

Site plan, So\ution A, First Leuel.

6 Detail of model, sltouring th,e

"dam," the "cleaaager" and
Mussolini's platform.

7 "Tattooed" wall slr,ouing isostatic
lines.
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With his Solution A (1934) submitted for the Palazzo del
Littorio competition in Rome (figs. 2, 5-7), Terragni seems
to hurl a challenge at the transparency of language. This
effort to reveal the power of the "word"-1s ls had already
attempted in his "Sala del'22" (fig. 3) at the Exhibition of
the Fascist Revolution (1932)-is an attempt to force a
division, a laceration, a profound fracture, in discourse;
having acquired power, the "word" shatters language, de-
signs its dissipation, and constrains it to become the locus
of a confrontation. When did language ever constitute a
problem for Terragni? Beginning with the design for the
Villa Saibene (fig. 4) n 1926, "written" in the manner of
the "Novecento," or with the Novocomum, a masterpiece
of reticent ambiguity, language appears alreadg giaen.
There is room for nothing but an internal process of reso-
Iution, even if it must divide, separate, and dissolve con-
nections.

For Terragni there is nothing beyond slchanalytical work,
no "discourse," no message, no "sound." The dialogue oc-
curs entirely within architectural writing, never emerges
from it and never becomes polemical with respect to ,,the

world as it is." Pagano's profound antipathy for Terragni
originates here. The moralism of the director of Casabella
clashes head on with the atonal, wholely amoral aphorisms
of the architect from Como. It is hardly surprising that
Italian criticism so often finds itself in difficulty with respect
to Tertagni. On the one hand it repeats Pagano's intolerant
value judgments in somewhat more sophisticated tones,
while on the other it desperately attempts to bring his work
back within the reassuring fold of the Modern Movement.

But faced with Solution A, these critical postions find them-
selves more than metaphorically up against a ,,wall,', an
eighty meter long curved mass of porphlry: a limit, an
embankment, a dam. In siting the building with respect to
the axis of Via dell'Impero (fig. 5), on an angle similar to
that of the Basilica of Maxentius, the design of Terragni,
Carminati, Lingeri, Vietti, Saliva, Nizzoli, and Sironi seeks
a confrontation with that Roman monument. Although the
curvature of the "dam" of the Palazzo del Littorio responds
to the projection of the apse from the pierced solid of the
Basilica, it principally responds to its "cleavage" (fig. 6).
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4 The organic character of the Roman basilica is reflected
only in one element: emerging now as "word," it "dissolves
connections." And in fact, in isolating the theme of the wall,
making its materiality evident (note that materiality does
not mean material qua material), the continuity of the dis-
course is already shattered. To reconnect that "thing alone"
to the "rest" becomes the theme of a merciless syntactic
analysis. Only artiflce permits that reconnection, as in the
metal girders emerging at the top and not visible from
below; but once the schism is opened, it is clear that it
cannot be healed.

Not just a wall, but a wall suspended from the earth: this
flrst element of construction at once exposes and dissem-
bles. As caesura, impassable limit, it annuls or pushes to
the margins as superfluous the articulations of the orga-
nism. To the extent that this wall is a mass floating in the
air, in its turn shattered-with perverse neatness-by a

cut that permits the "surprise" outward thrust of Musso-
lini's platform (see fig. 6), it declares itself "mask." The
essentiality of this primary structure, with its chorus of
tones, yields an awareness that its apodictic security hides
something. Although undisputed protagonist, it is a "char-
acter in search of an author." Moreover, because the
curved, boxlike structure does not embrace space-in the
end, the curve is too weak-neither does it precisely delimit
it. As has been noted, the curve appears flat to the crowd
thronged before it, while in a tangential view the foreshor-
tening inexorably conducts the eye to the problem consti-
tuted by the vertical aperture. Beyond this, however, an

immense nude wall alludes to inflnite and ineffable occur-
rences. But Terragni's wall is "tattooed": clearly the aphor-
ism divides further on. A diagram ofisostatic lines, studied
experimentally on a pheonolite model, stands out on the
continuous surface (fig. 7). Somehow those isostatic lines
explain the form of the vertical incision, marking a weak
point in the curved structure; nonetheless the reason for
them is still not entirely clear. A more important point is
that having revealed the hidden composition of the forces
internal to the structure, and reduced them to arabesque,
to "design," the lines further divide the connections be-
tween the multiple "sounds" emitted by that which seemed

to constitute an apodictic "word."

In this way, form and structure trade hermetic glances,

asking one another why they "stay together," why they lie
togeth'er in the same background. In reality, the wordless
dialogue between the withdrawal into itself of the wall-its
minus dicere-and the "indecent" revelation of the isostatic
lines-their plus d,icere-literally dissolves the consistency
of what at first appears an unyielding dam. Terragni thus
involves his forms in a game of conceptual inversions. The
line-forces of the structure, as they become elements of an
abstract cobweb, weaken the peremptory nature of the
immense wall. In feigning to tell the "truth," the lines
reveal the ultimate meaning of the wall, that of being a
sham. Considered as pure arabesque, moreover, they man-
ifest paradoxically the transience of form. Like the volutes
and golden backgrounds of Klimt, they assail the limits of
the neutral camp from which they issue. Only the void-
the verbical fissure and eruption into space of the Duce's
platform-resists that transience. The curved wall now
seems like a huge theatrical curtain (see fig. 2); only one
character emerges from it, a character who does not ac-

knowledge human presence. The hallucinatory geometry of
a parallelepiped mounted on a horizontal plane outstretched
toward the Basilica of Maxentius makes him a second "char-
acter in search of an author."

Curtain and mask: perhaps Solution A for the Palazzo del
Littorio tells more about Terragni than any other of his
works. Terragni, the painter who does not align himself
with the abstract artists of Como in his paintings d la
Achille Funi; who abandons himself to references halfway
between "metaphysics" and Valori Plastici in the Stecchini
tomb at Como of 1930 (fig. 8), in the ecclesiastical imple-
ments designed in 1932 (figs. 9, 10), and in the "Sartoria
Moderna" at the Fourth Biennale at Monza of 1930 (figs.

11, l2); who transforms himself into an able if detached
"professional" in the Ghiringhelli, Toninello, Lavezzart, and,

Rustici apartment houses in Milan of 1933-35 (figs. 13-20);
who seems to accept the lesson of Loos in the Sarfatti
monument at Col d'Echele of 1934-35 (fig. 21); who involves
himself in urbanism as if to expiate secret guilt complexes:
this Terragni is already himself a Pirandelloesque charac-
ter. For him reality and appearance are equivalent existen-
tial dimensions; the supreme game will be to interpenetrate



8 Stecchini tomb, Como. G. Temagni,
architect, 1930.

9, 10 Ecclesiastical impLements
G. Tenagni, architect, 1932.

11, 12 "Sartoria Moder'na," Fourth
Biennale at Monza. G. Tenagni,
architect, 1930.
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1:1, 1l GhirtnglleLli apartment ho,use,
Mi\an. G. Temagni with P. Lingert,
architects, 1 I 33 -1 93 5.

15, 16 Lauezzart apartment house,
Milan. G. Temagni uith P. Lingeri,
arclitects, 1 9 3 S -1 93 5.

17, 18 Toninellct a,partment ho,use,
Milan. G. Teruagni witlt P. Lingeri,
a rc h itect s, 1 gJJ -1 9J 5.

19,20 Rustici apartment ho.use,
Milan. G. Teruagni uith P. Lingert,
arclitects, 1933 -1 93 5.
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21 Roberto Satfatti monument at Col
d' E clr,ele. G. Terragni, architect,
1931-1935.

22 War Motu.tment to the Fallen of
Erba Incino, Como. G. Terragni,
architect, 1927-1932.

2l "Sala del'22," Exhibition of the
F ascist Reaolution, Rome.
G. Terragni, architect, 1932.

25 Satellite housing quarter at
Rebbio, Como. G. Terragni,
architect,1938.

26 Sant'Elia l{ursery SchooL, Com.o
G. Tet'raoni, 1936-1937. Model.
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23 Stepped" ltousing bLock, Como.
G. Tenagni, architect, 19/t0. Project.
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27 Casa del Fascio, Lissone.
G. Terragni witlt, A. Cartninati,
a rchitect s, I 938 -l 93 9.

28 Palazzo del Littorio, Rome.
G. Terragni with A. Car.minati,
P. Lingeri, M. l{izzoli, E. Saliua,
M. Sironi, L. Vietti, architects, 19311

Plan shawing circular Sacrario,
Solution A, First Leuel.

them so as to make the mask a reality and dissolve every
"will of form" in it.

But now that "indecent" apparition of isostatic lines, that
transformation of the "truth" of the structure with a linear
network that becomes a "naked mask," also manifests the
frontal opposition between the Palazzo del Littorio and the
Basilica of Maxentius (both of them in the shadow of the
Colosseum, now rendered an objet trouub), as well as the
opposition between two ways of interpreting the relation-
ship of space and time. The Basilica gathers into itself the
flux of time: the succession of the crossings and the opening
into space of its limits clearly enunciate what Alois Riegl
intuited about the essence of the Sptitrdmische Kunstin-
dustrte. Time erodes space, corrodes its limits, "dirties"
the form, and compromises it with the flux of the lived, of
everyday life.

Terragni's design eliminates any temporality: the disclosure
of the veil from which it emerges is tirteless in a disquieting
silence; the geometrical object upon which Mussolini (or
any other "actorr') would have pronounced words is ren-
dered superfluous and ridiculous by the quality of "every-
thing already said" in the architecture. The mask, in this
case, is the face; the body-that is, the organism developing
behind and to the sides-is free to speakoth,er languages.
And in fact, the parallelepiped that detaches itself from the
central nucleus to surround the circular Sacrario (fig. 28)
and the "bent" block of the offrces overlooking Via del
Colosseo both adopt a style of "writing" having little rela-
tion to the "suspended forms" of the curved facade. In
relation to this last, the Sacrario is really an "accident,"
clearly misplaced. The complex game of the open stairs
linking the two rooms in the back opposes the bared essen-
tiality of the volume of the offrces to a density that seeks
to be Constructivist, but reveals itself instead as a Surre-
alist intrusion. We are back in the theater, not observing
the "naked masks" of Pirandello, but a Surrealist play, a
game of surprises not far from the "theater of cruelty" of
Antonin Artaud.

Here too, subject and supportingparts exchange roles. The
two vertically connected rooms concede the protagonist's

r Ef-----Tr
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28
role to the overtly mechanistic flight of stairs, an independ- 9

ent object endowed with its own autonomous and impene-
trable language. As pure "gesture," the stairs are alien to
the volumetric stability from which they issue: although
exciting in themselves, ultimately they have nothing to say
concerning the purism of the volume of offices. They dem-
onstrate the battle that takes place between the actors in
turmoil "behind the scene." In this sense, they complete
the "game of appearances" unfolded by the "great wall." At
this point, the latter comes to assume the value of a dam,
restraining ebullient forces and impeding them from ap-
pearing on the scene. Our earlier observation was correct
then: the emergence of the "fullness of the word"-so full
that it is pregnant with ambiguity--divides, breaks, and
fragments the order of the discourse. Yet only when frag-
mented, only when analyzed in their infinite self-transfor-
mations, do the many "writings" of Terragni arrive at their
objective of obstinately closing themselves in the atonality
of a dated aphorism, where deprived of time they glide
through the world and refuse to compromise with it.

The forms of Project A for the Palazzo del Littorio live
their transformations in shor"t bursts then. Cracks and ir-
ruptions: instruments already enunciated in the sketches
for the War Monument to the Fallen of Erba Incino of
1927-1932 (fig. 22); in the solutions for the corners of the
Novocomum, inflected more with tonality in the manner of
Schwitters than with foolish Futurist ambitions; in the ag-
itated spatial collages of the "Sala del'22" for the Exhibition
of the F ascist Revolution (fr9. 2q; in the design for a
stepped housing block in Como (fig. 23) and for a flight of
stairs at the Sant'Elia Nursery School of"1936-1931 (fi1.
26). But one searches in vain for the use of these same
instruments in other designs by Terragni: not in the apart-
ment houses in Milan (see figs. 13-20), nor in the satellite
housing quarter at Rebbio of 1938 (fig.25), nor in the Casa
del Fascio at Lissone of 1938-1939 (fie.27). Where Terragni
chooses to adhere strictly to a "code," he seems to want to
annul that tension that renders his historically most incisive
works "suspended identities."

It is precisely the same for Pirandello, in whom Asor Rosa
has described "suspended identity." But Terragni's brand
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29 Post ffice, Piazza Bologna,
Rome. M. RidolJt' arcltitect, 1933.

30 Post ffice on tlrc Auentine, Rom,e.
A. Libera with M. de Renzi,
architects, 1933 .

3 1 ViLla Malaparte, C apri.
A. Libera, architect, 19/+0.

qo

30
of irrationality has a direct and precise literary reference.
Associated with Massimo Bontempelli (and P. Maria Bardi)
in the Quadrante enterprise, Terragni seems to participate
in more than one aspect of rn,hat Bontempelli would call
"magic realism."

The "Justification" that Bontempelli published in the first
issue of 900,t a magazine with the significant subtitle Ca-
hiers d'ItaLte et d'Eu,rop€, opens by singling out the recon-
struction of time and space as the precise task of the twen-
tieth century. Here time and space no longer have o priori
Kantian transcendence; they are instead so objectiflecl as to
become hermetic objects of infinite manipulations. "After
having restored them to their eternity," writes Bontem-
pelli, "their immobility and coldness, rne rnill take care to
put them back into the piace they have lost, in the three
dimensions of infinity, ou.tside rz.azr, [emphasis added].
When we have managecl to believe again in objective and
absolute time and space, extencling from man to inflnity, it
u,ill be simple to separate matter from substance, and to
begin again to combine the innumerable variations of their
harmonies."2 Clearly Bontempelli's 900 bears little relation
to Margherita Sarfatti's movement. Only in distancing
space and time from the subject, making them obstacles to
the transforming will of the artist, does Bontempelii con-
sider it possible to reconquer a "solidity" of the real. It is
too simple to make this aspiration of recovering a "solid"
world coincide with the generalized appeals for a "return
to the order of the day" in the Europe of the tu,enties. The
Bontempellian "solid world," like that create<l by Terragni,
is an expedient, a search for limits in order to weigh the
potential ofthe imagination, to test the capacity ofa subject
estranged from the real in order to hurl himself against it.

Indeed, Bontempelli continues, "Our only tool u'ill be imag-
ination. We must learn the art of building again in order to
invent totally new myths capabie of giving birth to the new
atmosphere we need in order to breathe." The new "art of
building a real world beyond man" u,'ould have to pass

through rnagic: for Bontempelli, the magic will is intrinsic
to the creation of this "ne$, atmosphere." The 900 move-
ment does nothing but represent and favor, catalyzing ex-
isting ferments. Magic assaults the real: art becomes o
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Tlertlo'lr,s oduentttre. "The very exercise of art becomes a
continuous risk. Never to be sure of its effect. To always
fear that inspiration is but artifice. . . . No law, no com-
parison to enable us to judge our results. On this one cannot
construct poetic arts. Always to be on a tightrope or on the
crest of a \l'ave, all the rvhile smiling and lighting a pipe.
No laws. Each 'uvork, each chapter, each page rvill itself
dictate its unique and draconian laws, laws that will not
serve for another time."3

With Bontempelli's "manifesto" we are less than four years
from the second Surrealist Manifesto, but not far from
certain aspects of the early Surrealism, mediated by the
tradition of metaphysical painting and its u,avering be-
tween the reality of dessicated memories, Montale's Sepio
bones, and attempts to make these same memories trans-
migrate to universes ',vhere the symbolic is flattened
against evidence that is "too evident."

Art thus finds itself in an interregnum, in the grasp of
"many languages," a theater where a game of "draconian
(but unrepeatable) laws" reigns supreme, the player bal-
anced on a tightrope he has strung for himself, all the u,hile
smiLittg and lighting his pipe. One could observe that Ter-
ragni is not the only one immersed in such an atmosphere.
If one looks closely, Cattaneo is closer than Lingeri to him
in this respect. The first u.orks of the "Roman School"-the
young Libera, Mario Ridolfi, and, with certain qualifica-
tions, Pietro Aschieri-are r,l,ithout doubt impregnated
rvith an atmosphere somervhere between metaphysics and
Futurism. However, in Aschieri's palazzine or the projects
of Ridolfi and Libera-not only the early ones, but also
their post offlces in the Piazza Bologna and on the Aventine
(figs. 29, 30)-alienation is "recounted." Architecture en-
ters the city "as a foreign country," yet it enters, either at
the price of expressing a sort of stupor in its own presence
(the mixed lines of the facade of the Ridolfian post offices),
or by resorting to frozen contrasts with Futurist residues
(as in the post offices of Libera or in his Malaparte house
on Capri, see fig. 31).

In Terragni, alienation is undeclared; rather it shows itself
alive and wanting to be lived beyond any narration. How

32 Mario Sironi, Paesaggio urbano
con camion ("CitA street with a
truck"),1920.
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33 Palazzo deL Littorio, Rom,e.
G. Terragni with A. Car"mirutti,
P. Lingeri, M. Nizzoli, E. Saliua,
M. Sironi, L. Vietti, architects, 19311

Solution B, First Leuel.

3/t Palazzo del Littorio, Rome
Second Leuel, 1937.

35 Casa d,el Fascio, Como.
G. T erragni, architect, 1 932 -199 6.

36 Brera Academy, Milan.
G. Terragniwith P. Lingeri,
L. Figini, G. Pollini, Martani,
arehit ects, 193 5 -1 93 6.
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74 do we explain the presence around Terragni of painters as
different as Sironi and Nizzoli, not just in the projects
considered thus far, but within the frame of all of his activ-
ity? "Sironi," Paolo Fossati recently wrote, "eternally ti-
tanic, challenges the fatal condemnation of both nature and
the city; takes upon himself the challenge of violence to a
pre-modern, agrarian level of humanity; takes on in a mod-
ern, urban sense, a coarseness, an ethic ofbrutality welling
up from deep within against fatality. Sironi's city is like his
countryside (fig. 32), the locus of a gesture that assumes
the fatality of sin, of a deaf violence: it neither adds nor
removes anything else." Beyond the forms, perhaps what
creates the elective affinity between Sironi and Terragni is
that unwillingness to add to or remove from the gesture
anything that assumes the fatality of sin.

Nevertheless, Terragni's "gesture" fixes its own objective
on an atemporal horizon. No analogy links Project A for
the Palazzo del Littorio (see figs. 2, 5-7) with Project B of
1934 (fig. 33) or with the second level design of 19BT (fig.
34). The shrine of glass in Solution B isolates and delimits
itself with precision: but, as in the projects for the school
at the Brera Academy ( fig. 36, developed with Lingeri,
Figini, Pollini, and Mariani), Terragni trusts to a sure cal-
ligraphy, too sure to be convincing. He does this to ask
himself if the basic themes of Solution A find their devel-
opment in the final version of the Casa del Fascio at Como
(fig. 35 and frontispiece). A precise reading of Tenragini's
complex design procedures brings to light a series of an-
titheses-stasis/rotation, addition/subtraction, symmetry/
asymmetry-that render the Casa del Fascio a real and
true "transformational machine." In these tems, it re-
sponds to an appeal totally foreign to the technique of the
avant-garde. Where the avant-garde bases itself on a teem-
ing mass of transgressions, like a bombardment of shocks
passing among them, a syntax that reueals its own trans-
forut,ations assumes the game as the recovery of a "grand
form."

The "grand form" is that which accepts the pitiless law
upon which language is based; that is, language is rr,ot
inuettted, rather it is transJ'ormed. It is the great lesson of
the later Wittgenstein, as well as of the other ,,great Vi-

37 Steiner House, Vienna. Adolf
Loos, architect, 1910.

38 Building on thc Miclnelerplatz,
Vienna. Adolf Loos, arcluttect, 1910-
1911.
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ennese masters of language": Alois Riegl, Hugo von Hof-
mannsthal, Gustav Mahler, Gustav Klimt, Otto Wagner. In
addition to flattening history, the fable of the Modern Move-
ment has destroyed opposition between the different tend-
encies-the diverse "interrupted paths"-that spring from
the same source: the rupture of the linearity of the "clas-
sical" dialectic, of the Socratic Logos, the myth of philoso-
phia perennis. The heirs apparent of "negative thinking"
are not the only ones who move beneath the sign of
Nietzsche. The negatiues Denken is not really expressed in
sacred buffoonery, somervhere between the mysticism and
the tormented laughter of Hugo Ball in the Cabaret Vol-
taire in Z:urich, or in the impotent will to power expressed
by the "Futurist reconstructions ofthe universe." The sev-
enth proposition of Wittgenstein's Tractatus Logico-Phi-
losophicus, where he writes: "About that rn'hich one cannot
speak it is best to remain silent," is far more than an ethic
of transgression "beyond good and evil."

This does not necessarily lead to the "noisy silence" of the
Loos of the Steiner house (fig. 37) or the building on Mi-
chaelerpiatz (flg. 38). The imperative of remaining obsti-
nately within the limits that create the conditions of a sense

of communication implies the full assumption of the rules
of a game that are giaen'. but in the process of playing the
game, the structure of the game itself is "transformed." In
that sense rve spoke at the outset of an "analytical r,l'ork"
that, for Terragni, is "put into play" d lo Schiller, beyond
any utopian or moral pretext. Teiragni's atonality makes
the "resonant word" fall into the void, as was seen in Proj-
ect A, inexorably detaching names from things. The same

evocations of Constructivist or Futurist linguistic tech-
niques, where the artist instrumentally chooses to adopt
them, are handy materials for manipulation. The dimension
of memory itself is inexorably crushed.

Is Terragni then "indifferent," in the meaning offered in
Alberto Moravia's symptomatic novel? Is it possible, push-
ing that hypothesis further, to connect the intellectual fig-
ure of Terragni to a typology of a man of culture who chose

a declared apathy in the climate of Fascism? For our taste,
there is too much moralism in this interpretation to allow
us to fully accept it. If it holds as an attempt to "explain"

contingent aspects of Italian culture during the notorious 15
twenty-year period, it is incapable, at the same time, of
historically situating a search that has origins of a very
different nature, as has already been suggested, and that
presents itself again today with problematic accents too
visible to be conflned to considerations peripheral to the
texts in which that search is conducted.

Only after this necessary clarification can we turn to ex-
amining the Casa del tr'ascio in Como, asking ourselves if
a hidden relationship with the syntactic method recognized
in Project A lies within. A solid undergoes a process of
erosion, but at the same time an unstable grid appears in
a game of transparencies, seeking solid holds to grasp and
projecting itself onto a plane, tending to develop itself as

a three dimensional space, b:ut encountertng resistance. Let
us try to examine the grid that incessantly mimes the solid
stillness of the generating organism. Is there something in
it analogous to the perverse "revelations" of the isostatic
lines responsible for the overcharged nature of the curved
slab of Project A? Also, in the frontal view of the Casa del
Fascio, that whiclt is erposed distances, consumes, and
emarginates a materiality that is imposed as apparent sub-
ject. Turned into a physical and transparent network, the
arabesque of those isostatic lines here is transformed into
yet another "mask," no longer to isolate itself as a curtain,
but in order to reappear continuously, bursting through
passages involving the entire forunal object. The battle be-
tween forms is thus placated. The dialogue betr,veen the
opposites now assumes an Apollonian stability. By chance,
in the annulment of the grid as a transparency of voids, in
the surfaces that stand out toward the sky, or in the toning
down of the great nothingness of the wall-silence or mus-
ical pause that permits the theme to share tonality with the
variation of the facades-one can perceive the enigmatic
smile of Dionysius, .surreptitiously speaking with the voice
of Apollo.

The authentic enigma is not in that calculated exchange of
roles. Instead, it lies in the total annulment of any dialogue
between the forms. Frozen in its absolute metaphysical
dimensions, Terragni's object rests casually on the ground:
the fragment of a conceptual interregnum, it accentuates



39, l0 Po,lazzo dei Congressi at E'/t2,
competition. G. Tenagni with
P. Lingert and, C. Cattaneo,
a rch itect s, 1 9J 8 -1 9J 9.
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its own lack of place, or, more accurately, the absence of 17

desire .for place. The same attitudes put the relationship
between city and building into abeyance. The context ex-
ists: Ter"ragni's architecture wants neither to add nor to
remove anything from it. Certainly, the new presence mod-
ifles the context, and through absolute withdrawal assumes
the astonished state of being only a sign, compelled with
dissembling shrewdness into being that which it is and
nothing more. Here is the Surrealist basis linking Terragni
once more to Bontempelli. "Realism" is to make the real
reveal itself to its full extent, and collide with magic boxes

that refute any dialogue. Magic assumes a Bretonian tonal-
ity, beyond the writing of signs. "The words make love to
one another," and have nothing to say beyond their ego-

tistical pleasure, in which no voyeur can ever participate.

In other words, Terragni's "naked masks" in the Casa del
Fascio are no longer "in search of an author." The tr"uth of
the mask is euerything, as, with greater eloquence, Ter-
ragni r,r'ants to demonstrate (with Lingeri and Cattaneo) in
the design for the second level of the competition for the
Palazzo dei Congressi at E'42 of 1938-1939 (figs. 39, 40).

Numerical relationships, golden sections, regular rhythms:
in the resolution of his project Terragni enunciates laws of
composition evocative of a "classical" discipline. "The mesh

of the reinforcecl concrete framework," he wrote in the
report accompanying the project for E'42, "extends
throughout the building according to a regular numet-ical

rhythm . . . it was held to large bays only where parallel
to the facade, where gleater necessity prevailed; the bays
instead were reduced in the normal way to little more than
three meters, so as to create a series of pilasters along the
sides, which, beyond deterrnining a'meaning' immediately
distinguishing the external structural aspect of the facade
from that of the sides, gave place to an interesting archi-
tectural game on the sides."

But in the building for E'42,1r-hat is "facade" and what is
"side"? The alternate bays destroy, both internally and

externally, the concept of "facade," u'hile the loosening of
their rhythm, their variation, their intersection with full
slabs or shifting planes only accentuate their true function:
the setting forth of a non-homogeneous structure as if it
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were homogeneous, a demarcation that at once reveals its
own infinite multiplication and game of divisions, yet re-
mains ilself.

The labyrinth thus evoked seems to detach itself from the
bocly of the architecturai u,riting. It is the spectator, pulied
along by the deception of his eye, who will find labyrinthine
the forged "clarity" of that stmcture. It becomes clear that
in some way the spectator, here as in the Casa del Fascio,
is an intruder. His presence is not requestecl. But once
having entered into a game of forms that turn their back
to him, he must be alert to the fact that he is not in the
presence of relationships between characters, themes, and
narrations, but rather before a concatenation of iogical-for-
mal relationships, a rarefied exteriority.

But why the hallucinating rarefication? And how does one
bring the absolute formalism into accord with the iilusive-
ness of a divisional process that transforms a "classically"
composed structure into a metaphor?

The coming into being of the forms, both in the Casa dei
Fascio and in the building atE'42, is not, in effect, a simple
sequence of changes. For these forms, definition is a con-
dition of their disconcertingly provocative behavior. Ter-
ragni demonstrates that the finitude of the object divides
and connects this latter from and to other objects--defining
them precisely, holcling them together as if they were abotse
aLL relatiae, in particular, relative to the game established
a ptiot'i. The divided forms-illusory, transparent, and
nevertheless legible as univocal, stable, full-tell the truth
about the relativity of the forms they oppose. Put another
way, the metaphor no longer appears as such; it is revealed
now as a nuance that permits a gathering of the differences
that are conditions of the work and illuminates the shadings
that thrust the forms into an ambiguous suspension of their
meaning. Ambiguous suspension and not equivocal flutter-
ing, to be sure.

Suspension of meaning thus becomes the authentic subject
of Terragni's "masks." The "mask" itt itsel,f comprises real-
ity, as u-el1 as the shame that restrains Tenragni, a,,clifficult
man," from indecently exhibiting the private nucleus of his
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11 Danteum project, Rome.
G. Teruagni and P. Lingeri,
architects, 1938. Detail of site plan.

lt? Danteum.

13 Danteum,. Plan.

llt Danteutn. P aradise.

"tr

45 Danteurn. I trfento.

l+6 Danteurn. Purg atory.

/+7 D anteu"m. Aronometric.
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L8 Giuliani- F rig erio apartment
block, Como. G. Terragni, arcltitect,
1939 -1 910.
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poetic world. To build houses that speak of the impossibility
of "offering shelterJ' is the ultimate meaning of his "act of
composing." It does not seem alien to Terragni to welcome
allegory as further material for his transformational games.
But, as Walter Benjamin observed, "if the key figure of the
old allegory is the cadaver, the key figure of the new alle-
gory is remembrance l"Andenken"). Remembrance is the
scheme of the transformation of merchandise into collector's
items."

Remembrance is not memory: it evokes temps intbrteur,
but in order to exoreize power, to re-encounter the "time
of estranged labor" deposited in the object-commodity. This
is a furbher explanation for the alienation Terragni intro-
duces in his enigmatic interregnums. Remembrance and
estrangement thus can be played in unison: returning to
design again with his Danteum on the Via dell'Impero in
1938 (fig. 41), Terragni clearly shows that the "artificial
place"-a street intermpts the continuity of the antique
forums, annulling history, proposing itself as metaphysical
route-is the most adequate means of transforming a willed
congealing of remembrance into deceptive allegories. The
allegory of the Danteum, in that sense, is truly a bridge
between the key figure ofthe cadaver and that ofremembr-
ance; the deceit lies in the presentation of that bridge as a
symbolic figure, while once again symbol is only the per-
verse mask of a formal absolute.

The Danteum, ,,\rith its rectangular plan, confronts anew
the Basilica of Maxentius and assumes a fixed rapporb be-
tween geometric and numerical codes (fig. aB). The rela-
tionships of 1:3, 3:7, and 1:3:7:10, superimpose themselves
onto a rectangle which in turn is composed of a square and
of a second rectangle generated by the golden means.

"Three rectangular spaces," Terragni writes in his project
description of the Danteum, "declare in a clear manner the
theme of the rectangle . . . there remains a fourth space,
excluded: a closed court . . . and we can thus speak of a
reference to the life of Dante up to his thirty-ffih year and
thus'lost' . . . So we can say the same of all the connections:
here, in fact, is the 'forest' of a hundred eolumns. The
cruciform layout in plan determines the division into one
(open court) and three (large, temple-like rooms dedicated

to the three cantos, figs. 42, 47), in elevation the interior 21

differentiates the interior spaces on three levels. These two
fundamental schemes are intersected by a third scheme
formed by the'longitudinal spine'of three walls (alternately
solid and perforated), which deflnes, at the top ofthe build-
ing, the Imperial concept of Dante, and comes to represent
the germ of the architectural whole, the result of the sum
of the spaces traversed from the Inferno to Purgatory to
Paradise...."

In reality, what has Ter"ragni told us thus far? About coded
transformations that rest on primary elements-walls, col-
umns, spaces, shifting planes-recognized as signifiers ar-
bitrarily connected to signifinds. Here the dimension of
remembrance is assumed as "pre-text": the Diuine Comed,y
is turned into a "human, all too human" comedy, deprived
of even a stage, since theater blends with actor and the
actor is only an incessantly changing pure sign. The walls
that contain the court in front ofthe portico ofthe hundred
columns divide and connect the space in which the same
columns, freeing themselves from the pitiless law of iden-
tity imposed on them in Inferno, are disposed in varied
dimensions within a chessboard equally pitilessly isolating
them from one another. The sign game destroys the deceit
of the s1'rnbol; the chessboard without a center represents
not Dantesque sequences but the hallucinating fixity ofthe
sign. Split from signifieds, sign becomes structure. It would
only be ridiculous if it were reconnected to the symbols it
fergns to carry. In fact, the full wall of the same portico
also hides the long ascending stairway gtving access to the
evanescences of Paradise; but the direction it takes, con-
strained between the walls that contain it, has as its true
conclusion the empty sky.

The grid of the Casa del Fascio also had the sky as its
ultimate reference. In the Danteum, not only in the stair-
way but in the shifting planes of Purgatory and the portico
of coupled pilasters in the corridor of the Impero, the full-
ness of the "obstaclesf'-wall, per{orated covering planes,
rhythmic obsessiveness of supports----compels a confronta-
tion between material density and infinite void. This is
suggested by the frontal wall with its stone sculptures in
high relief. It protects the secret ofthe architectural whole



22 from the Via dell'Impero and renders access to the internal
piazzaLe difficult. One notes that the final tract of the same
wall, when isolated as an independent vertical body, cor-
responds exactly to the beginning of the stairway closed
within the obsessive box leading to Paradise. The process
of the transformation of the material, ending in the infinity
of space, is explicitly "written." To the hundred granite
columns correspond, in the overlaid Paradise room, the
thirby-three steel reinforced crystal columns supporting a
transparent covering (fig.   ). The materials follow one
another, underscoring their consistency or evanescence,
even if Terragni needs a literary-symbolic pretext to facil-
itate acceptance of his game. It is useless, then, to ask
which is Loosian, which Miesian. The adoption of a pre-
text-an opera libretto, a poetry to translate in Lieder-
serves to reveal a system ofdifferences interposed between
literary space and architectural space, and in the process,
accentuates the stupefying solitude of the latter.

As proof of this, one reflects on the counterposition of
Inferno and Purgatory (figs. 45, 46\which have a basically
identical division of their floors. The columns, compressed
by a ceiling of massive blocks of granite in Inferno, have
disappeared in Purgatory where the blocks determine the
different levels of the floor in shifting planes of vaguely
neoplastic composition. As if that were not enough, the
ceiiing in the Purgatory room, divided into dimensions that
reflect the volumetric increments of the flooring, cotre-
sponds to the material character of the Inferno's ceiling.
The two spaces thus reflect one another; the "disappear-
ance" of full elements and the transformation of fulls into
voids assume a specific significance, thanks also to the spine
of the double corridor separating the two spaces displaced
on different levels. Partitioned coruidors, interrupted pas-
sages, forced directions and joints that render the route
Iabyrinthian: ars retorica seizes the objects, but leaves
them mute in an excess of ambiguity.

The dialectic between the Casa del F ascio in Como (see fig.
35 and frontispiece) and the Giuliani-Frigerio apartment
block (fig. 48), seen as an atemporal architecture impossible
to read as a linear sequence of forms, is the same that Iinks
the Casa dei Fascio with the Danteum. The muteness of

the latter is revealed through excess: that is, simulated
symbolic sequences that are disclosed as inessential once
set into such architecture. Fragment and totality face one
another in silence, the mask given body, the subject placed
in parenthesis.

All this has been said in order to inquire both into the
ultimate end of excavations into the transformation of
forms, and into the possibility of relating Terragni's formal
strategies to the theme tackled by Paul Valery in his Ez-
paLinos. "For us," Val6ry writes, "all things are forms. Of
them we conserve only the relationships, and as if held in
a limpicl light . . . we construct . . . temples of wisdom and
science, such as to satisfy all reasoning beings. This great
art clemands of us a u.onder{ully exact language. The very
name that designates it is also that of reason and calcula-
tion, and only one word, /ogos, says those three things.
What in fact is reason if not discourse itself, when the
meanings of the tenns are well defined and certain of their
permanence, and rvhen those immutable meanings recip-
rocally adapt and clearly compose themselves? With cal-
culation, this makes everything one."

Blrt if reason is discourse itse(-, nothing can assure a linear
direction to the word. Only if the meanings are "immutable"
can the logos appear as a burst of supreme "well-calculated"
truth. If, on the contrary, the discourse is really autono-
mous, no a priori significance will appear on the horizon.
It can remain the per{ect delineation of terms, but not a
certain manifestation of their "permanence," of their ad-
herence to namable things. The logos enunciated by Valery
expresses nostalgia for a shelter within which to "rest" the
forrns dissolved into pure relationships. Such a nostalgia
does not inhabit Teruagni's work. Wisdom and science, for
Terragni, do not emerge from the rigorously traced con-
fines of a "name" signifying nothing but itself. For that
reason, in Terragni the art of simulation assumes a thick-
ness impossible to square rnith tools outside of his game.
A tragic and ambiguous gamHrowding masks and sim-
ulations into one another around "resistant" conceptual nu-
clei. There is, in fact, no extenuation in these tragic games;
no idea of consumption. The atonality we have called forth
in the works mentioned above is the first condition of the



It9 Mario Radice, Composizione N. 19
C.F., 19s/+-19ss.

50 Manlio Rho, Composizione 42,
1936.

51 Aldo Galli, Scultura-Rilievo, 7938

52 Mario Radice, Composizione S. 9,
1931-1936.
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24 game's infinite changes. The theme always proves appar-
ent, the only truth is the unlimited succession of happenings
it permits.

Is it perhaps this "discovery" of Tert'agni that renders
difflcult his relationships with the abstract painters of the
Como group-mainly Radice (figs. 49, 52) and Rho (fig.

50)-who nonetheless directly and indirectly provide him
with ideas and suggestions? How can Terragni's hermeti-
cism be reconciled with the religious cadences of Radice or
the perception of time springing from Rho's paintings, in-
fluenced as they were by the Kandinsky exhibition held in
1934 at the Galleria del Milione? Perhaps in a figure such

as Rho's friend, the sculptor Aldo Galli (fig. 51), thematic
analogies with Terragni's investigations can be seen in the
ability to make only an echo of space emerge from the
plastic structures, a resonance of events whose origins re-
main artfully concealed. Is Terragni closer to Carlo Belli,
author of that fundamental volume of Italian abstract art
of tfe 1930's, Kn (1935)?

"The creator," wrote Belli in Kn, "gvards against entering
into his own work: the highest ambition an arlist can have
is for his own work to live an autonomous life, aparb, like
a splendid and absolute world. But the absolute is not
relative except to itself, or rather it is not relative, and if
the work is absolute it cannot but have its own life and not
that"of man or nature." For Belli, then, an absolute exists:
the truth and the "selfness" of the work. The field of the
spirit liberated from the object is beyond. thc border, and
Fossati cor:rectly recognized the mystical political nucleus
of Belli's positions, which were not by chance resolved in
an invocation oflove for the masses on the part ofthe eiect.
"It is necessary," Belli continued in the third chapter of
Kn, "Lhat Italians return with fervor to Rosmini, to this
terse revealer of God, who knew how to oppose, to the
anguished reveries of Kant, the sunny and Italian idea of
'being', conductor of a classical order against all the arbi-
trary and romantic elasticity of the Hegelian 'I'. Of Rosmini
it has been said that when love follows the order of being,
there is calm, quiet, joy. When it moves away, there is
tumult, disquiet, passion. And one can add, artifice, will,
and falsehood."

For Belli, the intellectual mission is the communication of
the incommunicable, beginning with a center of values aI-

ready destroyed by the historic avant-garde-spiritualism
again, as expressed in the single issue of Valori Primsr-
diali, the publication directed by Ciliberti and founded with
Ghiron, Lingeri and Terragni. But Terragni the publicist
is at odds with Terragni the architect. That which for Carlo
Belli is artifice, utill, and falsehood is the subject of Ter-
ragni's reai problem: the narrow relationship, the indisso-
luble knot that unites truth to falsehood; or better, the
annulment of the distance between those two metaphysical
entities.

Terragni's "signs" are much more hopeless than those of
Mario Soldati's paintings or Fausto Melotti's sculptures: in
them no spiritualism speaks, no nostalgia for lost "centers."
This is the disenchantment of one who knows the "desert"
in which he is as his homeland, where any movement is the
result of arbitrary will, a will to be exposed as such. It is
useless to seek other meanings in Terragni's architecture.
The effect of that will of form, demonstrated without any
reasons to justify it, is already too vivid.
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1 (frontispiece) Verticals on Wid,e
Aaenues. Drawing by Hugh Ferrtss,
1929.

2 Hauermeyer Building, New York
City- George P. Post, architect, 1891-
1892. Tripartite type.

28 This article analyzes the skyscraper with regard to the logic
of its signifying functioning, an analysis which allows us
not only to discuss issues that touch on the crisis ofmeaning
in architecture but also to identify certain mechanisms of
the production of meaning hitherto ignored by architectural
criticism.

An adequate definition of the skyscraper-both as a type
and as an object of study-is well established among his-
torians and critics of architecture. Numerous histories and
critical appraisals have focused on the problem of deter-
mining those characteristics of the skyscraper which would
enable the first building of that type to be identified.l While
structural technique and the elevator were initially decisive
in determining the original appearance of the type, these
were soon overwhelmed by the factor of height. These
attributes of technique, elevator, and scale do not, how-
ever, account for an equally critical aspect of the skyscra-
per's development, namely the problem of meaning.

In his book The History of Skyscrapers, Francisco Mujica
coined the term "Neo-American" architecture and argued
that the Mayan pyramid, whose form was echoed in the
setback building profile of the 1920's, could be seen as the
first skyscraper (fig. 3). While Herbert Croly wrote about
the scenographic nature of the skyscraper, Montgomery
Schuyler proposed that the determining criteria for a new
history of the skyscraper should be formal or typological
rather than technical, functional, or economic in nature.
Schuyler's proposition was followed by that of W. Weisman,
whose typological study of the history of the skyscraper
recognized seven phases, from the first or pre-skyscraper
to the most recent architectural expression. Broadly speak-
ing, Weisman's phases were established as follows: phase
1. pre-skyscraper (1849-1870); phase 2. initial evolution
(1858-1870); phase 3. transition from mansard to flat roof
(after 1878); phase 4. evolution of the tripartite composition
(after 1880); phase 5. evolution of the tower (188&1895);
phase 6. the setback block (after 1916); and phase 7. evo-
lution of the superblock (after 1930).'z

Starting with the tripartite form posited by Weisman as

being characteristic of phase 4, we will examine the trans-
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3 The City of the Future: Hundred
Story City in Neo-American Style.
Francisco Mujica, architect, 1g50.
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I Th,e Chicago Trtbune Competition,
192!. Project by Adolf Loos.

5 Project by Paul Gerhard.

6 Pro.iect by Matthew Freeman.

7 Project by Ericlt' Patelski.
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position of meaning that occurs as the type evolves from
phase 5 to phase 7. In the following analysis of the structure
of meaning in skyscraper form, we shall restrict ourselves
solely to the following three aspects: 1) the problem of
eclecticism, i.e., the recourse to diverse styles or modes
such as the Gothic, Beaux-Arts, etc.; 2) the skyscraper's
characteristic tripartite structure: base, shaft, and capital
or crest; and 3) the relationship between the various parts
of this "column."

The problem of eclecticism takes us back to a dominant
feature of the skyscraper's origin; that is, its double signi-
fying aspect, which manifests itself first as being relative
to architecture and to architectural codes, and second as

being related to other elements in the city. Both of these
relationships, participating in a different kind of signifying
functioning, are condensed and unified in the single archi-
tectonic object. This phenomenon allows one to think about
the function of meaning in architecture as a signifying
super-position rather than a simple, singular meaning.

Although the tripartite-columnar character of the skyscra-
per was charactenzed as only an intermediate stage in the
history of its evolution, it is a type of configuration that
still prevails either in a latent or manifest form in high-rise
building types of a later date (fig. 2). The tripartite analogy
to the column, the architectural signifier par erceLLence,s

appears in different forms in every architectural period.
Buildings as columns were already being projected in the
Enlightenment in, for example, the column house of the
Desert de Retz near Marly by de Monville, where the
building, a column in ruins, is both column and ruin. In the
case of the skyscraper, its columnar form evokes a non-

existent historicai past and preflgures a city in ruins, which,
like the ruins of the Roman Forum, is to be transformed
into a city of columns, or rather megacolumns in this par-
ticular case.

The Chicago Tribune competition (figs. 4-7)a demonstrates
this kind of primary myth in the various "column" entries
(the most well-known being that of Adolf Loos, which posits
itself as a direct and ironic symbolization of the building as

column, see fig. 4). The functional structural eiement raised
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32 in this way to a symbolic position indicates the inevitable
signifying existence of the element "column" itself, as well
as the apparent contradiction between the symbolism and
the technique. But what is it that the skyscraper as column
supports? In Egyptian temples, the columns held up a
painted sky ceiling.s This precise metaphor is repeated in
one of the projects fbr the Chicago Tribune: P. Gerhard's
building in the form of an Egyptian column (see fig. 5)
reminds us that skyscrapers are in effect columns support-
ing the sky.

The development of each part of the column-base, shaft,
and capital-accounts for this signifying transformation in
the skyscraper, the base/capital-crest relationship return-
ing us to the problem of architecture as a metalanguage.
The upper terminal of the skyscraper, often designed as an
exempiar of an individual building in itself, makes a com-
mentary on the architecture absent in the base, thereby
developing a parallel discourse which speaks about the fun-
damental contradiction of all architecture, namely, form
versus function or art versus technique.

E cLecticism
Gothic, Roman, and Beaux-Arts styles serve as metaphors
linking the neu, to the old and imposing something new by
means of the familiar. These institutionalized forms make
a certain acceptance possible, just as the trips to the moon
in early science fiction fllms were filtered through the ide-
ology of the period in order to transform flction into veri-
similitude. Even though the skyscraper is an achievable
reality in technological terms, it is only acceptable if as a
metaphor it has the capacity to represent at one and the
same time past values (through the architectural styles)
and the prevailing values of the time (progress). This dis-
placement between technical development and the formal
typologT adopted, or the different architectural modes or
styles, arises out of a more fundamental displacement be-
tween the economic and ideological levels which develop in
different times and thus have no simple one to one corre-
spondence. The inertia of formal ideology relative to the
other levels is made manifest by the fact that while struc-
tural technique keeps pace with "teehnological utopia,,, sty-
listic ideology remains rooted in some earlier period. This
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8 Thc Chicago Tribune Competition,
192{. Project by I. N. PhcLps Stokes.

9 Project by Lossaw and Kiihne.

10 Cartoon project by Frank King.

11 Project by Heinrich Mossd,orf.
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1921. Winning project by Rayrtond
Hood.

13 Project by Eliel Saarinen, ?nd
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implies that economic considerations are incapable of di-
rectly determining the formal aspect.

The consequent separation of the skyscraper into t',vo as-
pects-the structural and the symbolic-as represented by
the facade treatment implies not only a certain reduction
in formal emphasis to allow for the development of tech-
nique,6 but furthermore stresses the signifying independ-
ence, the mask-like character, inherent in all facades and
the scenographic nature of the architectural object.

From the outset, the skyscraper was conceived as a sym-
bolic object in its totality-irrespective of the particular
symbolism associated u,ith its stylistic characteristics. The
conventionality of the styles, which became manifest u'ith
eclecticism, rvas symptomatic not so much of a de-icleolog-
ization of architecture but rather of its re-ideologization.

Within the entire group of entries fo.r the Chicago Tribune
competition we can identify trvo fundamental operations
that demonstrate this process, operations that relate to
style and established codes (figs. 8-14). On the one hand,
a metalinguistic operation appears in a number of the com-
petition entries as a critical device which undermines the
received tradition of architecture. On the other hand, a
connotative operation is present in other projects as a
mechanism for absorption and assimilation, which rein-
forces the established principles or codes of architecture.
Thus, while some of the entries in the contest are metal-
inguistically ironic and sometimes cynical in attitude or
effect, the u.inning entry by Hotvells and Hood, like its
predecessor, the Woolworth Building by Cass Gilbert, is
typically connotative of the Gothic nou, endowed with as-
sociations of splendor ancl u-ealth. This "Neo-Gothic" style
is a manner which allowed for the evolutionary develop-
ment of the present-day skyscraper, and indicates the
struggle of language with its connotative possibilities
against the explosive metalinguistic potential of eclecticism.
Eclecticism thus provides the means for an ideological
transformation of architecture in order to create a new
vocabulary, a new language necessary for the consolidation
of a new ideology.

The program for the Chicago Tribune competition empha- gb
sized the formal and visual over the technological aspect,
in this tvay evidently searching to formulate a neu' typol-
ogy, a quest lvhich rvas to a certain extent successful.

The skyscraper plays an important role not onlv in terms
of technological clevelopment and as a ne\\,' manifestation of
the ideology of free enterprise, competition, and consump-
tion (that is, as a typoiogy which is pertinent to that global
ideology) but also in relationship to architectural ideologv
itself, that is, in relation to the ytroductiort of meaning in
architecture.

CriticsT have emphasized the pragmatic nature of eclecti-
cism in American architecture, that is, the application of
styles inclependent of their intrinsic meaning (if such ex-
isted) or of the function of the building as a product of
individual initiative in the capitalist city. Such an applica-
tiol of styles may also represent a consciousness that the
apparent isolation in which each building is conceived is in
reality fictitious. If eclecticism, developed as a more or less
coherent styie in the nineteenth century, originally had the
critical role of demonstrating the arbitrariness of the rela-
tion between form and meaning, then the pragmatic eclec-
ticism of the twentieth century skyscraper fulfills a dual
role. On the one hand, in relation to the building itself, it
shou's the non-intrinsic or arbitrary character of meaning;
on the other hand, in relation to the building in the city, it
demonstrates that meaning is a relation of value-as phys-
ical and conceptual contiguity-rvhich arises when architec-
ture is considered as an urban element and not as a single
monument. This double role might seem paradoxical insofar
as each skyscraper ls treated by itself as a monument. The
monumentality of the skyscraper, hou.ever, does not reside
in the building itself, but rather in the process by which
symbolic interrelationships are established between build-
ings and between these buiklings and urban places. This
totality, which is eclectic, does no more than reflect what
architecture, with its emphasis on unity and its denial of
context, tends to repress. The skyscraper reveals the nec-
essarily eclectic nature of semi-planned urban growth and
provides an explicit typology which by its nature allows for.
a complex combinatory and transformational game. The



36 Chicago Tribune competition, at the same time as it mani-
fests this double effect of meaning in relation to the building
and to the urban totality, reveals the symbolic aspect to be
different from the stylistic one.

Manhattan itself may be seen as the combination of several
typologies that intersect with each other in their original
development and in their later evolution as fragments of a
non-existent language. Manhattan functions as an explosion
of meaning and design which puts architecture into crisis.
Skyscrapers are scattered fragments of that explosion,
their diffusion and their differing trajectories depafting
from a common origin. Explosion, p:;zzle, anagram-each
of these metaphors makes us think of both fragmentation
and unity since any recomposition implies a high degree of
randomness. Each stage in the typological development of
the skyscraper reverberates spatially in the urban whole.
The crests as signifying elements-the small buildings, the
setback, and the telescopic pinnacle-appear with varia-
tions in scale and proportion in nearly all buildings, not
only in skyscrapers. The traditional styles persist even
when new ones appear. The inertia of eclecticism has thus
allowed Manhattan to become at record pace a city with a
much longer history than that u,hich it truly possesses-a
miracle ofinstant history! But ofcourse such instant history
cannot be thought of in the same manner as the history of
architecture has traditionally been understood, insofar as

the superimposition of the diachronic (or temporal) and the
synchronic (or instant) axes create a specific kind of signi-
fying functioning. This juxtaposition of different meanings,
operating simultaneously in a non-linear fashion, makes of
the skyscraper a signifier within a discourse which is ana-
grammatic in both the literai and poetic sense.8

Skyscrapers manifest a process of symbolization that is
almost independent of the architect himself; this process
extends beyond the analysis of the building as a sign, be-
yond what is communicated by the depth of its meaning or
content, and makes accessible the structures that account
for the possible conditions of its symbolic functioning. The
skyscraper is an empty signifier that can assume and attract
different meanings.

Tlrc Tripartite Structure
The analysis of the skyscraper as a tripartite structure
informs its syntactic and semantic transformation in rela-
tion to the signifying functioning described above. The
three elements of the column-the analogical origin of the
skyscraper's form-are always present and undergo suc-
cessive modification as a consequence of their interrelation-
ship. The three phases of the skyscraper's evolution which
according to Weisman follow the tripartite phase are
marked by the development of specific relations existing
between base and capital or between base and shaft-and
the later evolution of both "base" and "capital" into build-
ings in their own right.e

Crests
In the first decade of this century, the body of the sky-
scraper became transformed into a base for the crest. The
body was increasingly regularized or simplified while the
crest was increasingly articulated and assumed a symbolic
dimension denoting the exchange value of the building.
These crests with their scenic and panoramic nature were
both a public and publicity element operating at the scale
of the whole city. There was no limit set for the height of
the skyscraper according to the zoning regulations; yet this
question of height u,as to be a concern of architects for a

long time. How should one mark such a limit symbolically?
Was the upper transition equal to a completion or some-
thing entirely different? This relationship was expressed
by Montgomery Schuyler in "The Towers of Manhattan":
"the practical requirements in every case issue, as to the
body of the building, in an almost identical result, that is
to say, a parallelopiped with the minimum of supports or
'solids' and the maximum of 'voids' or windows. It is only
in the skyline, in the upper termination that he [the archi-
tectl has as an artist a real chance." This is exemplified in
a photograph in which architect and critic Alfred Bossom
appears to be trying out alternative crests for the body of
a skyscraper which he has already designed (fig. 15).10

In this type of selection, a play of archite'ctonic codes can
be seen to occur independently from the rest of the build-
ing, producing a parallel architecture in rvhich each termi-
nation is a building in itself executed in a self-contained



1/t Chicago Tributrc Competition,
1921. Late submission by Claes
Oldenburg, 1965.
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3B style. These parallel architectures set up a game in which
the signifiers are liberated, united, opposed, repeated, and
quoted, generating a metalinguistic discourse, which su-
perimposes an invisible net on that of the city-marked by
the grid of the streets to which the base relates. On first
examination this relationship between the shaft or body
and the crest or capital might be interpreted simplistically
as a manifestation of a contradiction in which the technical
aspect of the body may be regarded as being opposed to
the symbolic aspect of the crest, the tll'o apparently irrec-
oncilable aspects tending, according to a functional hypoth-
esis, to negate each other to such degree as to make the
symbolic disappear. If the skyscraper is analyzed in its
urban context, however, such a direct opposition dissolves.

The relationships between buildings are compiex insofar as

they are established not only in terms of entire buildings
or of the building's body to its crest, but also in terms of
relations between crest and crest, and between the body of
one building to the crest of another, etc. The Chicago Trib-
une competition demonstrates clearly the importance of the
crest in the imagery of the skyscraper, to such an extent
that in many cases the crest becomes the building itself
(figs. 1G22). The transformations by which the crest cedes
its symbolic role first to the entire building and then to the
base can be exemplified by three instances: the "spires" of
the St. Mark's and Price towers by Frank Lloyd Wright;
Hugh Ferriss's setback skyscraper where the whole build-
ing becomes a crest; and finally the case where the body or
sha.ft becomes the whole building, thereby eliminating the
symbolic crest entirely. The last case is really a mutation
of the first, in which the building as crest is transformed
into a base thereby foreclosing one transformation and
opening the next.

The law that established the need for the setback-a re-
quirement which Le Corbusier rightly regarded as roman-
tic-unconsciously paid homage to one of the most charac-
teristic aspects of the skyscraper, namely its upward
transition toward a point of culmination (fig. 23). This char-
acteristic can be observed beginning with the tripartite
phase and continuing through all its successive manifesta-
tions. The Chrysler Building, unequaled in its elaboration

-

t
15

15 Alfred Bossom cltoosing a crest
for the top of a skyscraper wltich has
already been designed, 193.1.

16 The Chicago Tribune Com,petition,
192/1. Project by Franklin James
Hunt.

17 Project by Huestis and Hu,estis

18 Project by Milnar Chapman
Markes.

19 Project by Garber and Wooduard.

20 Project by J. D. Leland, & Co

91 Project by Benjamin Wistar
Morris.

22 Project by Frank Fort.
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23 "Setback" bui\ding regulations,
19 16.

%q Empire State BuiLding. Drawing
by Hnglt Fet-riss, 1929.

25 C lr,ry sler Building, .first schcme.
Wi\Liarn Van ALen. architect, 1 927.
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26 Second scheme, sirty-seuen
stortes.

27 Chrysler Buil.ding under
cortstruction. Draruing by Hu,g1h
Ferriss,1929.

28, 29 Chrysler BtLilding, cts built.
WiLliantVan Alen, architect. 1929
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30 Zoning
Enaelopes,1929.
Euolution of tfu
setback buildirry
Drawirrys by
Huglt Ferriss.
First stage.

31 Second stage

32 Third stage.

33 Fourth stuge.

3/l "Buildings in
the Modeling."
Drawino by
Huglt Ferriss,
1929.

and fantasy, touching the sky through its scintillating re- 4g
flection, seems to be the apotheosis of this transition in
which the whole building has become the symbol of the
skyscraper itself (figs. 25-29). By contrast, its complement,
the Empire State Building, is an empty signifier remaining
always in transition, never completely coming to a point of
culmination. The Empire State Building, like the Eiffel
Tovi,er, is looked at only in terms of its own gaze, as the
prime vantage point from which, as its name would indi-
cate, New York reveals itself (fi1.2q.

Under the setback lan,, then, the building replicates the
crest at another scale (a characteristic operation in design-
ing crests). Hugh Ferriss's drawings of the "code envel-
opes"-just like the buildings on Park Avenue between
Fifty-third and Forty-flfth Streets-are revealing in this
sense (flgs. 30-36 and frontispiece).

The relationships in this circulation of meanings can be
considered as in the manner of figs. 37 and 38. By means
of the circulation of meanings the shaft of the building
emerges as the one element that engenders another form
of symbolic functioning in the skyscraper. The meaningful
relationship now becomes the space between the buildings,
and their repetition nou, becomes the essential aspect of
meaning. This is clear in the World Trade Center, where
the "tallest building" is actually tu.o buildings, and the crest
as a symbol has been metonymically replaced by a double
aspect: repetition and the space betrveen considered as form
in itself. 11 The relation of value is here manifested as basic
in the determination of meaning in architecture.

Th,e Base
We have already noted how the signifying functioning of
the skyscraper may be understood in terms of its under-
Iying tripartite structure considerecl as the equivalent of
the classical column. In the transformation of the relation-
ships among the elements of the column a stage is reached
in which the base takes on the symbolic role, thus marking
a point in the evolution ofa new typology ofthe skyscraper.

The base as a "door" establishes the relationship of the
building to the street, thereby assuming the role of the

E"-
.).)

35 500 FiftlL
Aueruu,e, Neru
York City.
Shreue, Lamb, &
Hantnon,
architects, 1930..

36 Brir:kcn,
Building, New
York City. Ely
Jacqu,es Kah,n,
architect, c.1930

37, 38 Diagrams
shotaing formal
transforunations
and circulation
of meanings in
the eao|ution of
the type.
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39 Rocke.feller C enter, llett' York
Citg. Reinhard and Hofm,eister,
Corbett, Harrisort and Wise,
Murray, Hood, Godleg and
F otdlltont, architects, 1 932. Plaru.

/t0 Vieut from aboue. Drawing bu

Martin Wenrich,, tggs.

39

ta)ta

l+1 General uietr. Drau,ing bu Mat-tin
Wenrich,, 1923.

L2 I.D.S. Building, Minneapolis.
PhiLip Johnson and Jolm BtLrgee,

architects, 1972. First .floor pLan.

lt? Pen'n,zoiL Place, Hortston, Texas
Philip Johttson and Johtt Bu,rgee,
architects, 1976.

-L"l Ford FctundcLtiort Building, l',reu,

York City. Keuin Roche urtd John
Dinkeloo, architects, 1976. The entry
takes tlte .full h,eight of tlle building.

/t5 Hyatt Regencg Hote|, San
Francisco. John Portman and
Associates, architects, 1 9 73. Lobby
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public realm of the skyscraper. Thus in the Chrysler Build-
ing the ground floor is treated in a monumental way both
in scale and in detail. The door, that major signifier
throughout the history of architecture, marks the entry as

the mediator betrveen public and private, but also between
the architectonic public realm and that realm which is non-
architectonic, between architecture and non-architecture.
The base as a door in relation to the street activates a
series of signifiers of public space. In this process, tvv'o

tendencies have developed, one which displaces the public
aspect of the building to its exterior by the use of plazas,
which also amplify the perspective space, and a second
which develops the base as an enlarged entrance where the
building instead of expanding outward is perforated and
opened up.

The D'ispLaced Base
The development of the first tendency, the dispiacement of
the public realm to the exterior, is pioneered by the Rock-
efeller Center (figs. 39-41) and culminates in the Seagram
Buiiding by Mies van der Rohe and Philip Johnson. The
latter is the precedent for the relationships between build-
ing and plaza recently perpetuated in the new series of
skyscrapers on Sixth Avenue.12 In these the plazas have
the function of providing a transition between the designed,
pubiic outside realm and the non-designed, public outside
realm, thus preserving the hermetic character of the build-
ing. This space acts as a reference to the traditional space

around monumental public buildings: a space provided for
the public to meditate upon the power enclosed in the build-
ing. In Rockefeller Center this plaza-promenade acts as a
doorway for the entire complex. The use of the giant door
or gate as a fundamental signifying element reaches its
extreme in the World Trade Center where the two towers
themselves take the form of a "door," thus transforming
themselves into a gateway to the city which is clearly vis-
ible from both Staten Island and New Jersey; that is to
say, from the principal access points to the great metropolis
(flg. 46). A "doorway" as high as infinity, the point where
the parallels intersect . . . it is hardly an accident that this
metaphor should be developed in a time of invisible com-

munication.

/t6 WorLd Trade Center, New York
City. K. Yamasaki, architect, 1976.
The towers take the form of a door to
the city.
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46 Rockefeller Center was not only a pioneer in the treatment
of the exterior space, but also initiated the change in em-
phasis in the functioning of the base, from the primacy of
exterior public space to lhe volume of public space inter-
penetrating the building itself. This last is the megastruc-
tural character toward which today's skyscrapers increas-
ingly tend.

The Building as Base-A Mu,tan,t Species
In this second kind of transformation, the base, formerly
a secondary signifler, undergoes an unusual transformation
in u.hich the entrance hall gradually emerges as a principal
element. This transformation marks the latest stage of the
skyscraper's development, in which the skyscraper mutates
towarcl a new typology of which partial examples already
exist: the I.D.S. Center at Minneapoiis by Philip Johnson,
John Burgee, and Edr,vard Baker, a "fif'ty-seven story tower
higher and larger than seven tennis courts" (fig. 42);13 the
Pennzoil Place in Houston by the same architects (fig. 43);
a series of Hyatt Hotels by John Portman and Associates
(fig. 45); and the Ford Foundation Building in New York
by Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo (fig. a ).

In these examples one can see the u'ay in which the entry
hail becomes a funclamental element. Its size is physically
increased so that in the most extreme case of Portman's
buildings, it becomes the medula of the building, proclucing
a fundamental inversion by which the public aspect is in-
corporated into the private area. The base thus becomes
the building itself from within. In Johnson's work the public
space is closed off and incorporated into the building as a
continuation of the street but the base is still differentiatecl
from the body of the building. In the Ford Foundation, the
entire building becomes a door, but the urban imagery
evident in the work of Johnson and Portman is absent. This
building seems to be transitional bettveen the work of port-
man and the plazas on Sixth Avenue. These examples con-
tain the germs of a current problematic which is about to
produce change in architecture at the typological and con-
ceptual levels and anticipate the emergence of a totally new
type of which utopistic versions have already appeared-
the megastructure, a form that wiil resolve in itself as a
type the contradiction between city and architecture, cle-
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/t.7 Croutding towers. Draruing by
Huglt, Ferriss, 1929.

.08 Ouerlr,ead traffic ways. Draruing by
Hugh Ferriss, 1929.

lt9 Manhuttan, 1950. Pro.ject by
Ra'ymond Hood.

Itg

50 Apartments on brtdges. Drauing
by Hugh Ferriss, 1929.

51 Project for Lake.frorut Jbr Chicago
by Eliel Saartnen.

52 Manh,attan 1950. Project by
Raymond Hood. Detail.
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53

53 I.D.S. Buildittg, Minneapolis.
Pltilip Johnson and Joltn Burgee,
architects, 1972.

5/t. World Trade Center and
Manhattan, by night.

55 VerticaL AsserubLy Bt+ildirug, Joh,n
F. Kennedy Space Center, Cape
Kennedy. Urbahn, Roberts, Seeley,
& Moran, architects.
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sign and nondesign.la In this type, the building is infiltrated
by the irresistible forces of the city and by signifiers that
have hitherto only surrounded it.

This city-skyscraper relationship may be compared with
proposals which appeared first in Hugh Ferriss's The Me-
tropolis of Tomoruou' (figs. 47, 48, 50) and then in Raymond
Hood's Citu of Skyscrapers (figs. 49, 52), as well as in the
work of Eliel Saarinen (fig. 51), Le Corbusier, and the
Japanese Metaboiists. All these proposals treat the
city/skyscraper as a volumetric syntax in which volume and
mass remain impenetrable, divisions are abrupt, and tran-
sitions absent. While the totality of the skyscraper/city is

equipped u,ith bridges that unite the individual skyscrap-
ers, there are no true transitions. The passages between
one building and the next are strictly linear and abrupt, as

relationships shift from point to point. In the case of Saar-
inen's magnificent project for the Chicago lakefront, this
same principle emerges as a series of more subtle transi-
tions.

56 Towers on Sixth Auenue. These
towers, which o,re u'n ertension of th,e

Rockefeller Center, are from rtght to
lefi: Timc Life, Celanese, McGraw-
HiLL, and Exron.
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On the other hand, the relationship that is established be-

tween the skyscraper in the city and between the skyscra-
pers and the city is symbolic rather than voiumetric, a

complex play of transitions u,hich generate signifying net-
works that interact \\.ith the rest of the city.

It is nc accident that Portman, Johnson, and Roche all use

mirrors in their buiidings (fig. 53); in each instance the
mirror not only reveals the nature of the building but also
its role as a condenser, as a place s'here codes intersect
codes, and as a fragment of a larger text, the city. The 56

dematerialization of the building through reflections estab-
lishes the structure as both itself and the other. It is a

signifier whose meanings are given to it by other signifiers.
The traditional meaning, the content, has been dissolved.

The ShaJl
The shaft of the column having been transformed, frag-
mented, and stretched through a process of anamorphosis
now becomes one with the base and the capital as in the
case of the Seagram Building and the towers of Sixth Av-
enue, which are the purest expressions ofthat phenomenon
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50 (fig. 56). These buildings condense in different ways the
role that was previously shared between each part. The
buiiding as a whole is the symbol of its own power and
acquires its meaning in a contextual relationship, that is,
as a result of the difference betr,l'een the "marked" and the
"unmarked" elements which constitute the city.'5 The claim
that modern form has been desemanticized is thus invali-
dated; these buildings take their meanings in relation to
their context. Their symbolic functioning arises out of re-
Iationships of substitution and from an exchange of mean-
ings; for symbolization is after all no more than exchange
itself. The skyscraper, like all objects in a capitalistic so-
ciety, has the property of incorporating within itself trn o

values, those of use and those of exchange or aggregated
value, thus giving rise to fetishism. Architecture is no ex-
ception to this rule, and the possibility of desemanticization
is, therefore, a fantasy. The competition between skyscrap-
ers is based on their exchange rather than on their use
value, that is to say, on their attributes as the highest, the
biggest, the strangest, the most beautiful, and so on.

Openings
If at first the termination of the skyscraper was necessary
in order to transform the metaphor of"touching the clouds"
into an apparent reality, in an age u,hen this "touching" is
literally possible by means of satellites and space voyages
such symbolization is no longer required. Instead it is nec-
essary to remember that it is from earth that space is
approached and earth remains on center. The space be-
tween buildings, as it occurs in the World Trade Center,
may be read as a metaphor for this "race" to outer space.
Where the skyscraper used to race upward seeking its
limit, this limit can now no longer be thought of in the same
way. The opening itself between the buildings themselves
appears as the signifier. The World Trade Center is only
"detailed" for the level in which it emerges from the
ground. The buildings themselves could be cut off at any
point.

There is, however, a unique skyscraper, one which is "the
biggest one in the world-four times the volume of the
Empire State Building," according to the official guide. This
is a structure {or the assembly of an object that will ma-

terialize its own metaphor; it is the Assembly Building at
Cape Kennedy (fig. 55) whose lateral facade recalls the
silhouette of the Empire State Buiiding and whose double
doors anticipate the World Trade Center (fig. M). Here the
skyscraper has unfolded and the metaphor of the skyscra-
per is realized in a building which as pure structure contains
the "spire" that u,ill literally reach to the sky. Here tech-
nology has been transformed by metonymy into pure sym-
bol. The skyscraper is nou, a door, a door both to space and
to the city, to the plurality of meaning.
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History Modern Architecture and Industry:
Peter Behrens and the Cultural Policy of Historical Determinism

Stanford Anderson
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1 (frontispiece ) C rematortum, H ag en
in Westfalia. Design and
presentation drawing by Peter
Behrens (1906); only the central
build,ing was built.

o

2 Kiinstler- Kol,onie, Darmstadt.
Opening ceremonA (1901); Peter
Behrens's production of Georg
Fu,chs's "Dus Zeichen" ("Tlte Sign"-
a symbo|ic cr.trstal), peffirmedfor
the Grossherzog Ernst Ludwig and
his guests before the Ernst-Ludwig-
Haus (the studio bui\ding for tlte
artists of the colonA) designed by
Joseph Olbrich.

Modern industry ruptured ancient relationships among
makers, products, and users-{isjunctures, owing to the
division of labor, betr,l,een workers and the objects pro-
duced; a correlative standardization ofthe products; and an
increasing emphasis on fashion and obsolescence as stimu-
lants to consumption. The Great Exhibition of 1851 in the
Crystal Palace in London assembled the machines and prod-
ucts of modern industry in a prefabricated iron and glass
building before a popular audience-building and audience
themselves being representatives of the same change in
productive means. t 1851 occasioned major reassessments
of the condition of culture and society in relation to the new
productive system and the environment it produced. Al-
though such evaluations need not have hinged on a rejection
or even a radical critique of mass production, the immediate
consequences of industrialization were sufficiently open to
criticism as to lend strong support to the Arts and Crafts
movement which, under the leadership of William Morris,
attempted to reintroduce craftsmanship as the primary
means of cultural production.

It has often been noted that Morris himself rvas finally
forced to realize the inherent impossibility of relying on
craft production, with its assumption of integrating work,
production, and society, as the basis for achieving a healthy
and equitable social order. It also became clear that the
course of industrial production could not be reversed with-
out drastic consequences for a population that had been
reorganized to suit the processes ofindustrialization. In the
end, Morris and his associates were only able to produce
high quality craft objects, for the most part at luxury
prices, within a u,orld dominated by the processes of mass
production. At best their work could be valued for achiev-
ing an appropriate relation between the character of a prod-
uct and the process that had produced it. While this relation
might serve as an ideal to be achieved under other modes
ofproduction, the Arts and Crafts program did not provide
the key to an alternative organization of production and
society.

Where the mid-century Arts and Crafts movement pitted
handicraft production and the myth of a pre-industrial, or-
ganic social harmony against modern technique and the
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3 Kunstler-Kolonie, Dartnstadt. The
music room of Peter Behrens's own
house, the settino .for the domestic
and eueryday counterpart of tlte
ceTemonA of Fig. 2, by Peter Beltrens
(1900-1901).

! Northwest German Art Exhibition,
Oldenburg ( 1 905 ). E xhibition
pautlions by Peter Belrens.
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5 Wallpaper shop of Josef Klein,,
Hagen. Peter Behrens (1906-1907).
An effectiae use of artificiaL Light as a
comp\ement to Behrens's "art of
spece" near tlrc end of his DiisseldorJ'
pertod and as he had already begurt
associations with the AEG.

6 International Art Erhibit,
Mannheim ( 1907 ). E r,hibition roont

6

and its choice of works and
installation by Peter Behrens. The
arial piece is a p\aster cast of
MailLoL's Mediterranee then itt th,e

colLection of Hang Graf Kessler.

7 Crem,atortum, HcLge?L in Westfalia.
Plan ofthe m,ain leael based on a,

drawing in tlrc Bauordnungsamt,
Hagen, dated May 1912.
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8 Machine ltouse .for tuater turbines
and the AEG trans.forrner buiLding

for I ong -distanc e power transmis sion
to Frankfurt, Latffin (1891).

9 E lectrotechnical E rhibition,
Frankfurt am Main (1891). Artificial
tuaterfaLl actiuated, by ADG pumps
driuen by eLectrtcity transm,itted front
Latffin.

56 consequent social crises of the Industrial Revolution, the
artistic movements of the late nineteenth century, soon to
be known as Art Nouveau, proposed the ideal of a holistic,
Nietzschean artistic culture to be set against the advance
of a positivist scientific civilization (fig. 2). The new contro-
versial position stemmed from the critique of art and cul-
ture rather than from craft production. It confronted not
the productive basis of modern civilization but certain char-
acteristics of that civilization and the extension of those
characteristics to intellectual, cultural, and spiritual
realms. While the formation of the Art Nouveau took place
outside the realm of industry, the Art Nouveau artists
themselves were not programmaticalll, opposed to the use
of industrial methods. Henry van de Velde, one of the chief
spokesmen of the movement, often argued for the mutual
suppofi of art and industry. However, the resistance of
these artists to a fragmented, analytic, positivist science
("WissenschaJl") and their difficulty in imagining either sci-
ence or technology without these characteristics, exposed
the Art Nouveau to rapid dissolution as a result of its
divorce from any productive base.

Similarly Peter Behrens, as a member of the Darmstadt
Artists' Colony, established around 1900 a typically Art
Nouveau and explicitly Nietzschean program for a holistic
culture that would be generated by the will of an elite (figs.
2, 3). Yet Behrens's late emergence within Art Nouveau
facilitated his shift toward other positions-both theoretical
and formal. From 1903 to 1907 Behrens rvas director ofthe
School of Arts and Crafts at Diisseldor{, a position which
he used to establish his first coherent concept of architec-
ture. Relying on the insights of the art historian August
Schmarsow, Behrens argued that architecture was the art
of deflning space, which he proposed to achieve with sparse

' geometrical forms, while allowing sculpture, the art of vol-
ume or spatial occupation, to provide its plastic counterpart
(figs. 1,4-7).

In 1907, Peter Behrens left his academic post in Drisseldorf
to become the artistic consultant to a large corporation in
the electrical industry, the Allgemeine Elektricitits-Ge-
sellschaft (AEG) in Berlin. Behrens came to control almost
every visual manifestation of this corporation, including its

product design, graphics, exhibition design, and architec-
ture.2

Established in 1883 as the Deutsche Edison Gesellschaft
fiir angewandte Elektricitit, the founder of the AEG Emil
Rathenau was a shrewd engineer-businessman who iearned
of Edison's work at the Philadelphia Exposition of 1876 and
Iater procured the German rights for the Edison patents.
The success of the AEG, the related changes in its political
and cultural self-an'areness, and the emergence of Peter
Behrens in this development can all be gauged by compar-
ing AEG participation in three exhibitions.

As a pioneer in pou'er transmission, the AEG arranged an
impressive demonstration of this important modern service
for the Elektrotechnische Ausstellung in Frankfurt am
Main in 1891. Water power drove a turbine of three
hundred horsepower at Lauffen am Neckar, which, in turn,
drove an electric generator (fig. 8). Fifteen thousand volts
from this generator u'ere transmitted a record 175 kilome-
ters to Frankfurt where transformers converted it for use
into one thousand incandescent lamps and a one hundred
horseporver electric motor. However, neither the lights nor
the motor were the culminative attraction for in accordance
with a charming and naive naturalism, the motor drove a
pump which lifted u'ater to the top of an artificial hill where
a theatrical waterfail spent the electrical energy that had
been generated by the water power (flg. 9).3 A quite ex-
traordinary capability for the generation and distribution
of large amounts of energy was expended in a poor imitation
of nature and with a naive sense of functional symmetry.
Almost equally naive architecturally, the building that hou-
sed the equipment at Lauffen was derived from medieval,
half-timbered prototypes. At this point the AEG was preoc-
cupied with a popular demonstration of what it could
achieve. The firm was little concerned with the expression
of its capabilities through artistic form-whether in terms
of its equipment, the housing of this equipment, or the
image of the corporation. The AEG was interested in the
machines for what they could do, not as ends in themselves.

However, for the Exposition Universelle of 1900 in Paris
the AEG employed a designer to create an artistic setting



10 UniuersaL Erhibition, Parts
( 1 900 ). AE G pauilion, unidentiJted
designer.

i

for its products. While it is clear that by this time the 57
corporation was becoming self-conscious about its produc-
tion and its relation to art, the pavilion itseif was iittle
more than a vulgar combination of Art Nouveau ornament
and pseudo-classical forms (fig. 10). Such a work was as

incapable of emulating the dramatic operation of the Frank-
furt waterfall as it was of establishing a correspondence
between the technical modernism of the AEG combine and

the presumed modernism of its artistic style.

Peter Behrens's flrst building for the AEG was an exhibi-
tion pavilion for the Berliner Schiffbauausstellung of 1908

(fig. 12). The machines were exhibited like sculptures
within an austere centralized building form modeled after
such prototypes as the Baptistry of Florence and the Im-
perial Chapel of Aachen (fig. 13). The AEG no longer sought
merely to emphasize the utility of its products (certainly
not in the form of artificial waterfalls), but rather to exhibit
the product itself as an impressive object, indicative of
modern industrial potential. Beyond the reification of this
utilitarian potential, there vu-ere cultural and political im-
piications which the AEG increasingly saw to be the op-
portunity and responsibility of the corporation. The 1908

paviiion by Behrens implicitly assumed the necessity of
representing industry as a forceful agent within society.
The machines were presented as the regalia of power; the
increasingly studied forms adopted by both the machines

and the pavilion asserted their political and cultural roles.
It is significant that the Kaiser himself opened this pavilion
of power and good form (fig. 11).

A similar formal development occurred in the field of graph-

ics, the AEG passing from elaborate late nineteenth cen-

tury job printinga to the commissioning of a noted artist as

the designer of its graphic image. In 1900 Otto Eckmann

adapted his floral and lyrical Jugendstil manner to the de-

sign of a corporation signet and decorative borders for
changing advertisements. Although Eckmann's designs
were representative of their genre, their immediate jux-
taposition with the image of machine production was again

only indicative of the aspiration for, rather than the result
of, a successful collaboration between art and industry (fig.

20). The AEG pavilion at Paris and Eckmann's graphics for
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1 1 Shipbuilding E rhibition, Berlin
Tlte Kaiser opening tlte ABG
pauilion (2 Ju.ne 1908).

12 S hipbuil ding E rh,ibiti,oru, Berlin
AEG pauiliorL by Peter Behrens.

13 Palace compler o.f Charletnagne,
Aachen. Mode| o.f the state c.800.

ra

1)

1l
1-L Port Sunlight, the Leuer co?npanA
town, founded 1887. An il|ustration
to Rathenau,'s dismissal of the
g arden city -17srt h th,is precedent
setting example was built by and for
a major industry.

58 the AEG may seem to be an exception to the Jugendstil
artists' general lack of sympathy for a modern civilization
dominated by science and technology, but in fact the con-
trast between pavilion and machine and between decorative
frame and photographic image of the machine product u'as

so great in these examples that it simply confirmed the
exclusion of art from the system of production-it con-
firmed the disjunction of art and industry rather than their
union. Beginning in 1907, Behrens created a unified graphic
style for the AEG by means of a precise, overt geometrical
organization of the surface and the use of antique type faces
(fig. 15). On occasion, Behrens also reduced the image of
the product to two-dimensional graphic terms (fig. 19).

Post-Art Nouveau work, such as that produced by Behrens
in Drisseldorf, reflected more of a change in formal conven-
tion than an alternation in the overall attitude toward in-
dustry. To the extent that this formal change did have
implications for the union of art and industrial production,
these implications had an inherent ambiguity. Certain con-
ventions, such as the use of the T-square and triangle, the
form of a brick, and the geometry of a simple structural
bay, were used to suggest that straight linear compositions
were more anonymous and comprehensive than curvilinear
arrangements. Nevertheless while Behrens and other art-
ists thought of these straight lines in ideal rather than
practicai terms, figures such as Van de Velde argued for
the practical function of u,hat he called "wavy lines.";

The new convention of the straight iine couid adapt quite
well to certain limited problems, as in the case of Behrens's
graphics for the AEG. But the same conventions did not
go very far in resolving the problem of product design and
the structure of material things-objects of use and build-
ing. Thus Behrens's past experience and the logic of his
new position with the AEG posed problems on several
levels. First and foremost, if the relationship of design and
product form were to be worked out in terms of industrial
production (for the poverty of the handicraft approach had
become increasingly clear), then a reassessment of such
basic attitudes as the artist's anti-positivism and his mis-
trust of technology and industry was necessary. At a more
strategic level, Behrens \\'as called upon to construct the
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15b 15c 15d
practice and the implicit theory for how a person with
artistic talent and interest could contribute to an organi-
zational system whose operational concerns extended from
natural resources to the mass marketing of industrial prod-
ucts.6 Finally, he had the problem of relating design to the
productive processes, that is to say, of discovering a viable
relationship between the abstractions of the artist ancl the
material conditions of production. At a more general level,
Behrens's employment with the AEG marked a renewal of
his search for a functional relationship between art and
society-but no longer, as at Darmstadt, through the art-
ists' dietation of a holistic culture. The new search, although
equally utopian, entered into a discourse rn'ith the existing
economic, political, and social conditions.

It is more than incidental that one of the directors of the
AEG, Walther Rathenau, the son of its founder and pres-
ident, shared Behrens's interest in a culture composed of
functionally related parts.T Both men believed that certain
periods of history had manifested high levels of culture,
that one must work to achieve such a level again, and that
modern technology u'as izol an inevitable contribution to
this goai. Rathenau was one of the last great utopists,
composing his positive image from both an evolutionary
and a critical understanding of man's development. Rath-
enau, concerned u'ith the reconstruction ofman and culture
in an industrial society,s had first to offer a criticism ofhis
own epoch, his Zur Kritik der Zeit ("On the Criticism of
Our Times") of 1912. Despite his renorvn as an industrialist
in the newly developed fields of electricity, automobiles,
and electrochemistry, Rathenau proceeded to analyze the
distress and misery of modern man which had arisen as the
result of unchecked capitalism and u'hich hacl inevitably led
to the mechanization of work, of man, and of culture. In
1913 he wrote his book Zur Mechan.ik des Geistes ("On the
Mechanics of the Spirit"). However, despite his concern
about the mechanization that had resulted from industri-
alism, Rathenau was emphatic in his belief that such ills
could not be removed by doing au,'ay with industry. Nine-
teenth century dreams of the return to an agrarian and

handicraft society, the "garden city idylls of the average
architect and art-craftsman" (fig. 14), were not only impos-
sible in Rathenau's opinion but would condemn great parts

15 AEG, deuelop,ment of the
corporate signet: (a) and (b), Late
nineteenth century signets by
unidentified designers; (c) and (d),
successiue signets designed b'u Peter
Belwens (1907.tf .).

of the increased population to death through inefficient pro- 59
duction and distribution. While Rathenau did not believe in
an inevitable evolutionary progress toward a better world,
he argued that the effects of knowledge, technology, and

industry could not be rescinded. Human will would have to
be used to enter into the historical process, to guide the
way to a better world through the use of technology: "oniy
mechanization itself can lead us beyond mechanization,"e
to a Kingdom of the Soul characterized by social conscious-

ness and solidarity, love and creative responsibility. Upon
entering into the historical process, it would become clear
that it rvas the spiritual world rvhich needecl to be restruc-
tured. Rathenau said that the purpose of his book Yoz
ko'mntendert Di.ngert ("In Days to Come") was "to show
that the spiritual guidance of life and the permeation of the
mechanistic order with spirit will transform the blind piay
of force into a fully conscious and free cosmos, into a cosmos

rvorthy of mankincl."'o

But Rathenau did not mean his cail for spiritualization to
be a retreat from life:
"every genuine earthly experience must be taken seriously.
Faithfulness in sensuous perception and devotion of the
spirit lead to the inner comprehension even of everyday
occurrences and to the contemptuous rejection of any sip-
ping at the cup of life. If the worid be an order, a cosmos,

it behooves man to study its interconnections, its laws, and
its phenomena; it behooves him to build them up rvithin
himself. Plato's, Leonardo's, and Goethe's irruption into
the robust world of things was not a mundane aberration
but a divine necessity. The poet who, lacking spiritual
grasp, despises the present and the future of his world for
the sake of artiflcially selected interests, is not as he fancies

a seer, but a purveyor of aesthetic amusement.

"What is romance in history? It is sterility. It is incapacity
to imagine, still less to shape the yet unknou'n. . . . Fearing
the ugly present and the anxious future, the romantic takes
refuge with the dear, good, dead people, and spins out
further what it has learned from them. But every big man

was a shaper of his own time, a respecter of antiquity and

conscious of his inheritance as a g'rown and capable man

may be; not a youth in sheltered tutelage, but a mast:r of
the living worid, and a herald of the future. 'Modernity' is

AEG
F



16 AEG sales roonx in tlte
Konig grtitzerstras s e, B erlin ( 1 I 1 0 )
The shoTt and all uisible household
objects by Peter Behrens.

60 foolish, but antiquarianism is rubbish; life in its vigor is
neither new nor antique, but young."1r

Even before Rathenau wrote of the "big man" engaging
the world in order to achieve a true and young culture,
Peter Behrens and others were working out this challenge
in the arts.

In an article of 1908 about Behrens's work for the AEG,12
the close relationship between the means of production and
artistic form was recognized. The attempt of William Mor-
ris and his followers to restore an earlier cultural balance
through a return to an earlier productive system was spe-
cifically criticized on the grounds that such an endeavor
could not cope u,ith the basis of modern production-which
still remained the machine. Behrens repeated this argu-
ment and specifically disagreed with a claim that had been
made by Muthesius that Morris should be recognized as the
founder of the modern movement in arts and crafts. On the
contrary, Behrens thought that priority should be given to
those who were seeking a ne\Ar classical art u'hile u,orking
in sympathy with modern conditions rather than to the
English Romantics and their German follou,'ers.r3

Despite Rathenau's and Behrens's acceptance of the mod-
errr situation, there remained a traditional, even conserv-
ative, aspect to the modern society which they envisioned.
Both men believed there had been a healthy relationship
between the methods of production and the social and cul-
tural conditions of certain earlier times--especially classical
antiquity, selected periods of the Middle Ages, and the
Germany of around 1800. The cultural solidarity of those
times provided a lesson. It seemed obvious that it was
necessary to recreate the orderly, not to say monolithic,
organization imagined for the earlier admired epochs.

Rathenau had spoken of the big man as being not only a
shaper of his own time, but also "a respecter of antiquity
and conscious of his inheritance as a grown and capable
man may be." Such a historical consciousness is clearly
revealed in Behrens's publications of the Berlin years,
which repeatedly dealt with the themes of ,,monumental

art" and "art and technology."1a He saw monumental art,
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17 Design of housing and globe for
AEG arc lamp bu Peter Behrens
( 1e07 ).

18 AEG Turbine Factory, Berlin-
Moabit (now tlte Kraftwerk Union
AG). The two street facades, Peter
Beltrens with Kad Bernlmrd (1908-
1909).

19 Peter Behrens's ad,aertising d,esign
including type face. Dated, by tlrc
AEG as 1911, but probably ne&rer
1910 (the type face is, in any ease,

from 1908).

20 Graphic frame for AEG
aduertisements at the Paris
Exposition (1900) by Otto Eckmann.
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62 which had become his passion with his projects for the
crematorium in Hagen and the Mannheim exhibition hall,
as just the opposite from lyrical art. Just as he had disso-
ciated himself from the Morris tradition, he now made spe-
cific his break with the Iyrical in art. What had been so
important at Darmstadt and in his relationship with Rich-
ard Dehmel and other poets was no$/ relegated to the
intimate realms where such art could work its charm on
initiated amateurs. Monumental art did not necessarily
have to be large (lamps and vases could be monumental
while statues as high as houses could be merely decorative);
it was distinguished rather by the fact that it was the
expression of rvhat was most important to a people-the
source of a people's power or that which a people honors.
For example, even in a time when the church had ceased
to have the power and honor that it once had, death still
had its mystery, and consequently a crematorium was ca-
pable of sustaining a monumental art. Furthermore, since
monumental art, according to Behrens, was representative
of what was most important to a people, it was also the
highest expression of the culture of its time (fig. 18); indeed
all other art forms (figs. 16, 17), including those of everyday
life, should rely on the touchstones provided by monumen-
tal art. 1s But if all art was dependent on monumental art,
which was in turn the highest expression of a culture,
Behrens needed to ascertain what distinguished or at least
what should distinguish the monumental art of twentieth
century Western culture.

In 1909, Behrens adopted Houston Stuart Chamberlain's
distinction of knowledge, civilization, and culture.16 Rely-
ing on Chamberlain, Behrens built up his own relationships
among these concepts. He viewed civilization as applied
knowledge (science and technology). I., modern times,
knowledge had become essentially analytical and inductive,
he felt. In contrast, such dominant aspects of culture as the
Weltanscltau,ung and. art were synthetic and deductive.

Chamberlain had played these contrasting characteristics
into an opposition between civilization and culture. Inter-
estingly, Behrens did not fully agree. Accepting the ter-
minology, the problem, and even the general description of
the characteristics of knowledge and art in contemporary

society, he pointed out that knowledge had not always been
analytical despite the fact that it .w,as markedly so in his
day. He also felt that art in contemporary society was less
synthetic then ever before. For Behrens then, the outcome
of this exercise was not that civilization and culture were
necessariiy opposed, but that the early twentieth century
happened to be strongly marked by an analytic, scientiflc,
"civilizational"-that is, non-cultural-character.

This analytic character was contrary to the Goethean syn-
thetic spirit that Behrens admired. However, there were,
he claimed, clear signs of a return to constructive synthesis
in science as well as art. Behrens's instances of synthesis
in science were rather literal; for example, he cited the
laboratory synthesis of water from hydrogen and oxygen.
In art, there was, he felt, a turn from the materialistic,
intellectual analysis of Gottfried Semper and his timeslT to
the synthetic, intuitional understanding provided by Alois
Riegl and his concept of the Kunstwollen.l8 This shift freed
the artist from the implicit determinism of a materialist
theory of art. In the terms with which Behrens began,
there was in progress a shift from a scientific civilization to
a culture in which the will of the artist and the people was
dominant.

In 1910, Behrens meshed these abstract thoughts on the
development of culture with his involvement in a techno-
logical industry.le Behrens had earlier claimed that monu-
mental art must be expressive of that which truly moves
and grasps a society. He then acknowledged that in his
time, technology and the material progress brought about
by technology had claimed that position. The engineer had
become the hero of modern times. Nevertheless, Behrens
said, technology was still only a material concern-intellec-
tual, and a matter of civilization. The challenge was to bring
about the synthesis of technology and art in order that
modern civilization might be elevated to a true culture.

Unfortunately, no one, according to Behrens, had been
making that synthesis-least of all in industry where the
greatest opportunity lay. The character of the objects pro-
duced was determined by a few calculations and the taste
of the shop foreman. The architects, charged with the de-
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21 Krupp Ninth Mechanical
Worksltop, Essen (c.1900). An
illustration to the rationale, and,
according to Beltrens, the "pseudo-
aesthetic" of the engineer as
eremplifi.ed in the industrial
building, machine tools, and
prod,ucts.

22 Exhibition space by Peter Beh,rens

at the Third German Arts and Crafis
E rhibition, Dresden ( 1 906 ).

sign of an industrial building, reacted romantically and 63
drew upon a treasury of historical forms-never exploring
the formal implications of modern construction. Engineers,
on the other hand, gave form to their buildings according
to calculations and the conditions of construction. Often
there was a beauty to great works of engineering (fig' 21),

but according to Behrens this was a pseudo-aesthetic based

on the lawfulness of mechanical construction. Such lawful-
ness was related to that of organic growth in Nature, and

Nature, Behrens maintained, was not culture. Nor could
the mere fulfillment of purpose be culture. In contrast,
Behrens cited Riegi's theory that the artistic wili of an

epoch had to be accomplished even if it ran counter to
material criteria.

Behrens concluded this 1910 statement by outlining the
service which men of his persuasion had to provide. As
different as art and technology might be, they nevertheless
belonged together. Art should no longer be considered a
private matter. He wanted no aesthetic that sought its own
rules in romantic dreams, but rather an aesthetic "rooted
in the laws of surging life." He also did not want a tech-
nology that pursued its own ends, but one that was sensible

to the artistic will of the time. "Thus German art and

technology will work toward a single goal: to the strength
("Macltt") of the German land, which will be recognized by
the fact that a rich material life has been ennobled by a

spiritually refined fom." 20

As far as relating artistic form to new modes of production,
the AEG had created an unusual oppoftunity and had
placed this opportunity in the hands of Behrens. However,
on the general level of ideas and policy, Behrens and the
AEG were not alone.

Already in the nineteenth century a recurrent themezr was

the claim that excellence of design and production in the
crafts-and still more in industry-would be particularly
important for Germany. This idea found an especially en-

thusiastic supporter in the nationalist and social-democratic
politician Friedrich Naumann. The argument ran some-

thing like this: Germany is not rich in natural resources
and has no great navy or empire (although Naumann was
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64 also an enthusiast for achieving both a navy and an empire);
consequently it has no cheap source of materials and no
ready market for cheap goods. To compete in world com-
merce, Germany must acknowledge and turn to advantage
the fact that it buys material and sells labor and Ku,ltur.
For volume and economical production, there must be re-
liance on machine production; but to overcome the high cost
of imported materials and quality labor, it must be machine
production of high quality, based on good design. The KuL-
lzrr u.hich Germany sells should be the German vernacular
of the Machine Age, but this in turn must clerive from a
machine-oriented people who have been reared in a thor-
oughly artistic culture. To succeed in satisfying all these
conditions u,ould be to assure a high standard of art, an
advantageous commerciai position, high employment, and
elevated rvorking and living conditions.22

In 1907, Naumann was instrumental in the founding of an
organization, the Deutscher Werkbund, dedicated to the
implementation of these ideas. The Werkbund had as its
immediate source the men and the activities of Die III.
deutsche Kunstgeu,erbeausstellung u,hich opened in Dres-
den on May 12, 1906 (fig. 22).23 The greatest part of the
exhibition, under the direction of Fritz Schumacher, was
devoted to r.r'hat rvas termed "Raumkunst" (that is to say,
"spatial art" or "interior architecture"). Complete rooms,
for manlr different functions, rvere designed ancl fabricated
in order "to soll'e each problem not according to an existing
formula, but rather in accordance with a formula composed
of three concerns: the character of the function which the
room serves, the character of the materials rvhich are used
in the room, and the character of the person who created
the room."2a Great stress $,as placed on the "character of
the person rvho created the room." Space in the exhibition
ll,as, for the first time, allotted only to the artists who
would both conceive the designs and see them through to
execution. Producers and contractors could come to be rep-
resented in the exhibition only at the request of the artist,
rather than vice versa. As a further assurance of artistic
excellence, the organizers appointed an Arbeitskonrtttissar
in each of the principal regions of Germany, whose job it
was to see that the general principles of the exhibition were
fulfilled in the various sectors. The names of Muthesius,

n b e

23 Richard Rientersch.mid's dining
roont Ju,rniture designed fiir and
fobricated by the Deutsche Werkstritte
ftir Hand'werksku,n st, H elLera.u n ear
Dresden, erh.ibited at the Third
Gerntan Erhibitictn oJ'Afis and
CraJts, Dresilen ( 1 906 ).



who represented Beriin; F. A. O. Kruger from the Mun-
chener Werkstdtten, rvho represented Munich; Bernhard
Pankok for Wiirttemberg; Behrens for the Rhineland; Josef
Olbrich for Hessen; and Graf Kessler for Thuringen indicate
the caliber of the administrators who sought to make Dres-
den in 1906 a celebration of a ten year effort to renelv
German crafts and architecture. One hundred and thirty-
one rooms were created, most of them of a rather elegant
character. While these rooms relied upon individuai pro-
duction to the designer's specifications, the organizers of
the exhibition wanted to display high quality "machine-
made" furniture as well. In 1906 the distinction betr,l,een
machine-assisted handrvork and very simple industrial pro-
duction was sufficiently ribscure that any attempt to differ-
entiate precisely betrveen craft and industry was difflcult-
nor is the situation very different today. However, the
handsome and simple factory-produced furniture of Karl
Schmidt's Dresdener Werkstdtten, which had been fabri-
cated to the designs of Richard Riemerschmid (flg. 23),
Bruno Paul, Heinrich Tessenow, and others, was a promi-
nent feature of the exhibition. Naumann visited the Dres-
den exhibition, discovering in both the person and the pro-
duction ideas of Karl Schmidt a complement to his ou'n
conception ofthe union ofGerman crafts, industry, and art.
In a speech delivered at Dresden, Naumann had the op-
portunity to put forr,l,ard his ideas. One idea from this
speech is of particular significance because of its relation to
the later program of the Werkbund: "Many people do not
have the money to hire artists, and consequently many
wares are going to be mass-produced; for this great prob-
Iem, the only solution is to infuse mass production with
meaning and spirit ("Kiinstlerisch zu durchgeistigen") by
artistic means." 25

It is difficult to determine who was the prime mover of the
Deutsche Werkbund. Theodor Heuss, who served as the
business manager of the Werkbund after World War I and
who was the President of the Federai Republic of Germany
from 1949 to 1959, gave principal credit for the founding of
the Werkbund to Friedrich Naumann in cooperation with
the Dresden furniture manufacturer Karl Schmidt. Heuss
also asserted that it r,l'as these men who sought out Dr.
Wolf Dohrn to be the first manager of the Werkbund.26

These assertions are something of an oversimpliflcation 65
since many men were involved in the creation of the insti-
tution, and some credence certainly should be given to
those who credited Hermann Muthesius with "fathering"
the Werkbund.2T Muthesius's criticism of the low standard
of the craft objects produced by established German arti-
sans,28 his international interests, and his advocacy of new
technology while holding the position of Advisor on Applied
Arts to the Prussian government brought him under fire
from the protective Alliance for German Appiied Arts. At
a meeting of the Alliance in Drisseldod in June, 1907, Peter
Bruckmann, a silverr,vare proclucer from Heilbronn;2s
Dohrn, an associate of Schmidt at the Dresdener Werk-
stdtten; and the Viennese essayist J. A. Lux sided u'ith
Muthesius and withdrew from the meeting and from the
Alliance.3o Fritz Schumacher also came under attack for
having used public funds while organizing the Dresden
Kunstegeu,erbe exhibition in such a \\.ay as to favor ideo-
logical and artistic issues as opposed to immediate economic
concerns. The defenders of Muthesius and Schumacher now
represented a position which was under attack and lacked
an organization. They claimed that artistic, social, and eco-

nomic conditions would be improved if there were a consid-
ered, artisticaliy conceived relationship between any prod-
uct and the conditions of its production. This relationship
would be different, but no less important, if machine pro-
duction rvere involved.

The Dresden exhibition of 1906 ivas the focus for many
energetic men who shared common ideas and who, after
the Muthesius affair, found themselves in need of an official
body. It u'as Muthesius apparently who took the initiative
in bringing together twelve artists and tu'elve firms in-
volved in the applied arts.31 The artists vu'ere Peter Behrens
(Berlin), Theodor Fischer (Stuttgart), Josef Hoffman (Vi-
enna), Wilhelm Kreis (Dtisseldorfl, Max Lduger (Karls-
ruhe), Adelbert Niemeyer (Munich), Josef Oibrich (Darm-
stadt), Bruno Paul (Berlin), Richard Riemerschmid
(Munich), J. J. Scharvogel (Darmstadt), Paul Schultze-
Naumburg (Saaleck), and Fritz Schumacher (Dresden). The
producers rvere Peter Bruckmann und S6hne, silverware
fabricators, Heilbronn; Deutsche (formerly Dresdener)
Werkstitten fiir Handwerkskunst, Schmidt's furniture fac-



66 tory in Dresden and later in Hellerau; Eugen Diederichs,
a publisher operating out of Jena and Leipng Gebnider
Klingspor, type founders from Offenbach am Main; Kunst-
druckerei Krinstlerbund Karlsruhe, printers from Karls-
ruhe; Poeschel und Trepte, printers from Leipzig; Saa-
lecker Werkstatten, a firm which dealt mostly in interior
furnishings, from Saaleck near Bad Ktjsen; Vereinigte
Werkstitten fiir Kunst und Handwerk Mrinchen, interior
furnishings and crafts; Theophil Mriller's Werkstdtten fiir
deutschen Hausrat, household furnishings, Dresden; Wie-
ner Werkstitten, Vienna; Wilhelm und Co., workshop for
Iighting fixtures and iron and bronze work, Munich; and
Gottlob Wunderlich, weavers, Waldkirchen i. S.

All of the above received invitations in August 1907 for the
founding convention to be held in Munich on October S-6,
1907. At the celebration of the founding, in the hall of the
Vier Jahreszeiten ("Four Seasons"), Muthesius was to have
delivered the principal exhortatory speech, but found it
inadvisable because of his political position. The duty fell
to Schumacher, who was elated and deeply moved when
his speech found "a natural echo" in this assembly of "all
the German artists allied with the new constructive and
decorative endeavors." His speech had as its main theme
the need for the drau'ing together of the inventive and the
executive powers:
"The time has come when Germany should cease to look
upon the artist as a man who more or less harmlessly
follor,r,'s his inclination, and rather see in him one of the
important powers for the ennobling of work, and therebv
to ennoble the entire inner life of the Land and to make
the Land victorious in the competition among peoples. For
in this competition only those values that cannot be imitated
will prove decisive in the turn of events. Everything that
can be imitated soon loses its value on the international
market; only the qualitative values which spring from the
inexpressible inner powers of a harmonious culture are
inimitable. And consequently there exists in aesthetic
power also the highest economic value.
"After a century devoted to technique and thought, we see
the next project which Germany has to fulflil is that of the
reconquest of a harmonious c,ulture.
"In this pioneer work we unite ourselves, not as men who

are proud of what they have already achieved, but rather
as men who are proud of what they attempt."32

At the end of this meeting, at the suggestion of Richard
Riemerschmid, the entire assembly, carrying roses, went
in procession through the streets of Munich to pay homage
to Adolf Hildebrand whose sixtieth birthday it happened to
be.33 While this event is anecdotal, it seems to have sealed
an occasion which had been experienced as the triumphant
conclusion of years of endeavor and as a rededication to a
new pursuit of the elevated cultural goals which these men
had previously sought under a now discredited program.

The new program, as expressed in the articles adopted by
the Werkbund, was the following:
1) the encouragement of the fruitful cooperation among art,
industry and craft for the enhancement of the quality of
work;
2) a common position of craftsmen and artists in all the
questions which concern their relationship to the State;
3) the establishment of a center for professional develop-
ment and the literary advocacy of the goals of the Werk-
bund;
4) the obligation of each member to participate in the
achievement of excellent work;
5) the initiation of action for the increased understanding
of quality work;
6) a greater influence on the education of the young and
above all on training in the crafts;
7) a greater influence on trade, on the conditions ofbidding,
and on the conditions of expertise.3a

At Munich, and reguiarly thereafter, Naumann offered in-
spiring speeches and documents, including the flrst pro-
grammatic booklet of the Werkbund, Deutsch,e Geruerbe-
kutr,st. Under the managership of Dohrn and then Alfons
Paquet and Ernst Jickh, the Werkbund enjoyed notable
growth and success in its programs of "Quality Work,"
"Infusion of Meaning and Spirit into Work," and "Thorough
Forming of All Things.":1s

However, the conditions of 1907 were even more propitious
for the personal contribution of Peter Behrens. Only a few



24 AEG Turbine Factory, the sid,e

toward tlte factory grounds. Karl
Benthard with Peter Behrens (1905-
1909).

25 Mannesmannwerke main ffice
bui\ding, DilsseLdorf. Peter Behrens
( 1911-1912).
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68 days before Behrens participated in the founding of the
Deutscher Werkbund in Munich, he and his family had
moved from Drisseldor{ to Berlin. where his new duties as
artistic advisor to the AEG began on the first of October.

Behrens's most renowned,'vork, the AEG Turbine Factory
(see fig. 18) was in fact a composite effort with the engineer,
Karl Bernhard. Holding to his premise that the engineer's
rational problem-solving is a naturalistic and pseudo-aes-
thetic discipline, Behrens participated in the design of the
building through a division of responsibilities rather than
through a true collaboration. Behrens designed the public,
street facades of the building, incorporating modern engi-
neering construction into forms which he conceived through
the adaptation of established architectural conventions to
the new problem of representing modern industrial enter-
prise. In these facades, engineering and modern techniques
were brought together in the service of a traditional rep-
resentational art that now was addressing itself to a ne!!,
problem. In the long side elevation facing the factory
grounds (fi9. 2q and in the interior of the factory, the
engineer was given virtually free reign-achieving a quite
different result.36

In the Turbine Factory as in other work for the AEG,
Behrens learned to work successfully in industry without
surrendering his anti-positivist position. Even his changing
attitude toward technology lvas not one of acceptance but
of accommodation. For Behrens, art and science were still
distinct, and art was foremost culturally. But the writings
of Alois Riegl had persuaded Behrens to accept the la'*{ul-
ness of art as related not only to certain "constructive
(geometric, arithmetic, formal)37 ideals (as exemplified in
the conventions of the buildings of his Diisseldorf period),
but also to the epoch in which the art was created, to ,the

rhythm of the time'."38 It was this concept of a rhythm of
the time, of a Zeitgeist, that allowed Behrens to submit to
science and technolory on the level ofhistorical experience
without fully accepting them in his ideal understanding of
culture. Behrens might have said, the client's cosmology
(in this case, the devotion of modern society to science and
technology) is both significant and unavoidable, but it is not
central to the creative process. Whereas theorists whom

Behrens deprecated as "materialists" (especially Gottfried
Semper) accepted material and technical factors as inherent
in problems of production and human environment, Riegl's
Ku,nsttao\Len and the concept of Zeitgeist acted as filters by
means of u,hich an autocratic will could successfully modify
material and technical circumstances.

Thus Behrens acknowledged that the most imposing man-
ifestations of his time, those phenomena that established
the "rhythm of the time," were the works of modern en-
gineering.3s The artist, according to Behrens, could not
ignore the technological heart of the Zeitgeist. At the same
time, art could not simply submit to technology, whose
currently prevalent role was time-bound. The role of mon-
umental art, upon which all other art forms depended, was
to give timeless, lawful, and ideai form to such generai but
time-bound characteristics of a particular age.40 Finally, in
view of this contemporary need to give artistic form to the
accomplishments of technology, modern industry had the
opporlunity to serve as both the patron and the medium
for the establishment of new values of national signifl-
cance.'r1

Behrens's speech at the dedication of his office building for
the Mannesmann industry in Drisseldor{ (fig. 25) in 1912a2
makes explicit his understanding of architecture in the
service of historically determined power. The architect's
greatest responsibility was to design the building type
forms for those individuals or institutions that provided or
represented the political and economic power of their time.
For Behrens, it was modern industry in alliance with cen-
tral government that was the prime agency of that power
at the beginning ofthe twentieth century. Its factories and
office buildings therefore had to be the architectural touch-
stones of their age-receiving adequate representational
form through the imaginative intersection of architectural
convention and new conditions.

In summary, a common theme runs through Behrens's
work and writing of these years. While he maintains his
mistrust of an analytic, positivistic science and technology
and the kind of civilization that he conceived such a base
would yield, he nevertheless accommodates himself and his



Notes

work to modern industry, partially through his intimations
of a new synthesis but much more through his notion of
artistic will as an agent of forces shaped by historical de-
terminism. Industrial production and its intricate fusing
with poiitical power were the realities that had to be served
in the face of material and social constraints.

Though often highly diluted, Behrens's historical determin-
ism and the consequent character ofhis practice dominated
the main thrust of the Modern Movement and even its
attenuations in conventional practice today. For all that
Behrens' limited position stemmed from the idea of a will
to art ("Kunstwollen") fulfilling its historical destiny, it has

to be acknowledged that the position deflned by Behrens
and the AEG and the Deutscher Werkbund was the first
extensive and well regarded union of art and modern in-
dustry. In retrospect, what seems strongest in this position
was the mistrust of a nar'row, positivistic science and tech-
nology. However, the subsequent German assimilation of
the object of this mistrust, by asserting and incorporating
it as part of the course of historical necessity, defused both
its critical and creative potential. The inherent critique
became complicit resignation. The alternative to conceiving
a non-positivistic science ("Wissenscltaft," in the inclusive
sense of this German word), one which would have permit-
ted a critical and mutually contributive discourse among

art, industry, and society, runs as an aspirational vein
throughout this post-Nietzschean epoch, occasionally

achieving tentative formulation, as in the writings of Beh-

rens's Belgian colleague Henry van de Velde' A sound

construction of that position and the writing of its history
are on-going but unrealized projects.
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pp.25-29.
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burg_.'Neire HcLntburger Zeitung (April 9, 1908), p. 2.
38. Ibid.
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poorly translated. See note 14 above.
40. _Lindner, lleue Hantb,urger Zeitung (April 9, 1908), p. 1.
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1 (lrontispiece) El Greco, View and
Plan of Toledo, 1601t-1611. Greco
Museum, Toledo.

74 In April 1939 Sergei Eisenstein wrote to Jay Leyda: "I
expect to finish a most entertaining article, 'El Greco and
Cinema'l . . . Imagine some twenty-six thousand u,'ords
(!) solely to demonstrate how much cinematography there
is in the art of that old Spanish master! . c'est piquantt"
The completion of the article seemed to have been partic-
ularly laborious as, in August 1941, the director wrote
again to Leyda: "I am bringing to an end, finally, the article
on El Greco. I am also translating into English my long
article on Grifflth and the history of montage in the differ-
ent arts. I will probably add an investigation of the idea of
the foreground in the history of art."

Eisenstein's curiosity about the history of art, as he contin-
uously expiored it in the search of historical justifications
for his cinematographic poetics, was certainly not new. It
is especially signiflcant, hou,ever, that he speciflcally in-
sisted on including among the precursors of his new film
Ianguage figures like El Greco and Piranesi.l This is not to
deny that these two personalities have presented themes
hitherto too easily assimilated into the theory of montage,
but rather to stress the type of operation which Eisenstein
carries out in analyzing a painting such as El Greco's Viezl
and Plan of Toledo (1604-1614, see frontispiece), or in
breaking up and reassembling the Piranesian Prisons. Ei-
senstein's text on Piranesi, which u'as published in Italian
with the first version of this essay, is, in fact, connected to
a previous text-surely the one quoted in the letter of
Leyda-rnhich has also been published in the third volume
of the Russian Ianguage version of the complete works of
Eisenstein. These two texts are related by a unique tech-
nique of critical analysis based on what the director calls
"explosion" or "ecstatic transfiguration."

EI Greco's View and Plan of ToLedo and Piranesi's Dark
Prison-works to which Eisenstein applies his analyses-
are, in other words, "put in motion": they are made to react
dlrramically as a result of an ideal erplosion of the formal
tensions embedded within them. We will briefly examine
the articulations of such a singular example of a "critical
operative method." First, horn,ever, it should be noted that
both this method of analysis and Eisenstein's theory of
montage deny any artistic solutions based on continuity.

Indeed, Eisenstein himself asserts that "the montage is the
stage of the explosion of the movie frame"; moreover, in
his "Lezioni di Regia," he adds that "when the tension
within a movie frame reaches the climax and cannot in-
crease any further, then the frame itself explodes, frag-
menting itself into two pieces of montage."2 Thus, as far
as Eisenstein is concerned, the movie frame and the mon-
tage cannot be counterposed as tu,o separate spheres of
operation but are considered stages of one and the same
process which manifests itself as a "dialectic jump from
quantity to quality." I'

One could, for example, point out the affinity between such
a theory of montage and the theory of the unity of the
Iiterary work seen as the dynamic irfiegrat,ion of its com-
ponents, elaborated by Tynianov after 7924. But for our
purposes it is more interesting for now to follorv the way
in which, on the basis of these prior considerations, Eisen-
stein forces the works of El Greco and especially those of
Piranesi to lose their natural autonomy, to come out of
their isolation, to enter into and become part of an ideal
series deprived of continuity: to become, in other words,
simple frames of a cinematographic phrase.

It is therefore of the utmost interest, in the specific case of
Piranesi, to analyze the contributions which the critical
method of the Soviet director is able to make given the
singular relationship which connects that eighteenth cen-
tury artist to Eisenstein, the heir of the historical avant-
garde. a

It is clear that Eisenstein reads the entire series of the
Prisons as discontinuous fragments of a single sequence,
based on the technique of "intellectual montage": based,
that is, following his own definition, on a conflicting "jux-
taposition of intellectual stimuli which accompany each
other."s The explosion which he imposes on the architec-
tonic elements envisioned bv Piranesi in the Dark Prtson
cruelly force the tendencies of the original etching. Eisen-
stein pretends that a telluric force, born of the reaction
between the image and its critical contemplation, turns
upside down all the pieces of the Piranesian Prisons, set-
ting them in motion, agitating them convulsively, reducing



them to fragments which are awaiting an entirely new
composition. It is difficult not to see, in such a mental
operation, what the Soviet director calis "ecstatic transflg-
uration," a technique of analysis evolving from the complex
lessons of Russian Futurism: in this sense, the elements of
the eighteenth century etching undergo a true and veritable
reification; they are reduced, at least in the beginning, to
an alphabet deprived of structure.

But there is something more. With the explosion iiterally
provoked by Eisenstein, we find ourselves in the face of
rvhat the Russian formalists had called pta'etn, a "semantic
distortion": that is, the "material elements" of the Pirane-
sian composition undergo a change of meaning, due to the
violent alteration of the mutual relations which originally
connected them. And then one must recall that for Shklov-
sky, in particular, semantic distortion had as its own func-
tion the retrieval of the original function of language, the
purity of communication. At this point, the violence imag-
ined by Eisenstein to be inflicted on the Prtsorts of Piranesi
can be interpreted as an attempt to make the etching itself
speak, beyond the usual signiflcations attributed to it. In
other u'ords, the entry of Eisenstein into the rvorld of the
eighteenth century seems to have had similar effects to
those of Chaplin-"Lord Scompiglio"-for the Russian ci-
nematographic avant-gardes on environments which seems
to have been built precisely to be upset by the uproarious
gags of the actor. But let us proceed in our analysis by
enumerating the motifs which emerge from a reading of
Eisenstein's text.

First of all, it must be remarked that the explosion of the
elements of the Durk Prtson takes, in the words of Eisen-
stein himself, the form of a dissolution, which signifies that
the elements themselves are read by Eisenstein as forms
in a state of potential movement, even though they are
artificially connected. The technique of "ecstatic transfigu-
ration" therefore accelerates that potential movement,
achieves it, and "frees it from the resistance of forms."

This occurs because in the eighteenth century etching the
forms have already reached a fluid state. Eisenstein re-
marks accurately that, in the Dark Prison, the persistence

of a rigorous structuration is accompanied by a fragmen- 7b
tation of the means of expression. It is precisely this frag-
mentation which attracts the attention of the Soviet direc-
tor. It is precisely this collision between the laws relating
to the structure of the organism and the disintegration of
its formal elements rvhich he precipitates by way of his
imaginary "explosion. "

Finally, in the course of his analytical operation, Eisenstein
utilizes another, final, model. Thus, it can be said that the
idea of "setting in motion" the Dark Prtson, of provoking
in this work a "rebellion of the objects," a "displacement of
the sign"-according to Shklovsky's metaphorG-originates
precisely from the existence of such a flnal model. The
confrontation between the Dark Prison and the first edition
of the Pirsozzs suggests to Eisenstein the direction in which
the fragments and the residues freed by his imagined ex-
plosion tend to converge.

In other u,,ords, Eisenstein identifles in the youthful etch-
ings of Piranesi nothing less than a hermetic enclosure of
formal values in which are present the seeds of the later
much more substantial innovations of the mature Piranesi.
It is such an enclosure that he attempts to unravel. With
the explosion ofthe Dark Prison, he does nothing less than
apply, in a violent and totally intellectual manner, the same
procedure adopted by Piranesi himself in the composition
of the Capricious Inaentions o.f Prtsons and in the second
edition of these very same Prisons. Does Eisenstein not
also recognize with acute critical intelligence that in the
Capricious Inaentiotr,s Piranesi dissolves not only the sin-
gular forms but also their objecthood? (More precisely-
adds Eisenstein-"the objects are dissolved like physical
elements of representation.")

Thus starting from an already defined result, Eisenstein
extracts the static photogram represented for him by the
Dark Prisoz from the open sequence of the Piranesian
Prisons. Or, better, Eisenstein forces this ideal photogram
to participate in the dynamic and thematic continuity that
chatactertzes the Prtsons themselves. The "ecstatic trans-
figuration" provoked by the explosion has thus this first
meaning: to fill in the spatial void existing between the



76 etching of 1743 and the first series of Capricious Inae'ntions
is to multiply the potential significations of the Dark
Prisort. Eisenstein-in this case, just as in that of the EI
Greco painting-carries out a critical operation in every
u,ay related to that proposed by the nouue\le critique of
Barthes and Doubrovsky. The Piranesian rnork appears to
Eisenstein like a pure, many layered material, susceptible
to an operation which dismembers and multiplies its formal
components.

What Eisenstein calls the "inoffensiveness" of the Dark
Prtson, its static ambiguity, is read by him as a kind of
challenge. The criticism that revolts against itself thus has
to take the form of an act of violence. In this sense, the
Russian director does not hesitate-to use the expression
of Roland BarthesT-to "dissociate the meanings" of Pira-
nesi's etchings, to superimpose "on the initial language of
the work a second language, that is to say, a coherent
system of signs," introduced as a "cotttrolled transforma-
tion, submitted to optical conditions: it must transform
euerything that is the object of its reflection; it must trans-
form everything in the same direction according to deter-
mined rules."

It is of little importance that Barthes or Doubrovsky deny
that his critical method is immediately related to the for-
malist tradition.8 Neither Eisenstein nor Barthes under-
takes any criticism which consists of a true and appropriate
nrultiplication of the ambiguity of the text under consid-
eration; or, principaliy, of the ambiguity embedded in the
organization of the original linguistic material. What Eisen-
stein explodes in the Dark Prtsoz is the false equilibrium
imposed by Piranesi on the contrast betu'een the structure
of the form and the dilution of the objects. It is this/alse
equilibrium that Eisenstein's aesthetic explosion takes as

a target. His criticism of Piranesi tends to expose, in the
analyzed work, bhe dynamic valences hidden in it. Criticism
bridges the neutral space that separates the Dark Prison
from the two successive editions of the Pri,sons oJ' Inaen-
tiott.

The "semantic distortion" achieved from reading Eisenstein
assumes a climactic form. But one must go further. Eisen-

stein by straining to the point of paradox the tendency
tou.,ard formal distortion inherent in the work of Piranesi
causes the formal organization ofthe etching to react under
the pressure of the "rebellion of forms."

The critique on the rnork therefore becomes an operation
on the work itself. But, it is evident that this is possible
only if there exists an afflnity between the context of the
work and the language of the critic, in our case, a critic
particularly interested in reading dynamically the organi-
zation of the Piranesian forms.

It will, therefore, not be difficult to recognize in Eisen-
stein's critique of the Dark Prison something quite related
to the critique Eisenstein addressed in the late 1920's and
early 1930's, to the discontinuous montage of Dziga Vertov,
to the epic montage of Pudovkin, to the technique of parallel
action of Griffith, and to the concept of the frame as the
invariable letter of the alphabet.e Eisenstein u'rote in 1929:

"The movie frame is far from being an eLenrcn.t of montage.
Itisacell of montage, like cells which, in dividing, generate
a phenomenon of a different order-the organism or the
embryo-such that at the other end of the dialectical leap
of the movie frame, we find the montage. But what char-
acterizes the montage and hence its role as a cell or movie
frame? The collision-the conflict of two opposing pieces.
The conflict. The collision. I have in front of my eyes a torn
and yellowed sheet of paper. Here is a mysterious remark:
this is the outline 'Relationship-P' 'Collision-E' of a dispute
on the subject of montage betu'een 'P' (Pudovkin) and 'E'
(myself)."'o

But this is not all. In the evolution of his theoretical re-
search, Eisenstein eventually considers the form of the
montage to be the structure of the image, and the same
montage to be the "larn'of the structure of the object."rl
The programmed discontinuity of the "montage of attrac-
tions" and the entire therapy of shock, on which the his-
torical avant-gardes ranging from Futurism to FEKSt2
were based, are superseded in favor of a completely struc-
tural consideration of the work, where, principally, what is
recuperated is precisely the concept and value ofLhetoork.
To questions relative to the theory of the place of intellec-



tual work, and of the neopopulist and universalist ideology
of the time, which was accompanied by the introduction of
the first two Soviet five year plans, Eisenstein answers
with his ambiguous synthesis of the avant-garde and real-
ism (and it is hardly necessary to note that by "realism"
one does not mean here the restoration of classical laws of
structuring which restore to the work its organicity or a
totalizing vision of history and of the world).

For our purposes, it is interesting to recognize which of the
avant-garde experiences Eisenstein seeks to retain as the
most adequate for his research ofthe years 1930-1940. The
principle of montage had always been linked to the theme
of activating the public.13 But after 1928, the theme of the
public in the USSR is shorn of all generalities and is related
directly to the new functions that the urban proletariat and
the peasantry in transformation are called upon to carry
out within the regional, economic master plans. The crisis
foreseen by Mayakovsky was certainly not unrelated to
that material and concrete dimension assumed by ideology
between 1924 and 1930. It became impossible to ignore that
ideology once it was admitted that intellectual work under
the conditions dictated by the October Revolution should
be solely a response to a "social mandate."la For Eisen-
stein, the ideology of the public has to pass through the
filter of a new representationalism. As far back as 1934, he
acknowledges his debt to the circus, to the variety theater,
to foxtrot, to jazz, to Chaplin, confronting in this way ma-
terials already appropriated by Futurism and by the
expressionist "left" as the foundations of a renewed rela-
tionship between aesthetic provocation and the public. But
immediately afterward, the same Eisenstein cautions that
below "the multi-colored harlequin costume," stretched to
the point that "it would include the whole structure of the
program and become the very method of production itself,"
there can be found even deeper roots in the tradition of the
nineteenth century, for example, the method of cross-mon-
tage: the example he quotes is a scene in Madame Bovary
in which Flaubert alternates between the speech of a public
speaker in the piazza below and the dialogue of Emma and
Rodolfo.l5

Precisely in the hidden concept of such an analysis lies the
reason for Eisenstein's interest in the Prisozs. In Piranesi,
in Flaubert, in Da Vinci's Deluge, and in El Greco, the

$oviet director reads the synthesis of two opposites: on the
one hand, the experimentalism of the avant-garde and of
formalism, which in these examples appears to be sanc-
tioned historically; on the other hand, the confirmation of
the character of the totality of the text and the salvation of
its organicity, the permanence of the (dynamic) structur-
alism of the form.

But this would appear to negate one of the basic affirma-
tions of the historical avant-garde: the dissolution of the
form and the destruction of the very concept of the work
of art in favor of a discontinuous montage of empty signs
placed in opposition. The ambiguous autonomy of a similar
linguistic system, after the first few years of the Five Year
Plan, does not function anymore: it is not verified by the
new Soviet public familiarized with the ideology of socialist
work.

It is not by chance that before permanently abandoning the
Constructivist heritage, architects such as Vesnin, Melni-
kov, and adherents of the Vopra group (Alabian and Mord-
vinov, primarily) attempted to filter through the proletar-
ian epic various formal structures balanced between neo-
futurism and the metaphysics of the "novecento."17 It is
basically the same attempt which was carried out in the
Soviet Union in the period 1934-1937 by an architect like
Andr6 Lurgat, and which finds its best expression in the
theorizations of Luk6cs. For Luk6cs, just as for Lurgat and
for Eisenstein, the problem is to push the bourgeois tra-
ditions of form to its extreme consequences. Thus, it is only
in a socialist society, in which the individual and the com-
munity flnd the full realization of the organicism denied
them by bourgeois society, that tradition can escape the
drama in which it was confined by the nineteenth centuryIn Flaubert's passage, Eisenstein sees "the intersection of

two thematically identical lines, which are equally pedes- 77
trian. Matter is sublimated to a degree of monumental
banality, which culminates in the intersection of sentences
and the play of words that depend for their meaning on the
juxtaposition of the two lines." 16



78 disagreement between the aspirations for totality and the
shipwreck in the realm of cosmic alienation. One must say,
therefore, that for Eisenstein the formula of ,,intellectual

cinema" does not at all signify the negation of the internal
dynamism of the filmic construction. The organic quality of
dynamism: this tension is the point of departure for his
demand that "intellectual montage" attract the spectator in
order to make him participate in the dynamic process of
constructing the image.

Thus emerges one specific reason that brings Eisenstein to
analyze the oeuvre of Piranesi. While considering the struc-
ture of the Capricious Inuentions he pauses to note a spe-
cial contrast existing within it. To the "crisis of the object,,,
flamboyantly denounced by the eighteenth century en-
graver for its distortions and spatial interpenetrations,
there corresponds a conservation of the figurative character
of the single elements. "The stone is moved from the stone,,,
writes Eisenstein, "but it preserves its own figurative ob-
jecthood f"predmetnosf"l in stone. The stone vault is trans-
formed in the angular trusses, but the figurative nature of
both remains unchanged. The objective reality of perspec-
tive, the figurative value of the objects themselves will
never be compromised."

Eisenstein acutely reveals in Piranesi the ambiguous di-
mension attributed to objects so rnuch so that he recognizes
in the Prisons an unanswered question about the destiny
of organic form: "an initial leap beyond the limits of the
exact conflguration of objects toward the play of the geo-
metric forms that compose them, and we are confronted
with a C6zanne. one more step forward, and we have
the Picasso ofthe Golden Age. The object-pretext l"pouod"f
has already disappeared." From Piranesi to Picasso by way
of C6zanne: the continuity of the avant-garde is thus se-
curely affirmed. From the Piranesian crisis of the object to
its disappearance: but Eisenstein goes further, for he is
interested in mirroring in the origins of the avant-garde
the crisis of the same avant-garde, its own ultimate ,,over-

coming." It is no accident that he inserts in his discourse
a quick attack on the architecture of Constructivism, ac-
cusing it of having underestimated the specific role of the
image. Guernica was thus to be the work in which, by way

ofthe recapturing ofpathos, the avant-gardemade history,
in which Picasso transcended the entirely subjective mo-
ment, and in which "not knoWing where to hit those who
are responsible for the social disorder of this 'order of
things', one would hit the 'things' and the 'order' before
suddenly regaining sight and perceiving where and of what
the harm and the first cause consisted." This reading of
Guernica is of interest for the light it sheds on Eisenstein's
evaluation of the "anticipatory" quality of Piranesi's work.
Piranesi too, just like the Cubist Picasso-read by the di-
rector in a questionably destructive and Dadaist light-
upsets "the things" and "the order" because he is not ca-
pable of attacking directly "the order of things." But pre-
cisely such a formal distortion, such a shattering of norms,
such an "architecture as extremity of circumstance" recalls
Eisenstein's interest. For out of such pathos, Eisenstein is
afterward constrained to distill the purely technical ele-
ments: it is obvious in the way in which he compares the
"ascent to nowhere" of the Piranesian staircases to the
reiterated motif of Karensky ascending in the movie Octo-
ber. But it can also be seen in his paralleling of the typical
superimposition and infinite interpenetration of spaces in
the Prisons to the construction of the frame in Old And
Neu or in luan The Teryible, in which the space of "sce-
nography as such" is set in contrast to the actor who
reaches beyond the space of representation.

It is at this point that the dialectic of Eisenstein, in its
continuous reshuffling of the cards of theoretical discourse,
fails to hide the internal impasses in the political task he
claims for the cinema.

Comparing Piranesi's compositional method with that of
the vertical landscapes in Chinese and Japanese painting,
Eisenstein recognizes two different ways of achieving a
synthesis of opposites. In the case of Oriental art we have,
in his opinion, "a quietism which tries very hard to reconcile
the oppositesby dissolai,ng them one into tlrc other." In the
case of Piranesi, we find an "exasperation beyond all limit',
of the opposites, so that they are forced "to transfi,x one
another" and to carry to an extreme their destructive dy-
namism.



But once we have identified in the red thread which con-
nects the Prisons to Guernica such a method of exagger-
ated contradictions, is the confrontation between formal
pathos and ethico-political duty still really justifiable in a
Picasso "who had suddenly reacquired his vision"? To what
point can subjectivism, involved more than once in the
study on Piranesi, be confronted with such a rigorous tech-
nique of formal construction as that of "intellectual mon-
tage" or "sonorous counterpoint"? Is the structuring
through "exasperation" of formal oppositions, as we recog-
nize it in Piranesian precedents, not a perfectly integral
part of Russian Formalist theories? Can Piranesi-or El
Greco or Flaubert-vouch for the alliance between realism
and the avant-garde? Does not the whole proposition ap-
pear at this point extremely ambiguous?

These are precisely the questions which Eisenstein avoids.
Moreover, one can say that his later essays-including
those on the Piisons-were written precisely to escape
these questions.

In fact, one discovers that the anxious search for historical
antecedents capable of justifying the theoretical compro-
mise between representation and autonomy of formal struc-
ture tends to be conflrmed by the linguistic instruments of
the avant-garde, even if Eisenstein is willing to recognize
the anachronistic and utopian character ofthe avant-garde.
But one must not be misled by his self-criticism with re-
spect to the abstract character of "intellectual cinema." In
his writing on the Prtsorts, it is clear that his argument
From Pit'anesi to Gtterizzlca is in reality a closed circle.
From Gtternicu he returns to the Prtsons, to their inflnite
figurative potential, to their exasperation of conflict, dev-
astation, and fali. It is not simplv that Eisenstein himself
appears behind the Piisoizs, with all his linguistic baggage,
conversing u,ith himself. The avant-garde, depfir,ed of its
utopian potential and ofits ideology, poised ready to recon-
quer the fullness of the world, can only fall back on itsell
it can only explore the stages of its own development. At
best, it may recognize Lhe ambiguity of its ou'n origins.

hermetic sequence of the Piranesian Prtsons. The collision 79
of forms, "forced to wound each other," belongs both to
Piranesi and to the Soviet director, who is searching for a
historic continuity capable of giving non-ephemeral, insti-
tutional meaning to his own linguistic search. The return
to the origins of the avant-garde involves, therefore, the
discovery of the ambiguity of language. The formal distor-
tions, the dialectic of order and chaos, the technique of
estrangement all reyeal themselves in the path from Pira-
nesi to Eisenstein as none other than available "materials."

It is difficult to escape, in reading the passages where
Eisenstein likens his own filmic sequences to Piranesi's
compositional method, Shklovsky's fundamentai statement
that art "is not a thing, not a material, but a relationship
of materials; and, like any relationship, this one, too, is at
degree zero. .. . Play{ul, tragic, universal, or particular
works of art, the opTtositions of one worLd to attother or of
a cat to a stone, are aLL equaL anr,ong tlr,em,selues." 18 Eis-
tenstein metaphorically declares his allegiance to formalist
ideology, choosing as his comparative terms Piranesi's
"negative utopia": the first accomplished expression, that
is to say, of the "dialectic of the avant-garde."

It is for this reason that the reference to Picasso's anti-
Fascist engagement inG'uernicu introduces, in the economy
of Eisenstein's essay, a clearly dissonant motif into his lucid
reasoning. So much so that Eisenstein avoids answering an
underlying question: how can the recourse to epos and
pathos, outside strictly disciplinary considerations, be jus-
tified as specific elements of socialist realism?

Eisenstein's entire essay is trying to answer this question
in an ellipticai manner. The resort to epos is aiways an,
expression of a nostalgia. Paralleling his own u'ork to Pir-
anesi's and to the organic order of the great nineteenth
century novel, Eisenstein reveals the object of his nostal-
gia: for him, realism-the heir of the avant-garde-looks
back in regret on the heroic stage of bourgeois ambiguity.

This is exactly what occurs at the moment in which Eisen-
stein "completes," by bringing it up to the present, the



Notes

80 1. In Eisenstein's writing, recourse to El Greco's and Piranesi's
works is certainly not infrequent. See the detailed analysis of El
Greco's Veduta e pianta della cittd di Toledo included in the essay
"Vertikai'nyj montaz, statJa pervaja" ("Vertical montage, flrst
article"), lskzrssluo Kino, 9, 1940 (Italian translation, "Sincroniz-
zazione dei sensi," Forma e t,ecni.ca del .fiLnt, e Lezioni di 'regia
fTurin: Einaudi, 1964], pp. 267 ft.); or the hint to Piranesi's com-
positions, "Built on the Movement and Variation of 'Countervol-
umes'," in "Vertikal'nyj montaz, stat'ja trej'ja," ("Velcical mon-
tage, third article"), Iskttsst,-o Kin,o, 1,1941 (Italian translation,
"Forma e contenuto: Pratica," Forma e tecnica del .fi,l,m e lezioni
dt reqia [Turin: Einaudi, 1964], pp. 331 ff.). See also "El Greco,"
"Piranesi," and "Piranesi, o la fluiditir delle forme," Eisenstein's
Cotnplete Works, vol. 3 (Moscow, 1964), pp. 145ff. and 156ff.
Eisenstein's analysis of this painting appears in his essay "Syn-
chronization of Senses," included in Sergei Eisenstein, Tlrc FiLm
Serzse (New York: Harcourt, Brace, & World, 1970), pp. 103-105.
Eisenstein writes: "EI Greco provides an instance for us of an
artist's viewpoint ieaping furiously back and fofth, flxing on the
same canvas details of a city seen not only from various points
outside the city, but even from various streets, alleys, and
squaresl A11 this is done lvith such a full consciousness ofhis right
to work thus, that he had even recorded, on a map inserted into
the landscape for this purpose, a description of this procedure. He
probably took this step to avoid any misunderstanding on the part
of people who knew the city of Toledo too well to see his work
except as a forrn of capricious 'leftism'.
The painting is his Tiezo and PLan of Toledo, finished some time
between 1604 and 1614, and now in Toledo's Greco Museum. It
contains a general vieu' of Toledo from approximately the distance
of a kilometer eastwards. At the right a young man displays the
map of the city. On this map Greco instructed his son to write
these words: 'It has been necessary to put the Hospital of Don
Juan Tavera in the form of a modei [that on the cloud] because it
not only so happened as to conceal the Visagra gate, but thmst
up its dome or cupola in such a manner that it overtopped the
to'"1'n; once put thus as a model, and removed from its place, I
thought it would show the facade before any other part ofit; how
the rest of it is related to the town will be seen on the map. . . .'
What difference has this made? Realistic propottions have been
altered, and while part of the city is shown from one dlrection,
one detail of it is shou.n ftom eractly the opposite directiont. That
!s why I insist upon including El Greco among the forefathers of
fllm montage. In this pafticular instance he appears as a forerun-
ner of the newsreel, for his 're-editing' is rather more informa-
tional here than in his other Vieto of Toledo (painted in the same
period.) In this latter u,ork he accomplished no less radical a
montage reoolution of realistic landscape, but here it has been
done through an emotional tempest, u'hich has immortalized this
painting."-Ed.
2. S. M. Eisenstein, "Lezioni di Regia," Eisenstein's Complete
l7'orks (Moscow, 1964), p. 478. It should be noted that the quoted
passage.follows a! earlier reference to the dy'namic composition
of the Piranesian Pri.sons.
3. Ibid.
4. It should be noted that Eisenstein's article on the Piranesian
Prisons was written in 194G1947, during his last years.

5. S. M. Eisenstein, "Metodi di Montaggio," Fil.m ForTrz (New
York, 1949. Italian translation inFonna e tecrttca de|Jtlnt, e lezioni
di regla [Turin: Einaudi, 1964], p. 75).
6. See V. Shklovsky, O Teorii, Prozy ("On the Theory of Prose"
lMoscorv and Leningrad, 19211). Italian translation (Turin: Ei-
naudi, 1976).
7. Roland Barthes, Cfi,tique et VefitA (Paris, 1965), p. 64.
8. In fact, the relationships u'hich Doubrovsky rejects are those
with the formalism of Anglo-Saxon criticism. Those which appear
to be important to the obiectives of our discourse relate to the
affirmation of the n.ou'uelle critique around the "primacy of the
work": "each aesthetic object," Doubrovsky writes," is the result
of a human project." S. Doubrovsky, Pou.rquoi La 'nouuelle cri-
ttque. Critiq'u,e et objectiuitd (Paris, 1967. Italian translation, Cri-
ttca e oggettiuilri I Padua: Marsi]io, t967), p. 72).
9. S. M. Eisenstein, "Cinema in quattro dimensioni," Kizro (Mos-
cow, 27 August 1929); Italian translation, Form,a e tecnica deL

Jtl,m e leziotti di regia (Turin: Einaudi, 1964), p. 61. "The movie
frame," he writes, "can never be an invariable letter of the al-
phabet, it should always remain an ideogram of plural meanings,
and it can be read only next to something else, exactly the way
an ideogram acquires its specific significant value and pronuncia-
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Postscript

Mario Gandelsonas

The modernity of Sergei Eisenstein's
sensibility allowed him to see in
Piranesi's Carceri a subversive action
against the basic principles of
representational art and therefore of
architectural language. This reading
becomes instrumental in Tafuri's
criticai argument inasmuch as Tafuri
claims the final enclosure of
architectural language, despite
Piranesi's desperate attempts to
break it. Reading "Eisenstein reading
Piranesi," Tafuri finds support both
for his interpretation of the present
situation in architecture as so?s
isszre, and for his search for a new
pertinency in the construction of a
history of architecture, its
articulation within the political
instance, and its insertion u'ithin the
economic structure. In fact,
"Eisenstein reading Piranesi" allows
Tafuri to articulate his own critical
position in relation to the linguistic
approaches to architecture, in
isolation from its ideological and
economic-political determinations.

If, however, the architectural work
with and/or against Ianguage is not
seen simply as a circular game of
repetitions but as part of a critical
ideological production, or as a
production of knowledge (that is, not
necessarily exclusively discursive),
there is another very important
implication in the chain of readings
represented by Tafuri-Eisenstein-
Piranesi.

Architectural practice is not only a
slow and painful process culminating
in the fabrication of rooms, buildings,

or urban spaees, it is also a particular
way of readi,ng them. It is the
production of a discourse which takes
them as a point of departure,
sometimes closing these fabrications
in themselves, so that they become
material for combinations,
permutations, or transferences, or in
other instances chaining thent
(temporartLy) to other discourses in
cu\ture, and thereby to new
meanings. But not to any meaning at
random: there has always existed a
paradigm of cultural practices in the
arts ciosely related to architecture,
which represents, for architecture, a
reservoir of potential vocabularies or
grammatical procedures. In fact the
particular mode by which
architecture is read strongly depends
upon and draws from its position
within that paradigm. Such a
relationship to paradigm is valid for
any cultural practice. Thus, when he
analyzes Goya, Gogol, and Piranesi,
Eisenstein reveals his understanding
of the need for such a paradigm for
the new cinematographic art.

Tafuri's architectural analysis of
Piranesi uses Eisenstein's
cinematographic reading as a
mediation that provides critical
distance but also a political context in
which the "revolutionary" aims of the
aesthetic avant-garde confront the
more general objectives of a social
revolution.

But one could of course go much
further than to use Eisenstein as a
simple mediation; one could continue
in his own revolutionary spirit.

Eisenstein's proposal, confirmed by
Tafuri, involves the displacement of
the architectural discourse;
architecture is forced by Eisenstein
to abandon its omnipotent place as

the most important of the arts and to
accept a secondary cultural role
u.ithin a new paradigm, that
developed for the movies. In this it
gains perhaps a "modernity"
materialized in the movies not only in
terms of language, but also in terms
of the modern economic apparatus
and the inevitable ideological political
weight of its discourse.

Confronted with the cinematographic
discourse, the architectural discourse
not only allows a critical discourse to
be developed in architecture but also
permits a critique of traditional
linguistic theories in architecture,
new modes of reading that question
the idea of "a language" of
architecture, in order to suggest a
typology of different linguistic
behaviors, as suggested by Diana
Agrest in her article "Design versus
Non-Design" (Oppositiorzs 6, Fall
1976).

It also allows the discussion of
architecture seen as an exclusively
poetic practice dominated only by a
subjective instance-a fashionable
position these days-encouraged by
its conservative co-existence with
"the classical arts" to be displaced
toward a situation where the violent
contradiction between the Subjective
and the Social is permitted a critical
development rather than the
repression of its intrinsic conditions.
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1 (frontispiece ) E isenstein filming
Que Viva Mexico (1931) in tlte
Yucatan.

2 Tlrc dog-knigh,ts of Eisenstein's
Alexander Nevsky, 1938.

84 I am sitting in a bright yellow room flooded with sunlight.
It is the comer room of my apartment in Potylixa2 and one
of its windows looks out on the village of Troitskoe-Golen-
ishchevo. From here partisans, attacking the French "on
the flank," once pursued the army of Napoleon's invaders
from Moscow. (This provided the name for the whole re-
gion.)

Another window looks out on an empty field.

This field was once an apple orchard.

I dug up the apple orchard-

in 1938.

I cleared this square of orchard to make the battlefield for
"The Battle on the Ice."

Here, that summer, after transforming the square into the
ice-covered surface of Lake Chud, I went on recreating for
a month, earlier hordes of invaders of the Russian land, the
dog-knights of Alexand.er Neaskg (fig. 2).

Only recently the contour of the city of Moscorn, ended just
beyond these windows,

And the house where I live was the last house inside the
boundaries of the city of Moscow.

If a cucumber had dropped inadvertently out of the kitchen
window, it might have dropped into . . Moscow's suburbs.

Now the edges of the city have expanded, and the space
between suburbs and city has moved far beyond my win-
dows.

In 1941 the German invader was not permitted to come as
far as this line and was detained somewhere without having
rolled up to my yellow room above the village of Troitska
and the field of "The Battle on the Ice" looking u,ith its
windows in the direction of Mozhaisk and Minsk.

2



Between the windows in the corler is a section of wall.

On the wall-is it.

It is the object of an aggressive hunt that went on for
years.

I first saw it in the form of a reproduction in a small book
(thicker than it was wide) on the history of theater design:
Giulio Ferrari, La Scenografia (Milan, 1902) from the li-
brary of the former theater of S. I, Zimin.

But flnally in return this and one other etching by Piranesi 85
are now my property.

Neatly mounted, this property is separated from the ca-
nary-yellow walls by its expressive burnt sienna colored
coffee stains.

I am a long-standing admirer of the architectural frenzies
of Piranesi's Prisons.

But more of an enthusiast than a connoisseur,

It is a Piranesi etching

It is part of the series Opere aarte di Architettura,

And it is called CcLrcere oscuro ("The Dark Prison," fig. 3).

It is thought to have been created under the influence of
the etching "Prison d'Amadis" of Daniel Marot.3 It far sur-
passes the prototype. And it is dated 1743.

Quite recently---only just now-I was able to acquire it

As always-by means both strange and inscrutable.

By barter

An exchange with a provincial museum.

The base of the museum's collection was an extravagant
and unsystematic assortment of rare pieces gathered by
some merchant who had often traveled abroad.

In his private residence a stuffed bear got along peacefully
with a serving dish, terrible carved "Moors" with candle-
sticks and pretty objects of very high quality: for example,
several etchings by Piranesi.

Therefore I always assigned this etching which I like so

much to the series Inuenzioni capricciosi di carcert ("Fan-
tasies on the Theme of Prisons") known in two variants,
1745 and 176l-1765, and not to the earlier series Opere
uanie.s

I am now looking at this etching on my wall,

And for the first time I am struck, despite its amazing
perfection, by the degree of its balanced . . . gentleness.
Probably because the impressions produced by the originals
of the later Carceri, as I viewed them for the first time,
are still fresh, it seems unexpectedly harmless, with little
feeling.

Unecstatic

Ancl norv, u,hile looking at the etching and mentaily ana-
lyzing the methods of producing "an ecstatic effect," I in-
voluntarily begin to apply them to this etching.

I ponder over what would happen to this etching if it were
brought lo a state of ecstasy, if it u,ere brought out of
itself.

As a whole. With all its elements .

In exchange went one Edelinck,a one Hogarth,s one Nan-
teuil6 and a charming Claude M6llane . . .7

I admit that this experiment on Piranesi preceded what
was similarly described above and performed on EI Greco,e

Perhaps it was too much And both experiments were presented here in "historical"



3 Giouanni Batistct Piran.esi, Carcere
Oscura ("The Dark Prtson"), ca.17l5.

! Diagram, by Eisenstein o.l'

Pircmesi's Carcere Oscura.

5 "The etching . . . leaps out of the
u ertical format --4nto the h,ctrizontal."
Diagra tn by E isertstei tt.

86 sequence of their origin not merely with the aim of main-
taining the progressive sequence (actor-painter-architect)
according to the motives stated above.

In order to make a clearer exposition of what I worked out
in my mind, Iet me introduce here a reproduction of the
etching and put a diagram of it right next to it. I will
number the basic elements and distinctive features of the
etching in the diagram (figs. 3, 4).

Now-step by step, element by element-we will explode
them one after another.

We have already done this once with El Greco's painting.

Therefore this operation is now simpler, more familiar and

demands less time and space.

Ten explosions will be enough to "transform" ecstatically
this diagram which has been drawn in front of our eyes.

However, it would be unfair to reject any type of emotional
feeling in this initial etching.

Otherwise-what is the source of the great fascination this
etching holds for me, an etching which I got to know before
coming upon the savage exuberance of the Prtsofls of the
principal series?

But if there is any "going out of oneself'ro here in this
etching, it is realized not as an explosion, but as . . . dis-
solution,

And-not of forms, but only of the system of the expressive
means,

And therefore instead of frenzy and a strong impression of
fury, there is a flowing lyrical "mood."

It is in just this spirit, for example, that Giesecke writes
about this etching in his work on Piranesi:r'
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"The etching Carcere oscul"a is daring and yet restrained
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6 "A leap from a semicircular arch-
into an anoru-shaped arclr."
Diagrom by Etsenstein.

(befang en imV ortrag) in its presentation of the material. . . .

The luminous and airy perspectives go even farther here
. . . (compared to the other etchings of the series) a soft,
silvery light, so much loved by the Venetians, streams
down from above into this airy chamber and is lost in the
gloomy distance; the forms are softened and are quite in-
distinct, as if they were in the process of self-disiolution
(Aufl,6sung), and the picture itself spills over tenderly in
rivulets of separate strokes. ."

I would add to this that the vaults extend and stretch
upward to the degree that the dark mass at the bottom,
gradually beconiing illuminated, flows into the vaulted
heights flooded with light . . .

But let us return to the technique of the explosion.

In order to do this let us enumerate the basic elements of
the etching:

A-the general arch enclosing the whole design.

a,and a2-its side walls.

B and C-the arches that serve as the principal supports
of the architectural composition as a whole.

D-a system of angular arches which thrust into the
depths, a system which at its farthest point abuts the wall
with the barred window.

E-a staircase ascending into the depths of the columns.

F, F,-ropes marking the center of the composition (F) and
emphasizing the composition,s movement into the depths
(F').

G-the round window over the ,,zaudlinka.,, 12

H-the firmly placed stone tiles of the floor.

J-the heavy rise of stone blocks in the severe vertical
columns.
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8 "The seuere shape of the pi\ed
stones breaks apan't." Diagram by
Ei,sen,stein.

9 "The round, wtndoru c is
transformed into a square and turns
into a fi.at plane petpendicttlar to it."
Diagram by Eisenstein.

88 mr-mz-little balconies to the right and left near the col-

umns in the foreground.

Now let us attempt to give free reign to the ecstatic vio-
lence of the whole, and we will then see that what must
occur-and would occur-for this to happen to all elements
of the composition.

In the first place, of course, the arch A, enclosing the
engraving, explodes.

Its upper semicircle of stone flies out beyond the borders
of the etching.

If you like-from a semicircle it becomes . . . polygonal.

From stone-to wood.

The intersection of wooden rafters-replacing the stone

arch-allows the arch to "leap" simultaneously out of ma-

terial and form.

Under the pressure of temperament, the space of the etch-
ing included between the columns a, and a2 "is hurled"
beyond these limits.

Columns a, and a2, abandoning their framing role, "explod-
ing" inside the etching, and the etching, after expanding
beyond their limits. "leaps" out of the vertical format-into
the horizontal (we can remember a similar leap of format
into the opposite-but from the horizontal to the vertical-
in the example of El Greco!) (fig. 5).

The arches B and B, are also not lacking in this tendency
to explode. From the arches A and C which flew completely
into bits, these arches can undergo an "explosion" within
their otan form; that is, having retained the "idea" of an

arch, they can be modifled into something opposite in char-

acter.

Under these conditions what will such a qualitative Ieap

within the form of the arch be like?

+
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A leap from a semicircular arch-into an arrow-shaped arch
(flg. 6).

Moreover-this can be a leap from a single-bay arch into a
tu'o-bay alch of the vertical type.

Such a form would have been particularly appropriate,
since in his actual design there is already the image of an
arrow-shaped upper arch N u'hich seems to have burst out
of the bay u,ith the flat overhead M and the two-comered
outline p-q u'hich u'as hurlecl into the triangle x-y-z, as
if in this drau-ing a trace of the process u,hich occurred in
the case of the entire arch A was retained (fig. 7).

Rushing dou.n fonr.ard and moving off into the depths from
coiumn a, on clou-nu,arcl, the staircase, in its increasing
expiosion, clisplaces column a, stancling in its path, hurls
fornarci, but now no longer by only the one flight of stairs
E, but like a stroke of lightning in zigzag fashion-E, E,,
Er-hurls .frtnL'ard to the maximum possible extent. And
this maximum extent turns out to be a thr-ust beyond the
limits of the contours of the etching. In exactly the same
way, the system of arches D, u,hile increasing its tendency
to plunge hio the depths, in the course of having changed
the angular contour into a semi-circular one breaks with its
thrust through this enclosing rnall u.ith the barred windou.
and whirls off somewhere in the direction of a general point
of descent, u'hich in tum, in contrast to the rvay it appeared
in the initial etching, tums out to be someu,here not be-
tween the upper and lou,'er edge of the etching, but beyonr.l
its limits not only on the right, but also dou'izrlnrd; and
following this example the solid foundation of the floor (so
clearly visible in the first state and which in the second
disappears somervhere in the depths outside the frame in
its new ecstatic form) vanishes u,ith a roar.

The broken balconies m, and m2 on the foreground columns
a, and az throw themselves toward each other, become a
single bridge, and this bridge remairrs not as balconies in
front of the arch encircling D, but undoubtedly rushes be-
yond it-into the depths and perhaps upwarcl.

The round windou, c is transformed into a square and turns 89
into a flat plane perpendicular to it (flg. 9),

And finally, breaking loose from the central line (which is
drau,n so distinctly), the ropes and blocks explode into
those parts of the etching which in its vertical state tvere
not even in the first version of the plate!

And as though picking up their signal, all the other ele-
ments are caught up by the u,hirln'ind;

And "aIl swept up by the porverful hurricane" as though
they resouncl from the etching which has lost its self-
enclosecl quality and "calm" in the name of a frenzied
uproar .

And nou' in our imagination u'e have before us, in place of
the modest, lyricallSr meek engraving Ctrrcere osc,tLr.o, a
whirlwind, as in a hurricane, dashing in all directions:
ropes, runa\\'ay staircases, explocling arches, stone blocks
breaking away from each other . . .

The scheme of this neu' ecstzrtic form of the etching slips
into your imagination before your very eyes. Our eyes no\\r
slide along the yellou, wall.

Non' they slip out beyond the limits of the margins of the
first sheet.

Now they slip past the other example of uproar hanging
betu,een the rvindou' ancl the door-Tlrc Tenrytation of St.
Anthony by Callot . . .13

And nou'they stop unexpectedly on the second etching of
Piranesi which has come to me from that same remote
source, the canopy formed from those carved flgures of
Moors u,ith candlesticks, a bear u-ith a tray, and the second-
rate Japanese bronze bric-i-brac.

To where did the scheme w.hich had just been before our
eyes suddenly disappear?

The severe shape of the piled stone breaks apart (fig. 8). I cannot understancl it.



11 First state, XIV, ca.17/t5
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10 Gioaanni Batista Piranesi,
Carcere, with a staircase ascending
to the left. Second state, XIV,
ca.1760.



Apparently the scheme . . . has now crept into this seconcl
etching of the incomparable Giovanni Batista,

And so it has!

The "miracle" of El Greco-has been repeated!

The scheme which we devised-turns out to actually exist

Namely it lies at the basis of Piranesi's second etching (figs
10, 11).

It was thus actually necessary that among everything else
in the bundle, besides theCatcere osclLra., of all the possible
etchings by Piranesi the late merchant Maecenas brought
this very one from Italy.

So that in the form of an exchange it rroulci fall into my
hands as the second etching.

So that framed, they rvould both hang on the yeli<xr- r,r'all
of my room,

And so that, having torn myseif arn'ay from the flrst etching,
my eyes, with the imagined scheme before me, would stop
on this very one after having cast, like an invisible net, this
imaginary scheme of the transformed first etching onto the
second.

In any case, Piranesi's second etching is actually the flrst
one exploding in ecstatic flight.

Here it is.

Try to dispute itl

Let us quickly revieu, its devices.

They coincide down to the last detail with what we hypo-
thetically sketched above.

After this lye find u,'e have little in common with the general
t'emarks by Benois on the ecstasy of Piranesi.

(Moreover, we discovered Benois' words only many years 91
after the spontaneous "illumination" which resulted from
the comparison of the two etchings).

The dates of the etchings interest us.

The biographical continuity which links them.

The place of the Prisons in the general biography of Pira-
nesi's work.

The stages of their creation.

The chorus of enthusiasm accompanying them.

The personality of the enthusiasts.

The nature of architectural fantasies in u,hich one system
of visions is transformed into others; where some planes,
openir"rg up to infinity behind each other, carry the eye into
unknovu'n depths, and the staircases, ledge by iedge, extend
to the heavens, or in a reverse cascade of these same
ledges, rush dou,nward.

Actually the ecstatic image of a staircase hurling across
from one rvorld to the next, from heaven to earth, is already
familiar to us from the Biblical legend of Jacob's dream,
and the emotional image of the elemental headlong descent
of human masses clown the Odessa staircase, stretching to
the sky, is familiar to us from our own o12tts.ta

The Cqrcere osctl.ra is known as the restrained forerunner
of the most celebrated Carceri l. . .).

The Cclrcere oscura is only a distant peal of thunder, out
of the entrails of the 1743 series, which have quite a differ-
ent resonance.

Two years later this distant peal explodes with a real thun-
derbolt.

During those years there occurs in piranesi,s mincl and
feeiings one of those explosions, one of those inner ,,cata-



92 clysms" which can transfigure man, shaking his spiritual
structure, his world outlook and his attitude toward reality.
One of those psychic leaps which "suddenly" "instantiy,"
unexpected and unforeseen, raises man above his equals to
the heights of a true creator capable of extracting from his
soul images of unprecedented power, which with unremit-
ting strength burn the hearts of men.

Some interpret the Carceri as visions of the delirium of an
archaeologist who had imbibed too deeply the terrible ro-
manticism of the gigantic ruins of Rome's former grandeur.
Others have attempted to see in them the image of a per-
secution mania from which the artist began to suffer at this
time.

But I think that during the interval transpiring during
these several years, u,hat happened to Piranesi is that same
instantaneous iilumination of "genius" which we noted
above in Balzac and about which P. I. [Tchaikovskyl has
written so clearly concerning another musical genius-
Glinka.15

On June 27, 1888, Tchaikovsky notes in his diary:
"An unprecedented, extraordinary phenomenon in the field
of art.
"A dilettante who played now on the violin, now on the
piano; having composed totally colorless quadrilles, fanta-
sies on fashionable Italian themes, having tested himself
both in serious forms (the quartet, sextet) and in romances,
not having written anything except in the banal taste of
the thirties, suddenly in his thirty-fourth year composes an
opera which in genius, range, novelty, and irreproachable
technique stands alongside the greatest and most profound
that can only exist in art? . . . Sometimes I am alarmed
simply to the point of a nightmare by the question of how
such a colossal artistic force could coexist with such banality
and in such a manner, that after having been a colorless
dilettante for so long, Glinka suddenly in one step arrives
at the level (yes! at the level!) of Mozart, Beethoven or
whomever you please . . .16

"And indeed there was no model of any kind; there were
no precedents in Mozart or Gluck or in any of the masters.
It is striking, amazing! . . .

"Yest Glinka is a real creative genius

One must realize, of course, that in this "sudden moment,"
everl'thing immediately and instantaneously "burst out,"
everything u'hich in bits and pieces had been accumulated
and assembled grain by grain in the "banal," the insignifl-
cant, and the "dilettantisli" so that in Ruslan it all burst
out as a complete, organic unity of individual genius.

But what is particularly striking is its total correspondence
u,ith what happened to Piranesi between the series Vedute
uarie and the Carce,i.

Actually Lhe Carcefi stand almost at the beginning of Pir-
anesi's creative path.

Everything that had been done until then has almost no

real independent value. (With the exception of two or three
of the Capricci.)

And even those different groups of etchings which were
created by Piranesi before The Prtsons did not compose
independent series; but Iater the majority of them became
part of the series of architectural panoramas of 1750.

As we can see, the "divine word" of ecstasy touches Pira-
nesi at a relatively early stage of his creative work,

And the blinding flash of the Prisons seems to retain its
own reflection and transmit its beams, filling with poetic
inspiration not only the picturesqueness of the ruins of
former Rome, rn'hich in such inspired abundance emerge
from under his stylus, but also the more prosaic aedute of
the public constructions of his contemporary city.

Out of this flame which burns without extinction through
all his work, fifteen or twenty years later there comes from
his hand a new, more profound, even more perfect state of
these same etchings, whose amplified redrawing reinforces
their unrestrained, elemental grandeur. (We should recall
how many times El Greco repainted one and the same

theme in different variants, while continuing to perfect
their inner spirituality!)

t, l7



Even here there is a correspondence to El Greco!

But in El Greco it is more than that.

The year 1745, after the first rough draft of 1743, brings
forth the series of Carceri in their first state.

Giesecke calls them, and correctly so, imitating Goethe's
Ur-Faust-the "Ur-Carceri." (The earliest and original
Fu'ust is the first state of Faust; the earliest and original
Prisons is the first state of the Prtsons series.)

Correct and apropos because in the case of Goethe, at the
same time as the Ur-Fattst (1770-1775), comes the Faust
proper (1770-1806) in its place,

And in its place, the second state of Fau.sl (1773-1832).

In the same way, in place of the flrst state of the Prisons,
fifteen to twenty years later there appears the second state,
which is unchanged in composition but redrawn and re-
touched and, from the technical point of view of "etchings,"
is unimproved; but from the point of view of figurative
ecstatic revelation is even more profound and graphic. And
this is follorn ed by the third state of the Pnsorzs, the inner
self-explosion.

True . . . no longer the work of Piranesi himself.

Beyond the limits of his biography.

Even beyond the limits of his country and epoch.

One hundred years later.

And not on the soil of Italy, but of Spain.

But nevertheless along the same line.

And by a step which begins from the point to which Pira-
nesi's raging spirit propelled the volume and space of his
conceptions.

12 El Greco, Purification of the
Temple, ca.1570-1575.
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94 These three phases, continuously raising the intensity of
their plastic conceptions, seem to repeat the development
of the conception of Goethe's Faust by sudden joits, from
a sketchy beginning to its apocalyptic conclusion.

The Carc.ere oscura has here played a role similar to that
of the medieval Faust (which also served Christopher Mar-
lowe in 1588) as a purely thematic vehicle for Goethe's
future philosophical conceptions.

They also repeat "literally" the same path taken by El
Greco's Purtfi,cati.on o.f the Temple (fig. 12) from the stage
of depicting "an everyday Biblical sgsns"-14ftich is the
level of Carcere oscurcl-to the emotional dramatic effect
of the intermediate variants of the composition-the "Ur-
Carceri" (1745)-to the ecstatic last variant-the Carceri
(1760-1766).

Is it possible to go even further?

And is it possible, after a relatively short first stage with
its dissolution offorms, to foresee and discover through the
second stage-u,hich is already exploding the very objects
of depiction, and this occurring in two jolts, increasing the
disintegration of forms and thrust of elements both back
into the depths as well as forward (by a method of exten-
sions of the foreground)-one more "leap," one more "ex-
plosion," one more "spurt" beyond the limits and dimen-
sions and thus, apparently, the "norm" which in the last
variant of Prisons exploded completely?

Is this iast ieap possible?

And where, in what area of representation should one look
for it?

In the Carcere oscura the concreteness is retained while
the means of representation "fly apart": the Iine disinte-
grates into a cascade of tiny strokes;18 the flatness of form,
softened by light, flows into spacer the preciseness of facets
is absorbed in the fluid contours of form.

expression (true, at a someu'hat higher level of intensity)
the concreteness has also by this time "flown apart."

To put it more precisely-the objects as physical elements
of the representation itself have flown apart.

But the represented concreteness of the elements has not
been modified by this.

One stone may have "moved off' another stone, but it has

retained its represented "stony" concreteness.

A stone vault has hurlecl itself across into angular r.l'ooclen

rafters, but the representecl "concreteness" of both has

been preserved untouched.

These were "in themselves" real stone arches, wooden
beams realistic "in themselves."

The accumulation of perspective moyes into the distance,
borders on the madness of narcotic visions (about this, see

below), but each link of these totally dizzy perspectives is
"in itself' quite naturalistic.

The concrete reality of perspective, the real representa-
tional quality of the objects themselves, is not destroyed
anywhere.

The madness ;onsists only in the piling up, in the juxta-
positions ri-hich explode the very foundation of the objects'
customary "possibility," a madness which groups objects
into a system of arches which "go out of themselves" in
sequence, ejecting new arches from their bowels; a system
of staircases exploding in a flight of new passages of stair-
cases; a system of vaults which continue their leaps from
each other into eternity.

Now it is clear what the next stage will (or should) be

What is left to explode-is the concreteness. A stone is no
longer a stone, but a system of intersecting angles and
planes in u,hose play the geometrical basis of its forms
explodes.In the Inaen,zion,i capricciosi given these same means of



Out of the semicircular outlines of vaults ancl arches explode
the semicircles of their structural clesign.

Complex columns disintegrate into primary cubes and cyl_
inders, out of whose interdependence arises the concrete
semblance of elements of architecture and nature.

The play of chiaroscuro-the collision of luminescent pro_
jections uith the ruins of gaping darkness bet,uveen them_
changes into independent spots no longer oflight and clark,
but of corporealiy appiiecl dark and light colors (precise
colors, and not a range of "tones,,).

Can this all really be in Piranesi's etchings?

No, not within the limits of the etchings.

But beyond them.

Not in the work of Piranesi.

But beyond their limits.

A leap beyond the limits of this opas.

And in the category of cannonades of clirections and schools
bursting out of each other.

And in the first place, beyond the canon of Realism in the
form in u,hich it is popularly interpreted.

A first leap-beyond the limits of the precise outline of
objects engaged in the play of the geometrical forms com-
posing them-and we have C6zanne.

A connection with the object is still perceptible.

Next-the young Picasso, Gleizes, Metzinger. le

A step further-and the blossoming of picasso.

The object-"the pretext"-has now disappeared.

It has already dissolved and disappeared.

It exploded into lines and elements, which by fragments
and "stage wings" (the legacy of Piranesi) construct a world
of new spaces, volumes, and their interrelationships.

Leftists of the arts and . . . ecstasy?

Picasso and ecstasy?

Picassoand...pathos?

Whoever has seen Guernica would be less surprised at such
an assertion.

The Germans, while looking atGu,ernicct, asked its author:
"You dicl this?"

And proudly the painter replied:
"No-you did!"
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And it would probably be difficult to flnd-with the excep_
tion of Goya's Horuors of War-a more complete and more
heartrending expression of the inner tragic dynamics of
human destruction.

But it is interesting that even along the paths to what
appear here as a burst of social indignation by the militant
Spaniard-the connection between picasso and ecstasy has
been noted in relation to his actual method in even earlier
stages of his work.

There the ecstatic explosion did not yet coincide with the
revolutionary essence of the theme.

And it was not from the theme that the explosion was born.

There, like a single elephant in a china shop, picasso tram-
pled and smashed completely only the ,,cosmically 

estab-
lished order of things so hateful to him', as such.

Not knowing where to strike out, who was guilty of the
social disorder of the "order of things,,, he struck at ,'the



96 things" and "the order" before "gaining sight" momentarily An ideological impulse is lacking.

in Guernica and seeing where and in what lay the dishar-
mony and the "initial cause." And there is no passion of creation.

And this was because of signs . . . of ecstasy.zo

But in Picasso's Guerttica the leap is accomplished from an

unconcretized, ecstatic "protest" into the emotion of a rev-
olutionary challenge to the Fascism crushing Spain.

And picasso himself-was in the ranks of the Communist Even if the fires of their burning do not reach the degree

Party.2l of the flame of social protest'

The fate of the majority of others-is different. But they all are devoured by ideas more valuable for them
than life itself.

Their insides are not familiar with ecstatic explosions. For
their insides have not been burned by passion. And only such ideas.

Thus, curiously enough, even before Guernica Picasso was

included in the category of "mystics" by, for example,
Burger (Cbzunne and HodLer).

Their insides \\'ere not scorched by the flame of an over-
whelming idea.

And by the very loftiest of all possible ideas-the idea of
social protest.

By the fire of battle

By the flame of the re-creation of the world.

They are not shaken by inner thunderous peals of indig-
nation.

In their souls there do not gleam serpentine thunderbolts
of wrath.

They do not blaze with a white fire in which the service to
an idea flares up in action.

And few are those u'ho know ecstasy rvithin their ou'n
creations.

And in the scheme of ecstasy they are like separate links
of a single historical chain of the leaping movement of art
as a whole, and there is lacking in their personal biogra-
phies those very grand leaps and bursts beyond the frame

of the newer and newer limits which overflow in the life
paths of El Greco and Piranesi, Zola and Whitman, Push-

kin, Gogol, Dostoevsky and Tolstoy.

Even if they no longer burrr u'ith a mere nuance of a flame.

Only the obsession of such ideas.

Only self-dissolution and self-immolation in the service of
what is capable of engendering passion.

Only in such a degree of incandescent obsession is ecstasy
possible through uninterrupted leaps, of the expressive
means of the artist; rvho is embraced by ideas like flames'

who erupts with images like lava, who with the blood of
his own heart nourishes his own creations .

However, after this flight of one's own feelings, which is
somewhat unexpected on the pages of research, let us re-
turn once again and look at the various aspects of the
phenomenon u,hich interests us-in the work of the very
same Piranesi.

Perhaps this would be a most appropriate moment to pause

briefly at a strange appearance of ecstasy which for some

reason is very often connected rn'ith visions of architectural
images.



The "non-concrete" and "non-representational" in the given And each of these models begins to speak with utmost
case in no way removes from such an ensemble a very well- figurative eloquence of its own epoch: of its system or its
defined "figurative quality." inner aspirations.

One of the greatest merits of architectural constructions
and ensembles is considered to be the harmonic transition
of some of their forms into others, as if some "overflowed"
into others.

This is immediately perceptible in the most perfect speci-
mens of architecture.

And the dynamics of these elements of construction over-
flowing into each other arouse that feeling of emotional
captivity, that "non-concrete," "non-representational"
whole, that a truly harmonious building would represent
for us.

And in this sense architecture in various epochs is expres-
sive in different ways, and moreover, expresses a definite
thought or idea in the most concrete sense of the word.

And this is because the "image" is always socially and
historically conditioned and expresses in itself a definite
ideological content of a certain epoch.

The very rhythm (and melody) of forms harmoniously over-
flowing into each other is a reflection, through the inter-
relationship of volumes and spaces and the construction of
materials, of a certain prevailing image of social concep-
tions, and a completed building thus expresses and embod-
ies the spiritual content of a builder-nation at a definite
stage of its social and historical development.

(The mistake of so-caliecl Left architecture-especially Con-
structivist2z-consisted in the rejection of the "flgurative"
content of a building, which reduced it to a dependence on
the utilitarian aims and the characteristics of the building
materials.

from obsolete architectural epochs which, in their forms, 97
express the ideology of other nations and social institutions
of political varieties strange and alien to us.23

If one compares the perfect transitions of architectural
forms into each other in such different models as, let us
say, the Hagia Sophia or Chartres Cathedral with a gov-
ernment building of the epoch of Nicholas I or with the
fagade of the Pitti Palace, then one is immediately struck
by the basic difference of the rhythmic nature of both the
forms themselves as well as the rhythmic passage of the
transition of one into the other which occurs in the process
of the formation of a complete organic architectural unity.

So expressive is the appearance of palaces of feudal lords
who constructed a fortress in the center of the city-as a
stronghold against a commune of too independent towns-
people.

An image of absolutism frozen in its indestructible princi-
ples-is the structure of buildings of the Nicholas era. The
terrestrial emperor is a concrete and tangible "Tsar and
God," leaning on the bureaucrat and gendarme.

And on the other hand, the exalted "soaring" of the Middle
Ages in Gothic churches which aspired to the abstract ideal-
istic God of the mystics, for whom the Roman high priest-
the Pope-did not succeed in substituting himself.

Hou,ever, at the basis of all the historical differentiation of
the architectural image in the composition of ensembles of
various epochs, there always lies one and the same princi-
ple-the principle of the transition of separate parts of a
rvork into one another, the principle of a harmony which
resounds in different ways in different epochs.

No less repulsive in its ideology is the architecture which It is on this second feature that we will now concentrate
substitutes for [the figurative content of a building] an our attention.
eclectic reconstruction "in fragments" of elements taken



98 On the various paths and crossroads of my journey tou,ard
cinematography I had to occupy myself f<rr some time with
architecture as well (at the Institute of Civil Engineers).
I was just about to proceed r,r,'ith my projected work when
the whirlivind of the Civil War su-ept me a\vay and then
did not return me to the drawing boards of architectural
projects, but transferred me to the stage of the theater,
flrst as a designer, then as a theater director, then-as a

film director.

My experience as an architectural planner and theater de-
signer did not last long.

Bul long enough to grasp one extremely important feature
of the actual process of the "creation" of spatial-volume
constructions.

There is a good reason for caliing architecture "frozen mu-
sic" (g efr or ene M u sik 

-Goethe).

At the basis of the composition of an architectural ensem-
ble, at the basis of the harmony of the piling up of its
masses, in the establishment of the melody of future over-
flowings of its forms and subdivisions of its rhythmic artic-
ulations which provide harmony to the minting of its en-
sembles, lies that same unique "dance" lr,hich is at the basis
of the creation of works of music, painting, and film mon-
tage.

The masses and the spatial caesuras betu'een them, the
spots of light and the pits of darkness setting them off, the
accumulation of forms growing out of each other and the
definitions of the general contours which run off in trills of
details are all preceded by a preliminary sketch of spots,
lines, and intersections which attempt to make fast on pa-
per that flight of spatial visions which is condemned to
become embodied in brick or stone, in iron or concrete, in
glass and in the textural treatment of the walls of the
finished construction.

At the basis of the architectural projection is the same
excitement which from the degree of inspired obsession
now pours over into flames of ecstasy-and dithyrambs of

its visions are made secure in the choir ofa cathedralftozen
in stone, now by a sumptuous march step whose image for
centuries has been embodied in the palatial and park struc-
tures of Versailles, and now, finally, is capable of dispersing
itselfin the artiflcial play ofthe pipes ofporcelain shepherds
and shepherclesses who through their coquettish playing
revive the atmosphere of the Trianon . . .

We are interested in the first case.

A case of extreme obsession

A case u,hen architecture is not yet analogous to salon
conversation in stone, but is a unique stone "symbol of
faith"-a passionate expression conveyed in stone of its
ideological credo, whose ardor forces stone upon stone to
pile up and in their aspiration torn'ard the sky, to forget
about their own weight, to fly by means of arrow-shaped
arches suspended in the air, and moving apart the piers
between them, to leturn into them along the surface of the
stained-glass u.indou's burning with multicolored fires.

It is difficult to flnd structures which more distinctly rep-
resent the embodiment of ecstasy frozen in stone than
Gothic churches.

It is difficult to find buildings which by their structure alone
are more capable of being "in tune" with the ecstatic har-
mony of one entering beneath their vaults.

A separate chapter would be needed to analyze to what
degree the structure and form of such a cathedral in all its
features repeat that system of successive degrees of inten-
sity erupting out of each other, the principle of going out
of self and the transition into each other and the final merg-
ing into one of all the elements composing it when the
vaults are shaken by the organ and the sun is streaming
through the stained-glass rnindou', etc., etc.

But we are also interested in the social-historical aspect of
the form of a Gothic cathedral, about which a great deal
has already been u'ritten, as well as in the internal proto-
type of it as an ecstatic vision.



13 Mexico,n ornanrcnt .from
Eisenstein's Que Viva Mexico, 79gi

14 Indian ornantent.

And we are quite justified in suspecting such a psycholog-
ical basis for it.

If at the initial source of this image there would have been
no ecstatic state, then the image which had not been en_
gendered by such a state would not be in a condition to
function as a "prescription" which would induce the reader
experiencing it to fall into a state of ecstasy by repeating
ir.

Tolstoy wrote about music in this way. (The shortest path
of the direct transmission of the initial state of the author-
to the listener.)

Thus waltz tempo is a copy of that state in which Johann
Strauss' "soul danced," repeating in its movements the
structure of this tempo in the flnished waltz. One who is
dancing participates in that same state in which the author
was at the moment of the creation of the dance.

A rudimentary model of this same phenomenon can be
found in the culture of ancient Mexico (fig. 1B).

Here there are models not quite so grandiose and system-
atically developed by a system of canons as in the culture
ofthe Gothic church. But it isjust because ofthis, probably,
that everything is even clearer and more perceptible. Chi-
meras are solemnly enthroned in these cathedrals like the
frightening visions of delirium.

Frightening are the thousands of figures encircling like a
forest the structures of the Mexican,s Asiatic peers, the
Indian "gopurahs" (fig. 14).ra

But they (basically composed of separate natural phenom-
ena: the head of an eagle over the breasts of a woman, a
human body crowned by an elephant's head) are nothing in
the horr:or they inspire to the ornamental monsters of an-
cient Mexico.
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And here the monstrosity and frightening unexpectedness
derives not so much from the combination of various fright_
ening details which actually belong to various animals ithe

13



100 same way in which Leonardo da Vinci composed "real"
stuffed animals from unreal creatures, and Barnum set up
in the fair booths at the beginning of his career) so much

as from . . . the ornamental decomposition of visible objects
of nature.

Your head literally whirls u'hen you look at the treatment
of the corner of the Nunnery in Uxmal, rvhich has the form
of a decomposed human proflle, or at the serpent heads

disintegrating into unbelievable irreconcilable confusion on

the galleries behind the pyramid in Teotihuacan.

How simply and clearly are the split details composed back
again "in reverse" into a bear: m\zzle, eyes, paws, its back
on a light blue rug of North American Indians.

How easy it is to recover the whole from this ortamental
distribution done "by montage." And what dizziness ac-

tually overcomes you when a stone hook, protruding diag-
onally from a corner of the building, begins to be read as

a nose, and deformed stone eyes mu.st be sought by a

system of separate carved stones on both sides of the cor-
ner, and the teeth of the lotver pait of the decoration of
the building suddenly appear to be a system of monstrously
deformed jaws.

The dizziness is the result of the constant sliding from the
prototype-face into this system of fragmented details which
lose their human features, and back again into a face, in an
anguished attempt to reproduce the process through which
one becomes the other, the initial one becomes the mon-

strous result and the monstrous result-again-"fn vg-
yg1'sg"-[sgomes the initial one (without which it is impos-
sible to "read" it, to understand, perceive, and include it
into the system of representations peculiar to us),

And . . . dizziness-is not simply a turn of speech-it is
what actuallv occurs.

For in the attempt to "enter" into the process ofthe genesis

of these frenzied forms of ornamental arrangement of faces
and heads (which actually become "frenzied" by the way
the forms have been arranged), you enter into a system of

the normal, standard process which engendered these

modes of arrangement of forms that are inaccessible to a

normal state of consciousness L. . .l

De Quincey writes about the vision of similar architectural
images found in states of exaltation and ecstasy in connec-

tion with . . . opium (Confessions oJ'an, English, Opium-
eater, l82l). (He calls his own addiction to opium a sick-

ness.)

"In the early stage of my malady, the splendours of my

dreams were indeed chiefly architectural: and I beheld such

pomp of cities and palaces as was never yet beheld by the
waking eye, unless in the clouds" (De Quincey, Corfessions
. . . , ed. Richard Garnett [New York: White and Allen,
18851, p. 135).

Later he quotes Wordsworth, "a passage which describes,

as an appearance actually beheld in the clouds, what in
many of its circumstances I sarn' frequently in sleep"
(p.135).,r,

In the same excerpt he pauses at the episode of the unin-
terntpted flow of architectural ensembles which piled up

like thunder clouds:
"The sublime circumstance-'battlements that on their resf-

less fronts bore stars'-might have been copied from my
architectural dreams, for it often occurred" (p. 135).

What has already been said above would have been enough

to compare Piranesi's amazing architectural visions which
float into each other not only in terms of the uniqueness of
their structure, but even their figurative system, to the
reflection in concrete forms of the fantastic architecture of
the ecstatic states of the author.

However this is also confirmed by that fact that De Quincey
actually uses Piranesi's own Prisons as the most precise

correspondence to those architectural visions which capture
him in states of exaltation under the influence of opium:
"Many years ago, when I was looking over Piranesi's Antiq-
uities ofRome, Mr. Coleridge, who was standing by, de-

scribed to me a set of plates by that artist, called his



Dreams, and which record the scenery of his own visions
during the deiirium of a fever: Some of them (I describe
only from memory of Mr. Coleridge's account) representing
vast Gothic halls: on the floor of which stood all sorts of
engines and machinery, wheels, cables, pulleys, levers, cat-
apults, etc., etc., expressive of enormous power put forth,
and resistance overcome. Creeping along the sicles of the
walls, you perceived a staircase; and upon it, groping his
way upu.ards, \\,as Piranesi himself: follou'the stairs a little
further, and you perceive it come to a sudden abrupt ter-
mination, u'ithout any balustrade, and allou,ing no step
onwards to him u,ho had reached the extremity, except into
the depths belorv. Whatever is to become of poor piranesi,
you suppose, at least, that his labours must in some way
terminate here. But raise your eyes, and behold a second
flight of stairs still higher: on which again piranesi is per-
ceived, but this time standing on the very brink of the
abyss. Again elevate vour eye, and a still more aerial flight
of stairs is beheld: and again is poor piranesi busy on his
aspiring Iabours: and so on, until the unfinishecl stairs and
Piranesi both are lost in the upper gloom of the hall.-With
the same po\\'er of endless grou'th and self-reproduction
did my architecture proceed in dreams,, (p. 133).

We must not be disturbed by factual impreciseness of petty
details.

15 Kerensky ascends the Jordan
Staircase of the Winter Palace in
E isenstein's October, 1 927.

15
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The Prtsons are called Drearns.

The movements of Piranesi himself along the staircases of
his own fantasy-are invented.

An etching similar to the one describecl is not in the series
Prisons.

But the fact that the flight of staircases reproduced the
inner flight of the author himseif is evident.

And it is not accidental that the mutual memory of the two
poets-one about the etchings and the other the story about
them-embodied this idea into a real image of the author
of the etchings running along the staircases.

r
t
I
I
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102 There is also no testimony of visions of any feverish delir-
ium imprinted on these etchings. And the reflection in them
of states of real exaltation-is nothing more than baseless

conjecture. But even more basic is the mistaken definition
of the halls as Gothic.

This is not so much a mistake as Piranesi's ecstasy caught
very precisely, which through architectural form is ex-
pressed very fully in Gothic halls and cathedrals.

The scheme, the device, the formula or method is mani- 16

fested very clearly u'hen you see them applied not only in
pure form, but in parody. Parody can be of two types.

Either what is parodied-"is raised to laughter"-is both
the theme as well as its treatment. And then parody is an

oblique attack on something.

Or parody is of method (device, formula, scheme). This
arises when the object of scorn is not the "treatment," but
the "theme." Then the means are in the hands of the author
himself, and he applies them when, for example, in order
to achieve persiflage, "the insignificant" is raised to heights
of great emotion.

The application to "the insignificant" of a treatmertt nor-

mally applied to "the worbhy and significant" in and of itself
produces-by the lack of correspondence between the form
and content of narration-a mocking and comic effect.

16 Gioaanni Batista Piranesi, Title
page to "Invenzioni Capric di
Carceri." First state, I, ca.l%S.
17 Second, state, I, ca.1760.

18 Giouanni Batista Piranesi,
Carcere, rn'ith a Staircase Flanked by
Military Trophies. First state, VIII,
ca.17/*5.
19 Second state, VIII, ca.1760.

17

(Thus, for example, the comic "catalogues" of Rabelais'

which "emotionalize" the trifles of everyday life in the child-
hood of the giant Gargantua, sound like a parody on Whit-
man.)

There is a similar case in my own practice.

It is interesting to note that such an example was inserted
productively into a series of shots (lr''hen the production of
Otd, and .ly'ett' was suspended)-that is, in the middle of
shots of the very fllm in which the probiems of emotion
were made more precise.

18

19



This "case" is one of the scenes from the film October (pro-
duced in 1927).

The scene is the ascent of Kerensky, the head of the pre-
October Provisional Goverament, up the Jordan Staircase
of the Winter Palace, which is treated as an ironic symbol
of his rise to the summit of power (fig. 15).

In the fourth.

In the fifth.

This lack of a qualitative crascend,o from piece to piece was
emphasized by the fact that into the cutting ofthese pieces
was included a crescendo of titles which cited the ranks of
ever increasing importance by which this pre-October toady
of the bourgeoisie was so obligingly covered.

"Minister of this," "minister of that," "president of the
Council of Ministers," "Chief of State."

And the repetition of one and the same path in the repre-
sentation in its turn "decreased" the crescendo of titles and
ranks-lowered them to the level of that absurdity in the
ascent "to nowhere" which the little legs of the high com-
mander-in-chief, fettered by English style leggings, beat
up the marble stairs.

As we can see, through an essentially simple system of
displacement the emotional rise of Piranesi from the visions
of De Quincey-Coleridge was transformed into the ironic
flight "in place" of Aleksander Fedorovich Kerensky.

"From the sublime to the ridiculous-in one step."

Just as in the essence of the phenomenon, so in the prin-
ciples of its compositional embodiment!

In any case, this example provides us with the realization
of our basic principle from one more angle of possible per-
spectives. From the position of a parody-ironic construc-
tion.
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The "trick" of this scene (and its ironic effect) consists in
the fact that one and the sante piece showing the ascent of
the head of state up the marble staircase of the Winter
Palace has been cemented together in succession ,,ad infin-
itum." Of course, not really "ad infinitum," but in the course
of the four or five variants in which this same scene was
shot, which during the actual shooting was intended to be
a very luxurious and ironic episode; however, the episode
is solved simply and "in an everyday fashion,,-after as-
cending the staircase, Kerensky "democratically', shakes
the hands of former tsarist footmen lined up on the top
landing of the staircase.

Already in the course of montage there arose the idea of
solving the sequence as a parody through the repetition of
the shot showing the ascent up the staircase.

In any case, the same fragment showing the ascent is re-
peated four to five times.

Besides "the insignificance" of the object, the ironic effect
was helped by the fact that to achieve emotion in the
scheme of construction-where to produce ecstasy the
transference (leap) from dimension to dimension, from piece
to piece is absolutely necessary-here not only are there
no "leaps" in quality, but not even a change in the sequence
itself.

We have already spoken above about the,,significance,,and
In one piece Kerensky climbs from the bottom to the top. meaning of just those forms-architectural forms-pouring

into each other, which belong to the system of the most
In the second-from the bottom to the top-up that same stable objects of nature organized by man.
staircase.

However let us turn back, for a moment, and once again
compare what Piranesi does in his classicalCarceri to what
Giesecke calls the "I]r-Carceri."

In the third-from the bottom to the top.



20 "Each time behtnd such a column
or semicircle of an arch the
perspectiae moaement is caugh,t up
again." Diagram by Eisenstein.

21 "It is uerg curtous that certain
aspects of Piranesi's method
correspond, to tlte'uertical'
landscapes.. . of Cltineseand
J apanese painting ( kakemono )."
Diagram by Eisenstein.

t04 The similarity of these two states is particularly notable.
In them we see everywhere one and the same technically
composed device.

To the already existing states (see, for example, in Giesecke
the reproductions of both states of the title sheet [figs. 16,

171 or the sheet of the powerful monumental staircase with
armor, helmets and standards at its feet [figs. 18, 19])

Piranesi invariably adds new foregrounds.

These new foregrounds in one step hurl ever deeper into
the depths the spanning forms which thrust, plane after
plane, ever backward.

Even without this, the actual composition of architectural
ensembles is constructed on the basis of the uninterrupted
reduction of repetitions of one and the same architectural
motif, repetitions which seem to hurl out of each other (by
perspective),

Like the tubes ofa single telescope extending in length and
diminishing in diameter, these diminishing arches engen-
dered by the arches of a plane closer up, these flights of
stairs ejecting progressively diminishing new flights of
stairs upward, penetrate into the depths. Bridges engender
new bridges. Columns new columns. And so on, ad infi,ni-
tum. As far as the eye can follow.

In raising the intensity of the etchings from state to state,
Piranesi, in establishing new foregrounds, seems to thrust
once again into the depths one measure deeper the entire
figure created by him of successively deepening volumes
and spaces connected and intersected by staircases.

Plane bursts from plane and by a system of explosions
plunges ever deeper into the depths.

Or through a system of new foregrounds continuously aris-
ing which by their displacement plunge forward from the
etching, attacking the viewer.

Forward or into the depths?-Here is it not all the same?
And in this simultaneity of opposite aspirations-forward

not like tbis

but like this
20

21



and into the depths-once again there is solemnly removed
in ecstasy one more pair-a pair of opposites!

As lve can see, this occurs not only in the scheme of a
finished construction, but even in the method of the actual
process of construction in which one plane "issues out of,
another one.

One must pause for a moment here and say a few rvord:
about the significance of reduced perspective.

Their role in Piranesi is trvofold

In the first place, the usual role-illusory-spatial, that is,
"drawing in" the eye into an imagined depth of space which
is represented according to the rules of how one is used to
seeing distances as they diminish in actual reality.

But there is another-"in the second place."

Perspectives in Piranesi are constructed quite uniquely.

And the basis of their uniqueness is their constant inter-
ruption and image of "leaping."

Nowhere in the Prisons do we find an uninterrupted per-
spective view into the depths.

But everywhere the initial movement of deepening per-
spective is interrupted by a bridge, a column, an arch, a
passage.

Each time behind such a column or semicircle of an arch
the perspective movement is caught up again (fiS. Z0).

However, it is not in the same perspective mode but in a
new one-usually in a much more reduced scale of repre-
sentation than you would expect or might suggest.

This produces a double effect.

The first is a direct effect which is expressed in the fact
that such reduced representation through the breach of an

arch or fi'om under a bridge, or betrveen trvo columns, 10S
creates the illusion that what is represented in the depths
is extremely remote.

But the other effect is even stronger.

We have already said that the scale of these new pieces of
architectural space turns out to be different from the way
the eye "expects" to see them.

In other lvords: the dimensions and movement of architec-
tural elements which are directed, let us say, toward meet-
ing an arch naturally define the scale of elements behind
the arch u,hile proceeding from the scale of elements in
front of the arch. That is, the eye expects to see behind
the arch a continuation of the architectural theme in front
of the arch, reduced normally according to the laws of
perspective.

Instead through this arch another architectural motif meets
the eye, and moreover-a motif taken in reduced perspec-
tive, approximately twice as large as the eye would sug-
gest.

And as a result one feels as if the suggested arched con-
struction "is exploding" out of its naturally suggested scale
into a qualitatively different scale-into a scale of higher
intensity (in the given case-the normally proposed move-
ment into space is exploding "out of itself').

This is the source of the unexpected qualitative leap in
scale and space.

And the series of spatial movements into the depths cut off
from each'other by columns and arches is constructed like
a succession of broken links of independent spaces strung
out not in terms of a single, uninterrupted perspective, but
as a sequence of collisions of spaces whose depth is of a
qualitatively different intensity. (This effect is constructed
on the capacity of our eye to continue by inertia a movement
once it has been given. The collision of this ,,suggested"

path of movement with another path substituted for it also
produces the effect of a jolt. It is on the analogous ability



22 "Here the new element turns out
to be unexpectedly reduced, but ctt the
same time unexpectedly increased
( also approrimateLy tu,ice ! )"
Diagram by Eisenstein.
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of retaining imprints of a visual impression that the phe-

nomenon of cinematic movement is built.)

It is very curious that certain aspects of Piranesi's method
conespond to the "vertical" landscapes . . . of Chinese and

Japanese painting (kakemono).

Their scheme is like this (see fig. 21).

Here also a remarkable feeling of ascent is achieved.

But the character of this "ascent" is very different from
Piranesi's models.

If in Piranesi everything is-dynamism, whirlwind, a fu-
rious tempo drau,ing one into the depths and inward, then
here everything-is a serene, solemn ascent toward the
enlightened heights.

But in their emotional effect both this and the other moclel

exceed the limits of a common realistic eff'ect.

The lirst does so-by passion.

The second-by enlightenment. It is as if the active ag-
gressiveness of Western ecstasy were eng'raved in them
(Spanish. Italian) in contrast to the ecstasy of the quietism
of the East (India, China).

It is interesting to compare the difference in the means by
which these effects are obtained, effects different in nature
but equally ecstatic in regard to the "normal" order of
things.

The attempt of the Italian is directed with all his might
toward producing a three-climensional body captured real-
istically from the flat surface of the plate.

The attempt of the Chinese is to make out of three-dimen-
sional reality-a two-dimensional image of contemplation.

This is the source of the representational canons-the ex-

not but
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I
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23 "The jump betrueen AB and ArD
is less than the normaL perspectiae
interual AB-A1Bt, and tlre eye,
caruying A., to A3, ertend,s it
for'ruard-to the flat plane." Diagram
bu Eisenstei,n.

2l Sketch for tlte scenery of
Eisenstein's Ivan the Ternble, lg.Ll-
19tnS.

cessive perspective of the one and . . . the reverse per-
spective of the other.

What is common to both is the exact same sequential ex-
plosion of the uninterrupted representation that occurs.

In Piranesi the continuity of perspective is smashed by
columns, arches, and bridges.

In Chu Chi-Kuei and Buson Essa26 the compactness of the
representation simply explodes or "is motivated,' by layers
of clouds.

After each such explosion or letting in of a layer of clouds,
the successive representation of an element of landscape
(a mountain mass) is once again not given in the scale which
would be dictated by an effect that would produce a sense
of real distance.

However, in contrast to Piranesi, here the new element
turns out to be unexpectedly reduced, but at the same time
unexpectedly increased (also approximately twice! [flg.
221):

The volume of the object (the mountain ridge) also ,,goes

out of itself in respect to the suggested scale.

But this leap is not for the purpose of increasing the range
between the normal perspective dimensions of details, but
on the contrary, for the purpose of reducing this range.

According to the scheme it is obvious what occurs in both
cases.

Let the real perspective reduction ofthe object AB at point
A, be expressed through A,81.

At this point Piranesi represents it in the dimension A,C
(thus A,C<A,8,).

The jump between AB and A,C is greater than the normal
perspective interval AB-ArB1.

This is the reason the "bursts" are stronger, and the illu- 107
sory feeling of depth greater, and the eye, carrying point
A, to A,2, explodes into the depths.

The Chinese painter at this same point A, represents the
object in the dimension A,D (thus ArD>ArBr).

The jump between AB and A,D is less than the normal
perspective interval AB-ArBr, and the eye, carrying A,
to Ar, extends it forward-to the flat plane (fig. 2B).

As a result both cases produce an ecstatic effect which goes
beyond the limits of the simple actual reflection of the
appearance of phenomena.

But their character is different (opposite): one serves as an
expression of the pantheistic quietism characteristic of the
ecstatic contemplation of the East; the other expresses the
"explosiveness" typical of "active" ecstasy-one of the ten-
denries of "Western" ecstasy. (This certainly does not mean
that the East is not familiar with the fanatic ecstasy of the
dervish or the Shashsei-Vashei, and Spain-the mystical
ecstasies of St. John of the Holy Cross, or that the creations
of Fra Beato Angelico do not correspond to the Bodhisatt-
vas of India or the Mongol demons to the works of El
Greco. This division is, of course, quite ,,conventional.,,)

Quietism tries to reconcile the opposition by means of the
dissolution of one into tlte other. This is why the reduced
range of the difference in dimensions repeats this process,
returning and bringing the explosive leaps into one smooth,
single flow.

The other type of ecstasy acts in a different way: while
sharpening each of the contrasts to the maximum, it tries
at the highest point of this tension to force them to pene-
trate each, other, and through this it raises their reduced
dynamism to the highest limits.

The present section ofthis work has been basically devoted
to this type. Attention is drawn to quietism in another
work of this collection-in "Non-indifferent Nature.,,



108 This method of capturing depth of space is very close to me As other "schemes" of ecstatic construction, this also finds

in my own work on the shot. a place in the dramatic composition of my work.

It is interesting that this method is formulated more clearly
in Old and New, and it finds its most extensive application
in the scenery of luan the Terrible where it also achieves
the effect of the "enormity" of the chamber (fig.2q.I wrote
about the meaning of these various scales in an extract of
a paper on the Terrible in issues of lzuestiia [4 February
19451 in connection with the release of the first part of the
film. And probably it is not accidental that I designated
their size not by a static term, but by a dynamic one like
"growing dimensions," vaults "rearing up," etc. Through
this terminology I expressed the feeling created in them of
the obsession and exaltation of the theme which the author
achieved.

This method consists in the fact that "scenery as such" for
my shots is never exhausted as a real "place of action."

Most of the time this "scenery as such" is like a "spot on

the background" which penetrates an applied system of
foregrounds, which are distributed endlessly "like stage
wings" in front of it, driving this "scenery as such" farther
and farther into the depths.

In my work scenery is unavoidably accompanied by the
unlimited surface of the floor in front of it, which allows an

unlimited advancement of separate details of the fore-
ground, and these details consist of the following: trans-
ferred columns, parts of vaults, stoves, piers, or objects of
everyday use.

The last point on this path is usually a close-up ofthe actor
carried beyond all conceivable limits, over whose shoulder
is all the space which can be outlined by the scenery with
various modes of application, and nape of whose neck con-

ceals that part of the studio which no longer can be fettered
by applied details of a "place of action."

This "ecstatic" method of constructing the scenery aecord-
ing to the scheme . . . of a telescope is not limited in my
work to the area of the visual and the plastic.

Three phases:

Tamerlane,
tsarism,
the collective farm structure.

How should one get involved with the dynamic unity of
three such epochs separated by centuries and decades from
each other?

The device here was the "triple crossbow" taken at the
tempo of narration-a double going out of self grouped in
retrospective sequence.

The first generation.

What came was an epic interpretation of Tamerlane's cam-

paign and the siege of Urgench.

And its tragic finale flowed into the image of the old nar-
rator Toxtasyn who is singing about those long past times.

The figure of the old man indicates the end of the flrst
generation.

If in terms of Potemkin and Tlte General Line27 we have

touched on the "transference into the opposite" in the
course of the drama itself, and in Old and New the pivot of
action consisted in a similar transport from "the old" into
"the new," then in another case of epic-drama we are con-

cerned with a pure scheme of the phases of the development
of a historical subject hurling out of each other consecu-

tively "like a crossbow."

It was exactly in this way that the scheme of the subject

of the film about the Ferghana Canal was constructed,
which Pyotr Pavlenko and I planned right after Alexander
I,leasky but, unfortunately, was never realized.

I conceived it as a triptych of the fight of man for freedom.



And the singing old man begins

the second generation.

The narration, in every day terms rather than in strong,
poetic form, is in tune with the battle for a centimeter of
the irrigation ditch of impoverished Central Asia under the
tsars; a battle replacing the grand dimensions of the cam-
paigns of the titans of the Middle Ages, of hundreds of
thousands of fighters pursuing each other, those from be-
sieged cities fighting beside each other like currents of a
river, and like the flow of water, drowning the army of
besiegers.

In the unequal battle with the bey and the tsar,s bureau-
crat, the old singer abandoned his native Central Asia after
having begun a sorrowful page of his history with his song.

The merchant and bey kidnaped his daughter ,,for a debt.,'

The son broke with his father, the contemplater and non-
resister of evil, and went off to be free.

And the old man dragged himself to the Iranian foothills,
far away from people . . .

But even this episode turns out to be narrative: not a song
about the past, but a story around the bonfire.

The story of an engineer-constructor, one of the partici-
pants in the unprecedented construction of the Ferghana
Canal.

The engineer was that same young man-the son of Tox-
tasyn, who left his father, and the "second generation,,of
the film was the story of how, after passing through the
Revolution, he came to the Ferghana construction.

And his tale opens

the third generation of the epic narration.

The third generation, beginning with his story, unfolding

a new monumental fresco of new campaigns by many thou- 109
sands; but no longer is it a battle of one man against an-
other, but the one battle which remains the lot of a man
free from exploitation, free from the chains of slavery, a
man creating the Communist society-a battle with the
elements, a victory over nature, the subjugation of natural
forces to the creative genius of a free man.

The living Toxtasyn returns from the Iranian foothills to
the storm of this construction and meets his son at the
joyful moment when the water is freed. . . ,

In the epic structure of this film, as if in slow motion, is
slowly unfolded this same telescopic structure which, in the
instantaneous Ieap from phase to phase, moving like a
spring, was examined by us above when we observed the
action of the ecstatic effect in the preceding examples.
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110 Figttres 1,2, 11, 12,15-19, and 2l u;ere addedto this articLe by
the E ditors.
1. Text from Sergei Eisenstein, Izbrattnye proizuedeniia, III
(Moscou': Iskusstvo, 1964), pp. 156-187-Ed.
The manuscript of the chaptir has no titlt'. It is given het'e ac-
cordins to a note dated July 4, 1947, in which Eisenstein specifi-
callv r.irites: "Properl.y sl,eaking, the second theme in each little
chapter is or shoukl be distingliished: for example, 'Helena, or
Saring Virtue':'Piranesi, or the Fluidity of Forms'."-Ed. Russian
edition.
2. Potylixa was a village outside Moscow where the fiIm studios
of the capital are located.-Ed.
3. Daniei Marot (c.1663-1752)-French engraver and theater de-
signer.-Ed. Russian edition.
4.-Gerard Edelinck (1640-1707)-French engraver.-Ed. Russian
edition.
5. William Hogarth (1697-17g4)-English painter, engraver and
theoretician of art.-Ed. Russian edition.
6. Robert Nanteuil (1623-1678)-French engraver.-Ed. Russian
edition.
7. Claucle M6llane (1598-1688)-French engraver".-Ed. Russian
edition.
8. However, this same mistake was made by the Academy of
Architecture of the USSR-which lr,'as far less permissible than
for an individual u,ho happened to be a mere admirer-in the
albrm Piranesi (1939), inciuding it rvith the same lack of foun-
dation in a series to which it does not belong.-S.M.E.
9. S. M. Eisenstein, "Vertikal'n;'j montaz. stat'ja pervaja" (trans-
lated as Chap. 2 inThe Film Spttse, New York 1942): see also "F-l
Greco," tn Eisenstein's ContpLete Works, vol. 3 (Moscola', 19&),
on. l45ff. and l56ff.-Ed.
ib. Eisenstein is referring here to the actual Greek root of "ec-
stasy," a synthesis of the words "ex" and "stasis."-Trans.
11. hlbert-Geisecke, "Meister de Graflk, IY," Gio'uanri Batista
Piranesi.-S.M.E.
t2. Zaud,tinko-small mound of earth along the outer walls of a
Russian peasant's house.-Trans.
13. Jacques Callot (c.1592-1688)-French engraver.-Ed. Rus-
sian edition.
14. In The Battleship Potemkin.-Ed.
15. Mikhail Glinka (1804-1857).-Ed. Russian edition.
16. Tchaikovsky rvas referring to the opera- Iaan Soussanin of
1836, which mirked the birtli of Russiin classical music.-Ed.
Russian edition.
17. P.I. Tchaikousky's Diary (Moscow-Petersburg: GIZ, Musical
Sector. 1923). op. 214-215.-5.M.E.
18. Although th^ey do not undergo that savage violence which the
disintegrating teiploding) line possesses in, for example, the pen
drawinss of Van Goeh.-S.M.E.
19. Pafil Cezanne as"serted, "Everything in nature is seulpted in
the form of a sphere, cone, or cylinder; one must learn to paint in
these simple figures and if you learn to master these forms, you
will be abie to-produce whatever you wish." C6zanne's formula
reflected one of the directions of painting in the twentieth cen-
turv-Cubism, whose program il'as stated by the French artists
Altiert Gleizes (1881-1953tand Jean Metzinger (1883) in the book
On Cubism (1912).-Ed. Russian edition.

20. This citation was introduced by me on another occasion in a
corresoondins section of "Non-indifferenL Nature."-S.M.E.
21. W'e'll rettirn to the problem of Picasso's ecstasy in a section
of "Non-indifferent Nature. "-S. M. E.
22. In the 1920's Russian Constructivist architects employed ra-
tional-functionalism as representative of the new Socialist soci-
etv.-Trans.
23: At the beginning of the twentieth century Russian architects
u'ere continuing to apply eclectic st1'les to their buildings'-Trans.
24. Poft,al tow"er of^fnilian temples richly decorated with sculp-
ture.-Ed. Russian edition.
25. The poem by Wordsworth quoted by D9 Quincey is as follows:
"The appearanc-e, instantaneously disclosed.
Was of a might.y city-boldly say
A wildernesi of building. sinking far
And self-withdrawn into a wondrous depth.
Far sinkins into splendor'-u'ithout endl
Fabric it sEem'd oT diamond, and of gold,
With alabaster domes, and silver spires,
And blazing terrace upon terrace, high
Up lifted: here, serene pavilions bright
In avenues disposed; there tou'ers begirt
With battlements that on their restless fronts
Bore stars-illumination of all gemsl
By earthly nature had the effect been wrought
Ilrxrn the dark materials of the storm
Now pacified: on theln, and on the coves.
And mountain-steeps and summits, whereunto
The vapors had receded,-taking there..
Their station under a cerulean sky . . ."-Ed. Russian edition.
26. Buson (1716-1783)Japanese artist and poet.-Ed. Russian
edition.
27. The General Line.-the name of the first variant of the fllm
Old and Nerur.-Ed. Russian edition.
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Documents The Gothicl

Sergei Eisenstein
Translation by Roberta Reeder

Several times already in the course of this work the pointed
profile of Gogol has cut into its diversity, gliding like a
shadow r.ro.i its various parts.

It would be too simple and too easy to flood these pages
with a sea of quotations taken from the well-known pages
of his emotion-filled works, where from time to time lyrical
digressions "rear up" in his narrative poems, tales, and
stories.

ilheir "ecstatic" construction is everywhere distinct and
clear.

Ilut it is at this very point that we will focus on Gogol in
etreater detail in relation to our theme.

In relation to an area which would ordinarily seem less
connected to him.

T'o recall Gogol side by side with Piranesi . . .

Concerning the problem of. . . architecture

This u'ould appear to be odd and unexpected only if one has
fc,rgotten Gogol's sojourn of many months in that same
Rome which enfevered the imagination of Giovanni Batista,

And if one has forgotten those "prisons" of the spirit by
way of which Gogol drives his reader through the "Inferno"
arLd "Purgatory" of the completed sections of Dead Souls,2
anLd from which he himself sought a way out toward the
lig;ht, just as desperately as did the figure of Piranesi as
imLagined by Coleridge, dashing along the precipices of the
passages and staircases of his own etchings.

And if one has completely forgotten about the extraordi-
narily passionate enthusiasm of Gogol for architecture,

.And how Gogol senses the architecture, and how he writes
about it-which is probably very close to how Piranesi
forces it to come alive and vibrate in his etchings.

oneself and that of forms passing into each other through
which Gogol writes about architecture, revealing in the
emotion of his descriptions both the ecstatic character of
his own nature as well as the reflection, in the actual prin-
ciples of architecture, of those basic, prerequisite strivings
of our nature which have found expression in it.

Very few people probably now read Gogol's Arabesques.
And even fewer readers linger over the article "About the
Architecture of our Time." And I also wouid have barely
glanced at it if it had not been placed right next to the
article "Several Words about Pushkin" which I needed for
a very different reason.

Therefore I must introduce detailed excerpts from this ar-
ticle.

It is extremely characteristic that of all the types of archi-
tecture, Gogol was most fascinated by the architecture that
was most ecstatic-the Gothic.

There ll'as good reason for Coleridge (and after him, De

Quincey) to have u'rongly defined the actual style of Pira-
nesi's architectural visions, designating it as "Gothic halls";
even though the designation of the actual style of these
halls is incor:recr, it is quite correct in defining what Pira-
nesi does (ecstatically) with these hallsl

"No matter which type of architecture-the smooth, mon-
umental Egyptian; the gigantic, variegated architecture of
the Hindus; the sumptuous architecture of the Moors; the
inspirational and gloomy Gothic; the graceful Greek-they
are all good when they are adapted to the function of the
structure; they all become magnificent when they are ac-
tually conceived.
"However, if one must give a definite precedence to any
one ofthese types ofarchitecture, then I would always give
it to the Gothic. . . .

"But it disappeared, this lovely architecture! As soon as
the enthusiasm of the Middle Ages died down and man's
thought scattered and pursued many different directions,
as soon as the unity and oneness ofthe whole disappeared-
the grandeur disappeared as well. The force of the enthu-
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It is exactly the same process as that of going outside



112 siasm, having been dispersed, became feeble: it suddenly
produced all sorts of amazing works, but nothing more of
the truly magniflcent, the titanic.
"They have passed-those ages when faith inflamed, ardent
faith directed all thoughts, all minds, all actions toward one
goal, when the artist strove to raise his creation higher and
higher toward the sky, when he rushed toward it alone,
and before it, almost facing it, he reverentially raised his
hands in prayer. His building flew up to the heavens; nar-
row windows, columns, and vaults extended infinitely up-
ward toward the heights; transparent, almost lacy spires
appeared above like smoke; and the majestic temple was
so grand compared to the common dwellings of the people,
just as grand as the demands of our soul are compared to
the needs of our body. . . .

"Gothic architecture, this Gothic architecture which ap-
peared before the end of the Middle Ages, is a manifestation
which the taste and imagination.of man has never again
produced. . . . In it everything comes together: that forest
of vaults rising slender and high above your head; enor-
mous, narrow windows with endless circumlocutions and
interweavings attached to that terrifying colossus of a mass
of the tiniest, most variegated decoration; that light web of
carving enmeshing the building with its net, winding
around it from the bottom to the top of a spire, and flying
off along with it to the heavens; the grandeur as well as

the beauty, the Iuxury and the simplicity, the heaviness
and the lightness-these are the virtues which never again,
outside of this period, became part of the architectural
composition. Entering into the sacred darkness of this
church through which the fantastically vari-colored hues of
the windows peer, and raising your eyes upward where
they lose themselves in the intercrossing ofthe ogee-shaped
vaults, one above the other, one above the other without
end-it is quite natural to feel an involuntary terror in
one's soul at the presence of the sacred which the audacious
mind of man dare not touch. . . .

"Look more often at the famous Cologne Cathedr:a1-there
all of it [the Gothic-S.M.E.] is perfection and grandeur.
A comparable monument has never been produced by an
ancient or modern age. I prefer Gothic architecture, there-
fore, because it better allows the artist to revel. The imag-
ination vigorously and ardently reaches for height rather

than breadth. And that is why Gothic architecture must be

used only for churches and buildings that rise very high.
The lines and pilasters without cornices of the Gothic, nar-
rowly compressed, must fly across the whole building. It is

unfortunate if they stand far apart from each other, if the
building does not tower at least twice if not three times
higher than its breadth! It is then destroyed within itself.
Erect it as it should be: so that its walls rise higher and
higher, as high as possible,3 so that all the more thickly,
Iike arrows, like poplars, like pines, numerous corner col-

umns surround them! There should be no rupture or break
or cornice which would give another direction to or decrease
the dimensions of the structure! They should be equal from
the base to the very top! Enormous windows, varied in
their form, colossal in their height! Airier, Iighter than the
spires! So that everything, the more it rises upward, the
more it takes flight and is transparent. And remember
what is most essential: there is no comparison of height and
breadth. The term breadth must disappear altogether.
Here there is only one dominating idea-height."a

Magnificent pagesl Magnificent in their perception of the
pathos of Gothic architecture,

And excellent examples of the perception of the character-
istic features of structure evoking strong emotion.

A sense of the fundamental principies which, in the present
case, have the ardor of an idea.

The confluence of all the multiformities in terms of the
problem of expressing the unity of that idea.

The unity of opposites as a factor of its expression ("gran-
deur together with beauty," "luxury and simplicity," "heav-
iness and lightness." At another point in the article Gogol
writes: "The true effect consists of sharp contrast").

Repetition going to infinity ("ogee-shaped vaults, one above
the other, . . . u,ithout end").

The leap from dimension to dimension ("so that all the more
thickly, like arrows, like poplars, like pines, numerous cor-



ner columns surround them"; the "lacy spire" emerging out
of the materiality of stone ancl "like smoke" r,vinding over
the building).

And in the very exposition of Gothic features-a leap from
the description into a direct address by the author to the
reader: "Erect it . . . higher, higher, as high as possible. . . . "
And from an address to the reader to a direct command to
the phenomena themselves: "No rupture. . . . They should
be equal. . . Enormous windows. . . . Airier, lighter than
the spiresl So that everything. . . takes flight ancl is trans-
parentl"

And here, as if in outline, u'e read through that same scale
,rf gradations, one issuing out of the other, with u,hich
tGogol years later succeeded in describing the emotional
flight of the "bird-troika" in Dead, Sou,Ls.

iBut the other pages of the article are also strewn with a
riimilar exposition of the vivid movement of architectural
lbrms understood clynamically.

Iiometimes the exposition is ecstatically explosive, and then
its image resounds like a familiar trope (I will stress it in
the text):
'''The portico with columns . . . has also disappeared with
tus: it does not have the possibility of providing colossal
climension, of mouing oc?"oss the width of a buiLding, of
rising to its full height. . . . Is it surprising that the build-
ings which required to be huge seemed empty because the
prediments with columns were sculpted only over their
porches. . . .

"New cities have no special appearance: they are so correct,
so smooth, so monotonous that, after walking down one
street, you already feel bored and give up the desire to
l<lok at another. They are nothing more than a row of walls.
C)ne's glance seeks vainly to flnd one of these endless u,alls
at any point suddenly grow and eraTtt out into th,e air by
tlre daring break of a vault or ca,LLSe some giant tower to
erupt" IEisenstein's emphasis].

Sometimes the actual form of the description siips inlo
another structure-into a metaphoric structure,

And then these descriptions take on a particularly sensual 118
charm, for the comparisons are chosen on the basis of those
extrinsic prototypes imitated or on the basis of those in-
trinsic dynamic impulses (the dance) which to a great extent
determine the forms and rhythms, harmony, and character
of architectural structures:
"In Gothic architecture what is most notable is the imprint,
although vague, of a tangled forest, gloomy, magnificent,
where an ax has not been heard for centuries. Those rush-
ing, endless lines of ornaments and the nets of filigree
carving are nothing but the obscure reminiscence of the
truirk, branches, and leaves of trees."

And the buildings went beyond their stone limits, and the
temple turned into a forest. But this was not enough-for
here is hou, the image from "the kingdom of Asiatic splen-
dor" is drawn:
"The huge oriental dome-ryhether completely round, or
curved like a voluptuous vase overturned, or in the form of
a sphere, or overloaded, covered u,ith carving and orna-
ment Iike a rich miter-reigns patriarchically over the
u,'hole building; below, at the very base of the structure,
small domes encircle its extensive walls in an unbroken
fence like obedient slaves; on all sides fly slender minarets,
u,hich present a most charming contrast in their light, joy-
ful turn-out to the solemn, majestic appearance of the whole
building. Thus a majestic Mohammedan in an ample robe
decorated in goid and stones reclines amidst houris, slen-
der, nude, and dazzling in their whiteness."

The forms of the building are enlivened by a group of
human beings.

Obedient slaves encircle it belou, like houris surrounding
light minarets, and its dome reposing in the center is turned
into a majestic Mohammedan in a gold robe. . . .

But even these transformations do not satisfy the author.

According to his will, architecture must fuse into a multi-
formity of all possible forms pouring into each other (the
following discusssion concerns the architecture of cities):
"Here architecture must be as whimsical as possible: it



714 must take on an austere appearance, manifest a happy
expression, breathe with antiquity, shine with novelty, chill
with horror, gleam with beauty, be now as gloomy as a day
fuil of huge, threatening clouds, now as clear as the morrring
in bright sunlight. . . .

"Architecture-it is also a chronicle of the world," writes
Gogol further, "it still speaks when songs and legends are

silent, and when nothing else speaks about a people which
hasperished...."

And vr.e r,r'itl find what is probably the most dynamic picture
of the timeless transition of architectural forms into each

other which his imagination paints . . . in a footnote to the
same article:
"Once a very strange idea came to me: I thought it would
not be a bad idea to have in a city one street which would
contain in itself the chronicle of architecture; it would begin
with heavy, gloomy gates, after passing which the vie"l'er
would see on both sides the magnificent rising building of
wild and primitive taste common to archaic peoples; then
the gradual change of it into various types: a lofty trans-
formation into an Egyptian street, colossal and full of sim-
plicity, then into the beauty of a Greek street, then into a

voluptuous Alexandrian one and a Byzantine one with flat
domes, then into a Roman one with arches in several rou,'s;

farther on descending again to primitive times and then
suddenly rising to the unusual splendor of Araby, then to
the primitive Gothic, then the Gothic-Arabic, then the pure
Gothic, the crown of art that breathes in the Cologne Ca-
thedral; then to a horrible mixture of architecture proceed-
ing from a return to the Byzantine, then to the ancient
Greek in nerv costume, and finally, the l,l'hole street u'oulcl
end with gates which would contain within themselves the
elements of the new taste. ."

The perception of this formation of neu, types of architec-
ture as a single current of types continuously florl'ing into
each other comes through in the words in which this strange
vision is described: "the gradual change . . . into various
types," "a . . . transformation into an Egyptian street,"
"then into the beauty of a Greek street," "then into a vo-
luptuous Alexandrian one . . ," "descending again to pri-
mitive times," "then suddenly rising," etc.-all this char-

acterizes this change as a single current of forms "being
transformed" into one another, "descending" from one into
another and "rising" from one into another.s

However, what is probably most striking about this whole
article is how Gogol, with the true perception of a seer,

"throws out" from the pile of architectural images of the
past centuries and his own contemporary architecture a
hint of architectural forms of future ages.

He "divines" in passing . . . the skyscraper (although of
modest dimensions) when he drops a remark about houses
erected on the hills of a city ("One need only observe that
the houses would show their height one behind the other
so that to one standing at the foot of the hill it would seem

that a tu,enty-story mass were looking at him").

Quite reasonably he sighs:

"Can it be . . . is it impossible to create (if only for the sake

of originality) a quite unique and new type of architecture,
going beyond the former conditions?"

No less coruectly-even for our dayl-he grieves:

"Can it be we are not capable . . . of turning bits and pieces

of art into something grand? Can it be that everything
encountered in nature must necessarily be only a column,
a dome, and an arch? How many other forms are there
which have not been touched by us at all! . . ." How many
of those forms "which not a single architect has yet intro-
duced into his code! . . ."

Gogol mischievously and clairvoyantly throws in a perfectly
concrete example at the end of the essay:

"Let us take, for example, those hanging decorations which
have.recently begun to'appear. So far hanging architecture
has only appeared in theater boxes, balconies, and small
bridges.
"But if whole stories hang,
"if daring arches are flung across,
"if whole masses are found on open-work cast-iron supports
instead of heavy columns,
"if the house is covered from top to bottom rnith balconies
with patterned cast-iron railings,
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"and, from them, hanging cast-iron ornaments in thousands
of varied forms clothe the house with their light net,
"and the house looks through them, as through a transpar-
ent veil,
"when these cast-iron open-work decorations, wound
around a lovely round tower, fly with it to the heavens,
"-what lightness, what aesthetic airiness our houses will
then acquire!"

Once Andrey Bely astonished readers with a quote from
"Nevsky Prospect" which anticipates Picasso.6

But somehow even Bely overlooked the fact that Gogol
anticipates the concept of Le Corbusier's house on columns;
and if his idea about the "transparency" of architecture was
resolved not by a cast-iron "transparent veil" but by . . .

glass, then-he also anticipates the American Wright,
"father of transparent homes," and, with his conception of
the "lovely tower"-Tatlin's tower.

It is also interesting that here in Gogol the small, isolated
detail (hanging theater boxes, balcony, small bridge) ex-
pands into a new quality of a fantastical whole,

And how he himself recognizes this characteristic and ca-
pability,

And how he considers this characteristic and capability to
be inseparable from the creator and the poet:
"But what a multitude of hints there is scattered through-
out everything, capable of engendering in the head of the
architect an utterly singular, Iiving idea if only this archi-
tect-is a creator and poet."

1. Sergei Eisenstein, Izbrannye proizuedeniia, vol. 3 (Moscow:
Iskusstvo, 1964), pp. 192-198.-Ed.
2. Eisenstein alludes here to Gogol's conception of Dead Souls.
The Russian literary critic D. N. Ovsianiko-Kulikovsky, in char-
aetenzing this concept, wrote that Gogol's great work "had to
flrst depict everything bad and dark" in the nature of Russian
man, and then expose good inclinations hidden in it and, finally,
show the way to resurrection, to a better future. . . . The story
of Pavel Ivanovich Chichikov turns from a poetic contemplation
of Russia "from a nice distance," into a mournful narration about
northern Russian "darkn'ess and the frightening absence oflight,"
and finally into a moral-religious work-about Russian "hell" (part
l), "purgatory" (part 2), and "heaven" (part 3). Thus was the
conception inspired by Dante's Diuine Comedy, which Gogol never
stopped reading in Italy, where he was also working on Dead
Sozls (D. N. Ovsianiko-Kulikovsky, CollectedWorks, vol. I, "Go-
gol" [Moscow, Petersburg: GIZ, 1923], pp. 32-33).-Ed. Russian
edition.
3. Is it not from here that Plevako took the exclamation famous
for its . . . pathos, which resounded at the trial of the Mother
Superior Mitrofania, which, as everyone knows, served as the
basis for the subject of A. N. Ostrovsky's Wolaes and Sheep.-
S.M.E.
Fedor Nikiforovich Plevako (1843-1908)-Russian lawyer and ju-
dicial orator. At the scandalous trial of Mother Superior Mitro-
fania, the former Baroness Rozen, who was connected by dark
machinations u.ith great speculators and cheaters, Plevako
shouted: "Build the wall of the communities entrusted to you
higher and higher so that the deeds accomplished by you under
the cover of cassock and cloister not be visible to the world!"-
Ed. Russian edition.
4. N. V. Gogol, "About the Architecture of our Time," Collected
Works in Six Volumes, vol. VI (Moscow: Goslitizdat, 1959), pp.
40-61. Henceforth this edition of the essay will be cited.-S.M.E.
5. At another point in this book, I will introduce (for another
reason) a picture composed according to this same type ofdescrip-
tion showing the movement of the evolution of female fashion. It
vl,as written (in an ironic manner) by Jean Cocteau. As we shall
see, our Gogol "outgalloped" the French wit of our time by a good
one hundred years.-S.M.E.
6. At this point in the manuscript Eisenstein makes a footnote:
however he does not introduce the quote. In the archives the
following excerpt has been preserved from A. Bely's book TDe
Mastery of Gogol marked "Apropos of . . . Gogol-Piranesi": "his
[Gogol's-S.M.E.] description of a city is decorative beyond all
decorativeness; Paris: 'struck . . . by the gleam ofthe streets, by
the disorder of the roofs, by the thickness of the chimneys, by
thg non-architectural, solid masses of the houses covered over
with compact ragged stores, ugly naked . . . side walls, . . . a
crowd of gold letters lr,hich climbed up the wails, the roofs,
the chimneys; struck by the Iight transparency of lower stories
. . . from mirrored glass . . . Paris . . . -a crater. . . a magical
heap blazed up . . . houses became transparent', etc. (Rome)."-
Ed. Russian edition.
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And all this was written in . . . 1831!



Reviews On Manfredo Tafuri's
Th6ories et histoire de I'architecture

Manfredo Tafuri. Thfuries et histoire de
I'architecttce. 1976, Paris, Editions
S.A.D.G. 397 pp.

Yve-Alain Bois

NotL, I ask you, u:hat is it tltat str,pports th,e

roof of a buiLding? If the uall, then there
is no 'need.for an architraue; if coLu,mns or
pilasters, uhat becomes o.f the u,all? Come,
M. Protopiro, 'wltat do yott want to cast
down? The u:alls or the pilasters? You do
not ansu:er? Ah, uell then, I, I ttill destroy
euerything. Note, then, btLildingjs tL,tthottt
walls, uithout colum.ns, nithout pillars,
tutth,otr,t ornantents, without cornices,
wtthou,t uaults, uithout roofs; piazza, pi-
azza campagna rasa.
G. B. Pi.ranesi'

Manfredo Tafuri's book, Th(,oties et his-
toire cle l'architecture, recently translated
into French,2 gives one the uneasy feeling
of hesitating between many possibilities
which in the end cancel each other out. In
it, the ambitious project of making an ide-
ological critique (a history) of architecture
is undermined by the digressive remarks
that he adds, u'hile in turn the fragmentary
character of his intuitions, of his brilliant
display of scholarship, is denied by an en-
croaching eommentary, the importance of
which is itself denied.:'

It is as if some rhetorical flux, some her-
meneutic obsession, is constantly submerg-
ing the novelty of the discontinuous discov-
eries that make up the details ofthis book;
as if in the analysis of the discourses of
architecture (of architects, historians, crit-
ics, theoreticians), the teaching of Tafuri
has lost the architectural obiect itself:
wishing by historical deciphering to "make
architecture speak," he makes it invisible
by a surplus of ideological interpretation.

ThAories et histoire de l'arclitecture was
not necessarily the best of Tafuri's books
to publish first in French translation; given
its speciflc character it hardly gives the
measure of his considerable u'ork. This is
so not only because the translation and
publication were manifestly put together
very quickly (a fact which does not help to
dispell the impression of confusion gener-
ally left by the book at first reading),4 but
because, in many ways, as the author re-

Yue-Alain Bois is cune'ntly toritino a d,oc-
torat d'Etat at th,e CNRS, Paris, on Mon-
tlrian, a'nd De Stijl. He is also an editor oJ'

Macula.

calls in the Preface, it is a book of circum-
stance linked very closely to the political
and social conditions of Italian culture in
the 1960's; its appearance in French, ten
years after its writing, certainly required
some revision or emendation.s

Be that as it may

The radical demlthologization of modern
architecture is nevertheless a promising
enterprise u'hen conceived as the primor-
dial lask of criticism. Modern architecture
was polemically announced, defended, and
lived as an anti-historical rupture; the
question now is to write the history of this
pretension to Lhe tabu,La rasa (a pretension
which in itself forbids historical investiga-
tion),6 the history of thisnegat'i,ue reiation-
ship with the history of architecture and,
flnally, the history of the movements which
emerged and continue to emerge in reac-
tion to modernism-the multiplication of
"revivals" naively opposed to the Interna-
tional Style that have arisen since the mid-
dle of the flfties, such as English neo-bru-
talism, Italian neo-liberty, and the like.

The great merit of Tafuri's book is then to
attempt to write the history of the rela-
tionship of architects to history and of ar-
chitecture to its own history; thus to probe
"genealogically" the representation of rup-
ture which modern architecture makes
from itseif to itself.

On this point, Tafuri might seem contra-
dictory, because if he afflrms that in fact
the "break with history did not occur and
does not seem on the point of happening";
if he credits Le Corbusier and Wright, as

Vincent Scully has before him,7 with hav-
ing been among those feu' who recognized
the "historicity of their anti-historicism,"
at the same time he sometimes seems to
believe that the modern 'revolution' in ar-
chitecture did indeed achieve its aims, and
to take seriously the negativity that u'as
introduced by Dada in order to put an end
to history. More precisely, Tafwi takes se-
riously the nihilisbic will of this 'negative'
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belief in not perceiving its irony, even (and
above all) if he demonstrates its inevitable
consumption as positivitv ("the magic role
to which the avant-garde is condemned is
that of King Midas" tp. 6l).

The contradiction is doubtiess oniy appar-
ent, and a result of the entirelv coryect
limits of Tafuri's procedure, which also
form its basis: his u'ork remains an ideo-
logical analysis of the ideological progl'd)lt
of architects, not the programmatic read-
ing of their u'orks; no concrete, narro\\'
analysis of architectural realizations is pro-
posed. In this, however, one might rvish
that the author had paid more attention to
architectural form, something that the in-
strumentalism of his u'ork forbids. In the
end, as we shall see, this predisposes him
against the possibility of an architectural
meta-language, of a critical architecture,
about which he nevertheless gives remark-
able insights.8

Infact,asTafuri shou.s in his archaeological
retracing (heuristically interpreting this
notion in a ne\4, way), "the anti-histori,cism
of the modern avant-garde is not the prod-
uct of an arbitrary choice. It is the logical
outcome of a process whose epicenter is
the revolution of Brunelleschi and t'hose
bases are established in the debate u,hich
is prolonged over more than five centuries
at the heart of European culture." The so-
called rupture produced by modernity is,
for Tafuri, only an after-blou,, the echo of
a previous shock. Brunelleschi is the "pro-
tagonist of the flrst artistic 'avant-garde',
in the modern sense of the term" because
he "breaks the historical continuity of flg-
urative experiences by pretending to con-
sttttct a neu, history" 1p. 29) and because
he introduces into the medieval city se-
mantic disturbances u,hich would hence-
f<lrth govern the course of its development;
his resort to the model of antiquity is then
a true de-historicization 1p. 27).As for Al-
berti, who was the next to reaffirm this
strong blow against continuity in history
(proving, for example, the "progress of
classicism over the barbarous Middle

Ages" by conserving Gothic elements in his
"restoration" of Santa Maria Novella [p.
301), he is, as opposed to Brunelleschi, the
first to show the ambiguity ofthe architect
in relation to history: the exorcistic temp-
tation to soil oneself n'ith the architectural
codes external (anterior) to classicism (the
dominant "code") carries in itself this dan-
ger, in that it reveals the "seduction Lhat
linguistic pluralism exercises by contagion"
[p. 30]).*' This then is the frameu'ork rvhich
allolvs Tafuri to interpret all the sudden
leaps of the different architectural avant-
gardes since the Renaissance, passing from
Mannerism to Boromini, Piranesi, the En-
lightenment philosophes.lo and finally to
the Modern Movement.

In this process (one that is, despite Tafuri,
hardly dialectical, since there is only a bi-
valent rhythm: a movement by metronomic
fits and starts), "those who seem to negate
history produce u'orks u'hich, historically,
have a motivation. Those rn'ho are con-
cerned not to burn bridges behind them
are stranded in ambiguity" (p. 65). Thus it
is in reaction against the "ultimate murder
of history" perpetuated by the eclecticism
of the nineteenth century and against that
"instrumentalism of history and its non-
productivity" that the "artistic avant-
gardes of the twentieth century discarded
history to r:ortstrtLct a neu' history," desir-
ing "to recuperate the only kind of histo-
ricity still acceptable after the twilight
flame of parnassian Art Nouveau symbol-
ism: that which was founded on the tabuLa
raso, disengaged from any commerce with
the past" (pp. 50-51).

Sinee the war, the architect and the his-
torian have known that radical departures
are uhthinkable, impossible under the ac-
tual conditions of society (pp. 307-308).
New types of relationships with history
have been established for the architect (by,
for example, the theme of a critical-archi-
tecture) and new tasks laid out for the his-
torian (having identified the critique in his-
tory [p. 228), he must exacerbate the
conflicts, aggravate the theses, and accen-

tuate the malaise in order to unblock the 119
"crisis"). In Tafuri's words, "history can tzo

longer promote solutions" 1p. 302); the his-
torian must present the architect with a
picture that totalizes the actual contradic-
tions (p. 303), placing him clearly in front
of the choices to be made: "by rationalizing
that which, in aesthetic activity, is almosl
always produced beyond any logical con-
trol-in the rigor"ous sense of the term-
by laying bare the ideological values at-
tached to formal choices that are often
made out of habit. the critic can place the
architect in front of his responsibility to-
u,ard a constant and m.erciLess control of
his sources and the symbolic systems with
which he is entmsted in a conscious or un-
conscious way" (p. 275).

And since architecture can no longer as-
sume a "pedagogic" role (p. 133) given the
loss of aura (the "crisis of the object"),I'
a loss lr'hich characterizes the way in which
the mridern building is inscribed u.ithin the
noise of the city; since architecture can no
longer be anything but ambiguous (it is the
observer who "gives signification to the ob-
ject or to the series" [p. 116], who is con-
cerned with signs, which are closed, dulled,
neutral, and invariable, like the "empty
prisms of Mies," or, at the other extreme,
with the "total permanent, and open thea-
ler" of Le Corbusier tp. 1281); since "the
symbolic values linked to typology-the
newly codifled structure of the perception
of genres which replaced that of the uni-
c'u,m-have also disappeared behind the
wave of images which became primary for
the formal explication of typology itself'
1p. 132); and since the abolition of all the
certainty of that progressivist fantasm on
which was based the "militant" critique of
architecture (that critique which Tafuri
calls operatiue); this critique has no longer
any reasons to perpetuate itself.

It is a useless critique ("to oppose a cultural
situation called consumption with a cri-
tique that is equally of consumption, is that
not an operation which is carried out too
much at the instde of the situation in order



120 to pretend to act in a truly productive
u,.ay?" [p. 211]); and it is a detrimental cri-
tique insofar as it manifests itself as ideo-
logical interference ('Jamming")-on it de-
volves the responsibility of having
transformed the architectural culture into
a culture of images (p. 215). This critique
becomes an object. of analysis in that, since
Beliori, it has not ceased to constitute
mAths, and thus it carries "in itself the
germ of anti-historicism" (p. 192), even
though it avails itself of history in order to
"deduce its own values or to try to force
the future" (pp. 194-195). "It is," Tafuri
concludes, "up to the historian to destrov
the 'instmmentality' of history" (p. 303).

Taking his cue from Lhe MythoLogies of
Roiand Barthes, Tafuri is concerned to
track down history everywhere, even be-
neath "nature" itself. He thus presents
neu,"objects" for historical analysis, opens
so many new routes for historical research;
but in the end these "objects" alu,atts re-
main abstract processes, r.vhich bear wit-
ness to Tafuri's incapacity finally to render
account of a buildirg. For example, the
historical deformations of "operative" crit-
icism as traced by Tafuri are themselves
historically dated: the interpretation by
Sigfried Giedion of Sixtus V as "the first
modern urbanist"l2 is not properiy speak-
ing an "error"; it was u'ithout doubt indis-
pensible in its time ("his cultural produc-
tivity proves it" [p. 208]) because it calmed
the fears of the Modern Movement by fur-
nishing it with a paternity and on occasion
gave "an impulsion to backward or slow to
develop experiences" (p. 209). In the same
way, the rejection of Giedion's interpreta-
tion is also historicaliy determined: "trf to-
day, his historical positions satisfy us no
longer, and if to attack them we have had
recourse to a more responsive philology, it
is because the discovery in history itself of
an unstable dialectic, of a co-existence of
a multiplicity of senses and directions, cor-
responds itself to a need to restore actual
signiflcation to history" (p. 208). The need
to justify the monosemic and totalizing
projects of Modern Movement urbanism

produced the discowse of Giedion even as
the apology for polysemy now refutes it.

But u,hat comprises the novelty of Tafuri's
book, especially in France, in this period
when semiologizing and formalizing com-
mentaries on architecture are piling up, is
the place which it reserves for that.new
tendency: the deliberate practice of archi-
tecture as ameta\anguage, as criticism of
architecture.

Ifall "architecture possesses, in the proper
sense, a critical level" (p. 149), Tafuri is
here concerned u,ith a more radical de-
mand: Bruno Zevi envisages a "history of
architecture written with the expressive
instruments of the architect and not
uniquely with those ofthe historian of art"
1p. 144); he questions, "why not express
architectural criticism with architectural
forms and not rvith words?" (p. 145). The
opposition to the logocentrism developed
by the hermeneutic philosophers (among
whom Emile Benveniste is the most lucid
representative: "Language is the inter-
preter of all semiotic systems. No other
system has at its disposal a'language' in
which it can be categorized and interpreted
according to its own semiotic distinctions,
in that language can, in principle, catego-
ize and interpret everything, having
understood itself' [p. 120])'3 marks a new
type of relation that joins the architect
u,ith his historical object, a relation of
which Tafuri fashions a very useful por-
trait.

But while he reveals the historical ante-
cedents of this internal-non-linguistic-
dialogue of architecture w.ith itself (for ex-
ample, the criticism of centrality by Pe-
ruzzi, Serlio, Montano and his engravings
of t.entpietti, u'hich Tafuri assures us could
never have been constructed-shorving
how much "baroque culture was ready to
receive no matter what message sent bgl
images" [p. 159]; the systematization of
heresy and collage in Borromini; the ty-
pological variations in Wren and Palladio),
Tafuri judges this autocriticism to be in-

effective. It is, according to him, incapable
of "illuminating the ideological systems
subjacent to the different codes as well as
to isolated works" (p. 140); and he repeats
this in connection with Borromini (p. 160).
He defines such criticism as only privative,
mute; deprived of speech, it cannot be in-
telligible. Worse sti[, it is only an experi-
mentaiism, which can only demonstrate the
solidity of the "codes" that it dislocates or
dismantles (pp. 142-143).

Tafuri's argument becomes twisted nhen
he reproaches Robert Venturi for utilizing
semiology (a semiology that is nevertheless
useful to the historian to reveal "in a mer-
ciless way"-still this inquisitorial word,
the police-like tone-"the false acts of lib-
erty, the timid offenses against the codes"
tp. 2891) as a means of presenting ambi-
guity and contradiction as "principies of
poetics," emptying them oftheir "historical
consistency" and lvith a citational leveling
justifying an aesthetic of indifferentiation
(pp. 293-294).11 Tafuri's technique is
clever. He wants to condemn a practice of
architecture which is constructed as a non-
discursive critical work (even if its author
uses oppositions of a syntactical order to
explain his position: Jbr an architecture of
sim,uLtan,e[ty, o,gairlst an architecture of
er.cLusiuity)\5 because according to him it
renders criticism, properly speaking, use-
less. To make this argument Tafuri attri-
butes to the architect the logocentric po-
sitions r.r,hich are his own (beating dovgn
the architectural volume on the basis ofthe
linearity of a linguistic "code").r6 The tech-
nique is a common enough defense reflex.
It is as if Tafuri, confronted by Venturi's
work, is saying: 'This architecture "places
architectural criticism in crisis" (p. 18a),
annuls the effectiveness of my discourse
and disturbs its ordering, renders me as
critic useless, steals my u,ork by "a veri-
table exorcism" (p. 177) [this religious flg-
ure ofspeech often occurs in Tafuri's bookl,
and above all it shows how architecture
should be Iooked at,'7 which I do not.
Therefore, I say that it is governed by "the
constant fear of an authentic critical proc-



ess" (p. 184), that it is itself a defensive
reflex-all the n'hile that I maintain else-
where that it is only a "masochistic flagel-
lation" (p. 177). To see my discourse over-
run, to see it lose control, to believe it
irremediably replaced b1- another type of
anall,sis (ri-hich is nevertheless simply com-
plementary to it), this I fear. I will repress
this fear and the anguishing representa-
tions ."r,hich accompany it by quickly char-
acterizing this other menace as cor,r,ardly,
rvithout knou'ing that the very speed of my
reaction is readable as a symptom of my
fear.'

Tafuri in fact does not alu.avs deny the
viabilitl' of a historical dialogue internal to
architecture and to its project (one can so
interpret the graphic interpretations of an-
tique architecture proposed by classical ar-
chitects),18 and he regarcls ivith sympathy
the ri'ork of Louis Kahn as emblematic of
that "metalinguistic" movement which
tries to escape from reclundatrt academici-
zation, from the signalizing idiosyncrasies
of modern architecture. Even there. hou'-
cver, Tafuri's text is not s'ithout ambigu-
ity: if he recognizes in Kahn the merit of
having overturned "the ri'hole history of
architecture" by his work, u,ork "rvhich, by
itself, clarified a process hardly evident till
then" (pp. 2i4-275); if he sees in it a meas-
ure of the lvill of history (architecture
lr-hich n'ants, "in a u'ord. lo histoticize it-
sel.f and, lead tor.l ard a historicized percep-
tion, profoundly thoughtr' 1p. 1851); if even
he qualifies it as "criticism in a neu' sense"
("it does not refuse the tradition of the
Moderri Movement, but it compromises it
by confronting it directly u,ith its origins:
as if to make it give forth a certiflcate of
historical iegitimacy" [p. 172]);r'g it is only
to immediately stigmatize it as a supposed
utopia. For Tafuri the ri'ork of Kahn is only
an enigmatic demand for aura, which
rvishes to oppose itself by persuasion to the
distracted perception r,r,hich, in the city,
causes the dilution of the modern architec-
tural object. For if Tafuri sometimes seems
to believe in the possibility of such critical
homeopathic actions ("architecture can as-

sume the task of clarifying a historical sit-
uation by charging it rvith critical values"
[p. 101]; "architectural criticism is con-
founded u'ith a criticism of the city" [p.
1831), his conclusion seems to be rvithout
appeal: "the crisis of 'rationalism' has also
brought in its u'ake an encl to all illusion
concerning the possibility of a critical ex-
ercise dissolved in the use that one makes
ofthe city. The rlisappearance ofthe object
has not been replaced by any new critical
behavior" (p. 133).

The reaction of rejection. honever indul-
gent, that Tafur-i shou's u'ith regard to the
rvork of Kahn, as well as to that of other
critical architects, is, u'hen all is said and
doner, unjust. His prejudice in favor of the
avant-garde ("affirmative. absolutist, to-
talitarian," turned torvard the future) but
against any experimentation which "tends
to clismantle, to recompose. to contradict,
to ll ear out in exasperation syntaxes and
languages accepted as such" (p. 141) is only
one chapter of a styie to r,vhich he does not
pay attention in his practice of criticism: if
he applies himself to a deml'stif-ving task,
it is precisely because "the epoch" is re-
capitulating in all fields of culture (Tafuri's
work is also itself historically determined),
even if this reneu'al should, as Tafuri
hopes, prepare the rvav for a "ratlical
change" vet to come (p. 312).'?0 An excel-
lent quotation on Kahn that he makes from
Scully serves to give a more precise un-
derstanding of the present situation of the
architect and critic in relation to history:
"It is probably no accident that both
lWright and Kahnl turned to Hadrian,
since that haunted Emperor was perhaps
one of the first, certainly one of the most
conspicuous, men in Western history for
whom-all ways having opened, which
more true than another?-conscious, selec-
tive memory was a major determinant of
life. Is this a pervasive problem of the mod-
ern u,orld-all possible, nothing wholly
serving, no way the only Way, memory all
too free to choose?" (p. 156, note)21

In effect, and these are the pages which

justify the whole book and make one rvant 721
to read it, Tafuri. from his Introduction on,
pleads for the critic's open-mindedness-
by u,hich he intencls a state of apprecia-
tiveness that does not necessarily leacl to
the "relativisl haze u'here everything is
equal" (p. 13)-and proposes that he, the
critic, should provisionally reserve judg-
ment.

While in the criticism of painting the dis-
course of flatterf is spreading (a smooth
stopgap, governed by the situation of the
market), the decline of the International
Style has been follori'ed by a certain dist-
ancing in architectural criticism (a separa-
tion often masked b1' the "union of the ar-
chitect and the critic in one ancl the same
person" [p. 11]). Norv this retreat position
(sometimes ironic) is experienced by archi-
tects like a narcissistic rvound. The situa-
tion is certainly not iclentical to that in
painting u''here, as Larn'rence Allou,ay has
remarked, clogmatism'"vas alu.a"vs the use-
ful respr.rnse of criticism to the modern ex-
perience of the superabundant multiplicity
of the styles. a condition of modernism al-
ready perceived by Baudelaire.22 But in
Tafuri's description of thc compulsive de-
mands to rvhich he is subject, we can re-
cognize the same tendencies evident in
those ri'ho, historians as u'ell as critics, to-
day lr,'rite on painting: "The pure critic
starts by being considered as a clangerous
person. From there the attempt is made to
attribute to him the mark of a movement,
a tendency, a poetic. Criticism, wishing to
keep its distance from the operative prac-
tice, can only submit the latter to a con-
stant demystification in order to go beyond
its contradictions or at least reveal them
u'ith precision. This explains why archi-
tects try to capture this criticism and even
to exorcize it. One rvould be foolish or dis-
honest to pretend that every attempt to
remove oneself from this trap was dictated
by fear. For the critic, the fact of u'ishing
aneu, to assume his proper task-which is
to make a historical diagnosis, objective
and without prejudices [?], and not to be
an instigator or a 'corrector of proofs'-



Notes

122 implies on the contrary a good dose of cour-
age, because in historicizing the dramatic
density of the present movement, he risks
venturing onto a mine field" (p. 12).

AIL page nuntbers in the text and tlte .foLlowina
notes reJbr to the French edition.
1 G. B. Piranesi, "Parere sull'Architettura"
{1765), quoted by M. Tafuri in "Giovan Battista
Piranesi-l'utopie negative dans l'architecture,"
L' Ar c h i te cture d' Au.j otLr d' hu t, 184, Mareh-April
1976.
2. M. Tafuri. Teorie e storia dell'architettttra
(Bari: Laterza, 1968).
3. Tafuri defines ideologS,as "the structure of
false conscience offered by intellectuals to the
clominant systems" (p. 5); architecture as ideol-
og1' as "the construction of a utopia" neces-sarily
Ieading to failure (p. 279); and its history as "that
of the subservience of nature bv the constmctive
activity of the dominant classds" (p. 251).
Rhetorical contestations of all that which per-
tains to the rhetorical abound in Tafuri, such as:
"the critic is the one rvho chooses to walk a tight-
rope u'hile the currents of air, constantly chang-
ing direction. do ever;.thing in their polter tb
bring about his fall. The image is absoltttcl u not
a rhetorical figure" tp. l1r.
4. Reference to notes without reference. men-
tions of"op. cit" uith,,ut any previous reference
at all, false references, etc. The most annoying
erors are those of translation: thus the uncon-
trolled usage of demonstrative pronouns (one no
longer knows to rvhat or to $'hom they exactly
refer) makes the passage concerning Mannerism
{p. 32ffl relatively obs,.ure. If the misprints uere
unavoidable. the fatal character of these inarti-
culate utterances should not prevent a careful
reading of the proofs.
One can, horvever, only rejoice at the publishing
of a neu- collection of architectural history, and
at the translation of this volume, u'hich should
be folkru'ed b;g other publications of the same
nature. This effort is most commendable: one
more reason for us to take care of details in the
future with less haste. With regard to the la-
byrinthine -structure of the ruork, u-hich Tafuri
himself acknou'ledges (cf. the interview by
Franccrise Ver.y in A.M.C., no. 39, June 1976),
Tafuri mentions, among other things. that it is
a bad iclea to read Thiofies et Histoire . . as a
"source of information." The French reader,
though. r,r.,oulcl probably be rvise not to listen to
this restrictive usage of the book.
5. Example: the sempitemaI dist,ussion con-
t'erning the false opposition of
structuralism/histor\'. *hich consritutes the
fifth set'tion of the"buok-"the instruments of
criticism." is useless todav. Not that Tafuri's
positions are in themsehles criticizable, but
these many pages do nothing more than repeat
(by quoting) the theoretical debate rvhich took
place in Francc at the end ofthe 1960's, ofuhich
u'e have alreadv had our fill.
6. "The difficulty of historicizing contemporary
architecture results from its initial choice. u,hich
is to uish to pl'(.sent irseif as an absolutell'anti-
historical phenomenon" (p. 21).
7. Vincent Scully, Modent. Archi.t.t:cture: Tlrc

Architecture of Democracy (New York: Bra-
ziiler, 1962). Scully specifically remarks that,
contrary to the neoclassic "revolutionaries" of
the Enlightenment who idealized the Greek tem-
ple in a frozen vision of history, and perceived
neither its ''plastic action" nor its relation with
the natural environment (p. 14), Le Corbusier
was capable nf seeing its sculptural force, its
mode of integration. $'hich inilurled the land-
scape (the temple measures itself u'ith respect
to the sea which it overlooks), and was thus able
to avoid a "non-Q1s61 imitation" (o. 41). Rcvner
Banham. on the contrary. because'of the chapter
on regulating lines in Vers LIne Architertttre.
considers Le Corbusier a very poor historian-
''sloppy in the extreme." Banham. Theoru and
Desigrt i,t thc First Machinp .49e (Londoh: Ar-
ctritectural Press, 1972), 4Lh ed., p- 226.
The issue of "historic centers," with respect to
u'hich Tafuri proposes a nerv classification of the
programmatic oppositions,rf architects, allows
the famous antagonism Wright/Lr. Corbusier to
be suspended: both have a dialectical conception
ofthe historic center, not in the sense ofutifizing
it as a portion of the city (not to renovate oi
adapt it), but as a museum, a reminder (histo-
rici4ng the "present") of the past (pp. 77-81).
8. Tafuri does not deny the need for fbimal anal-
.isis the does not propose an1'). but for him it
should measure the u:ork (conceived as result)
in relation to the strength of the intent which
presides over it: "if one must pronounce a iudg-
ment one must flnd its parameters ri ithin the
structures of every u'ork, once their coherence
is verified in relationship to their initial inten-
tions (182).
The instrumentalism of Tafuri's rvork becomes
evident in a statement such as, "the donto.in of
the critique.must change scale: from the anal.vsis
of the architeclural ubierl it must shift to-the
critiques of all the coniextq uhich t,ondition the
object's configuration. The structurt, of this con-
text-laws, rules, -social and professional mor-
als. m,rdes ol production, r,conomic systcms-
u'ill onlv be confronted in e'r'er.v u,rrk by a sec-
ond.redding: these u,ill fe pr"esenied t.iy;
particular phenomena of a more general struc-
ture, which is the true context on u,hich criticism
u'ould like to exert itself' (p. 210). Once more,
it is the formal analysis of huildings ir hich will
become secondarv bv virtue of-the claimed
change of scak,, as though \\'e \r ere satur.ated b.v
such analvses.
9. "The e"xasperaterl need of specifying the clas-
sic cocle b1' basing it on a historic ierification is
thus the result of an uncettainty u'hich is found
in more than une passage of Di Rr Aedilicato-
,.,q" Jl. 30t. For a rletailerl lormal analj.sis of
this historical para(l(,\ as represcnted 6r' the
facade ,,f Santa'Maria Novolla'(first, in rerl ,ncil-
ing the old and the modernt second, in becoming
the mrxt important model for the nerv style thi
type of vl,hich it defines), cf. Rudolf Wittkou.er,
Architectura.l Principles ut. the Aoc ctf Hunan-



rsrri J.London: Academy Books. lgTB), II, 3.
10. Regarding the "n'aturaiization." the ideali-
zation of.history developed by the ..revolution-
ary" architects of the eishteenih centurv. Tafuri
remarks that the architect Aldo Rossi did not
perceive at all the modernit5r of Perrault,s prop-
ositions (for whom "the lansuase of classicil or-
der is arbitrar.y") compareif to"those of Boullee
(u ho criticized Perrauit-he "confirms their ad-
equacy.u'ith respect to natural lau.s"), p. 45,
note. This dispute is in fact the reiteration bv
Boullee of the famous altercation betr.r.een pei-
rault and Bhndel (cf. Boull6e. Architecture-
Essai s,a./'ar+ lParis: Homann. Ig68l, p. 60ff).
ln Prc.jetto a [-topio (Bari, 1973t. the'speedv
translation of u hich is desirable (no$ tranilate;
in English as Arrhitcr'lure and LJtnnia lNllT
Press,-19761), it is Piranesi u.hu betomei f,,r
Tafuri the point of depar.ture. the troublecl in-
troducer of historl'. of negativit.r.. in architec-
tural issues. This idea uas-already projected by
Scully (gsg note 7).
11. This claimed "crisis of the object" serves as
an implicit justification for Tafuti ri'ith respect
to the blindness u'hich strikes him in froni of
builrlings tit has alread_y been remarked that he
d.oe.s not prop,rse a reariing of buildingsr. Ner.t,r-
theless it -appears that ihis bJinrlness is ptr,-
grammed by his ven' concepr of the ar.r.hirec-
tural object. Is not th'e rL,finifion of architecture
in telms of the ob.ject (or of tht, crisis of rhe
objoct, the absence of the objecr, rvhich is his
prir,'ative relsion of the same notion) to para-
doxicallv blind oneself in reaction to the nou.
distract"ed attention u,'hich characterizes. in the
opinion of Walter Benjamin. the acsthetic tr-
perience of moclern man, son of the Baudelairian
"homnte blasd?" Tafur''i mentions this "loss of
auth(,rity on rhe pan of obiects" about uhich
Beniamin talks (pp. I l9- 120). and for u hich tht.
most exact elaboration u.as provided by the "ac-
companying music" of Satie, the "architectural
p?inting' of Matisse. the expanses of color fields
of Barnett Neu'man, and the neutralizing inva-
sion of space proposed bv the American mini-
malist sculpture of the ptriod 196.-r to 1975; but
it st.ems that he does not pelceivc its u'hole
nove)ty. Thus it is not sur.priJing that instead of
such vuorks ht, prefers to rriake rifer.ence to Dad-
aist collages (Schwitters) and then, closer to our
times, Amerit.arr Pop Art? If there is irr lact sur.h
a thing as the "crisis of rhe ob.ject," it certainlv
is nrrt qxpf2ineri bv the r.,,,nbitte-uai,,tiiias hv
Rauschenberg ur tlie u',rrks of Jasf"r Johis. "
12. Tafuri limits himself to saying that this
reading is wrong, giving no other reason other
than this tautology: "he could not have been
modern since he was conservative" (pp. 206-
207).
13. Emile Benveniste, "Semiologie de la lan-
gue." Problerttt'x dp Linqttistiqti qiilirale, ll
iParis: Gallimard. 1974r. rrp. 61-62.''
14. Robert Venturi. De l'citnbiguiti otr orchitt'r-
ture (.Pans: Dunod,' 1976), and"Jean,Claude Le-

bensztejn. "Hyperrealisme, Kitsch et Venturi."('rilique, no. 345, Feb. 1976. See also. the an-
swer_offered on this point by Robert Venturi
and Denise Scott-Bro*n in the intervieri.pub-
Iished by Helene Lipstadt in A.^1.1.C.. no.'39,
June 1976. The gentle ironv in which thev in-
dulge. regardinf architects who are too bus.y
withsemiology and not busy enough with urbair
sociology, 

-1s 
tindqr than the judgmental accu-

sations of Tafuri. Despite the inteiest, the rich-
ness of the uork of this investigator, one can
only regret the manner of his vaiire judgments,
such as: "it is inexplicable that so Jeri6us and
insightful an investigator.as Vincent Scullv could
have rvritten. in his introduction. that ilobert
Venturi's book is the most remarkable cultural
event within the field of architectural debate
after Vers Une ArchitecttLr.e by Le Corbusier"
(p.294).
15. Vt,nturi, Dr l'antbigtriti ett arrltilerttre. pp.
29-Bl. .English translation: Con 1,lc"rity d irt
C ont radiction i.n Architer:ture.
16. Tafuri's linguistic metaphors have ah.eady
been noted by many commentators; the mosi
one. (.an sa;' is that they ar.e not \.(,1.v rigorous
t"The architectural obiect as orsanit.'svst'em uf
Iinguistic-functional signs, " lr. Z?iffl .

I7. Bruno Zevt.,4pprin6li q roit. I'orr'ltitprt,ttr
(Paris: Editions de Minuir. Igig). Frrnch trans-
lation.
18. The demonsrration givrn by Tafur.i is quite
spectacular: fronr the bnd sunev of the oratorv
of Sainte-Cloix (16l-468 A.D.t bv Flancesco rii
Giorgio can be deduced:
"a) the lzereticrrl value attributed bv cla,qsical
cultulc to complt.x structures;
"b) the leactions. given this pror.ot.ation, of tht.
culturo at the endof the fifLeenth centun. ancl
its neri unceltainties touar.d the antitrue (Flan-
cesco (li Giorgi,r distorrs the edificr.'uhich hr.
survet's, but he accepts all the same. at least at
the vtr.v beginning. Iiis situation rrith r.espect to
it);
"c) the identiflcation, achieved by the archilects
of humanism, between the supia-historical dia-
logue and the architectural iheation: betu'een
the recognition of the structur.al latvs of its ou'n
folmal codes anrl rhe erpJuration of thr, codes of
antiquity" (p. 243).'19. But Tafuri urites elsr.where. ..the critical
value of the u ork of Kahn is not direrled tou.arcl
the material .of histon'. but to\\al'd the process
of manipulation of forms, accomplisht,d'bt- the
least advanced (.urrents of moderir hrr.hiteciure"
(p. 93).
20. On this issue, Tafuri uses a point made bv
Cesare Brandi, rrith shont this rr:hnlt.book is a
dialogue. He quotes from him: "the end of the
avant-garde is connected to the loss ofthe future
as an ontological dimensi,rn of the human con-
dition: one cannrl seriousll' consider an avant-
garde of the.present. becairse the concept is in
itself contradiclor}l" (p. 14 l, notel.
21. Cf. Vincent Sculiy. Lrttt[s l. l(rrlri (Neu

York: Braziller, 1962), p. 38. Tafuri coruectlv
cites the Villa Adriana ii relation to the Camn"o
Marzio of Pifanesi. but ht, does not bring 6is
argument full circle. It is no coincidence-that
Piranesi, who, in Tafuri's opinion, introduced
the "negative" -histon -irito arehitectural
thinking. was so interested in the Villa Adriana,
the.spat-ial-ambiguity and topographical multi-
plicity of ivhich is like the model of iontradictorv
uork.produced by architectural memory, Thii
stratification of spaces has an equivalent onlv in
the cu-existence'and cohabitation of buildihss
from verv different epochs in the srouo if
churches of San Stefano. in Bologna: t"he diach-
t'ony or temporal division is read svnchronicallv
or spatially in tht.exemplary perceptual floatin[
whrch procluces such a succession of shocks, of
gaps, of semantic or referential breaks (one
passes from one space to another in the same
way as the Indian knight inHelzapoppin crosses
the universe of Hollvuood [he' mi.sreads the
moviel in search of his space of origin and endt.
On Piranesi the archaeolosist cf."the tert of
\['erner Oesch]in, "L'interlit alcheologique et
I'experience architecturale avant et aprds fir-
anese," in Artpy 4x ColloOua Pirorrpr-r (Rome.
May 1976t. to be publisheil in the end of 1977.r2. Cf, "The Uses and Limits of Art Criticism,"
Topics in Aneriratt Att sirrce l9l5 (New York:
Norton, lgzb),_p. 258. Alloway would probably
not repudiate Tafuri's positionon this point.
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1 Town HalL, Siiyniitsctlo, Finland. Alaar
Aalto, architect, 19 50'1 952. Section.

Alvar Aalto and the Origins of his Style

Paul David Pearson. ALuar AaLto and The
Intern,ational Style. 1978, New York,
Whitney Library of Design, an imprint of
Watson-Guptill Publications. 240 pp.,

$27.50.

Kenneth Frampton

It u.ould be hard to imagine a more oppor-
tune occasion to issue an in-depth study of
the u,ork of Alvar Aalto than the present
moment, u'hen rve are beginning to ques-
tion the whole signiflcance of the Modern
Movement in architecture. There have of
course been many studies ofAalto before-
as the bibliography of one hundred and
forty items in Paul David Pearson's book
would indicate-including the still inex-
plicably unpublished material made avail-
able by Edward Neuenschwander''s book of
1954 and the equally revealing Leonardo
Mosso catalogue that accompanied a large
Aalto retrospective staged in Italy in 1965'

There are also such standard texts as

Frederick Gutheim's monograph of 1960

and the more recent Simon and Schuster
publication of 1971 with its perceptive in-
troduction by George Baird. Until re-
cently, however, these monographs, to-
gether lvith Karl Fleig's complete works
and a collection of Aalto's own v"ritings
entitled Synopsis, have represented the
sum total of malerial available in English.

Apart from attempting to redress this
dearth of information, Pearson's study of
the 'first' career of the Finnish master
(from 1923 to 1949) achieves a new insight
into the evolution ofthe Scandinavian mod-
ern movement, an extremely rich cultural
development which has hitherto remained
closed to Western understanding. It is one
of the ironies of English provincialism that
Scandinavia, which has after all always
been geographically close, should remain
so isolated from a cultural standpoint. De-
spite the British nineteenth century pas-
sion f<rr Ibsen and Strindberg in literature
and despite the influence of the Swedish
cooperative popular style of building (the
New Empiricism that was so readily ab-
sorbed by the British Welfare State after
1945), any profound understanding of
Scandinavian modern architecture has
hitherto largely escaped the Anglo-Saxon
mind. This has surely never been more
tme than in the case of the Scandinavian
crypto-classicism of the early twentieth
century, which, with the single exception

Kenneth, Frampton is ct Fell,ow of The In-
stitute .f'or Architecture and Urban Stud-
ies, lleu York, artd, a m,ernber of the.faculty
o,t the GSAP, CoLumbia Uniuersity, New
York.

of Henry-Russell Hitchcock's Modent At"
chitectur e : R ortr,cLttticism and R e- I'nteg ra'
tion of 1929, has been either ignored or
misunclerstood.

Like Demetrius Porphyrios's recent essay
on the Doricist Sensibility which appeared
in lolris 76, Pearson's work on Aalto does

much to overcome this void in our under-
standing. Above all his study is packed
\\'ith hitherto unknown information about
Aalto's formative years. There is, for ex-
ample, the surprising but understandable
fact that he fought on the nationalist side
against the communists in the Finnish Civil
War following the declaration of indepen-
dence in 1917, and the equally signiflcant
fact that his contact wiLh Swedish archi-
tectural culture dates from this time, dur-
ing which a number of prominent Finnish-
Swedes rn'ere serving on the nationalist
side. More importantly we learn of his ma-
jor mentors immediately after this period:
flrst, Gustaf Nystriim, the neo-classical de-
signer of the main library of Helsinki Uni-
versity-a figure close to Otto Wagner in
his determination to integtate technical
elements with classical form; and second,
the aesthetician Yrjit Hirn, who re'jected
any notion of ideal form in favor of an aes-

thetic derived from free creation as a form
of libidinous gratifi cation.

Aalto's initial professional experience after
graduating from Helsinki Technical Uni-
versity in 1921 was with the Swedish ar-
chitect Arvid Bjerke who was then design-
ing the entrance pavilions for the
Gothenburg World Fair of 1923. He made
his mark in Bjerke's practice by detailing
the large parabolic arches to Bjerke's Con-
gress Hall built for the same fair. This tour
de force in wooden construction (fig. ?)
bears a close resemblance to the tennis
halls he later designed for Jywiskylii Uni-
versity in 1952. The innate Finnish capac-
ity for exploiting the structural and archi-
tectonic potential of timber stems, of
course, as Pearson points out, from the
Baltic wooden vernacular in which Aalto
was to build throughout his early career.



2 Congress Hall, Gothenberg. Aruid
Bjerke, architect, 1923. This structural
frame was detailed, by Aalto.

3 Viinikka Church, Tampere, Finland,.
Alaar Aalto, architect, 1922. Com,petition
project carried out in a Schinkelesque
neo-classical nlanner. Side eleaation.

l+ Viinikka Church. Plan showing Parish
House.

By t922, Aalto, like Mies van der Rohe,
was moving in more than one direction at
once. The four buildings that he designed
for the Industrial Exhibition held at Tamp-
ere in that year speak of different levels of
culture and productive development. In all
the rhetorical diversity of his later career,
no contrast is so expressive as that found
in his work at Tampere, betu,een, say, his
Wagnerschulerisch industrial pavilion,
built of modular ply'wood panels (cf. Wag-
ner's Karlsplatz station for the Stddtbahn
of 1899) and his thatched roof kiosk de-
signed for the display of Finnish handi-
crafts.

Aaito's early practice in JyvAskyli after
1923 was marked by two large row house
developments built for railway workers
and a workers'club; all three works of1924
were carried out in the stripped-down
Scandinavian classical manner ofthe period
(cf. Gunnar Taucher's perimeter housing
blocks for Helsinki of 1918). It is hard to
know the derivation of this peculiar style;
it obviously derives in part from the Wag-
nerschule-above all from Josef Hoff-
mann-but antecedents for it can also be
found to an equal degree in the work of
Heinrich Tessenow, C. F. A. Voysey, and
Gunnar Asplund. The so-called Hochschule
system of proportioning, based upon
squares, also seems to have been inte-
grated into this style, and certainly such a
grid determined the crypto-classical build-
ings of Aalto's early career-including the
'guard houses' that he had realized at Sei-
ndjoki and Jyvdskyli.

Aalto's hitherto unknown career as a
church designer throughout the first dec-
ade of his practice (he designed some thir-
teen churches in one form or another be-
tween 1923 and 1930) now seems to have
been central to the evolution of his own
crypto-classical style. The Italianate basil-
ica church form was never more atectoni-
callg rendered by him than in his Viinikka
Church project of 1927 (figs. 3, 4)-note
the totally flattened pediment of the main
basilica and the cylindrical form ofthe cam-

panile. This work reflects the mannerism
of his Viipuri Library project design of the
same year (fig. 5).

None of the remarkabie works brought to
light by Pearson's research serves to coun-
tervail the established view that 1927 was
a crucial year in Aalto's development. In
that year his work lay curiously suspended
between the crypto-classicism of his initial
practice and the 'functionalism' that first
fully emerged in his work in the Turun
Sanomat newspaper building of 1928 and
the Tapani apartment block of 1929, both
in Turku. His major competition entries of
1927, his hitherto unknown design for the
World Headquart,ers of the League of Na-
tions in Geneva, and his famous Viipuri
Library point toward a classicism that was
extremely close to the mature wdrk of As-
plund. As the author suggests, it is prob-
able that this classicism had a nationalistic
optimism about it, which then related di-
rectly to the tenth anniversary of Finnish
independence. Following the success ofthe
young nation Aalto moved his offlce in that
year to the booming city of Turku, which
at that time, as a major port in southern
Finland, was still subject to Swedish influ-
ence.

The move to Turku and the subsequelt
contact with the stripped down classicism
of Erik Bryggman served simply to rein-
force Aalto's own stripped down classical
tendencies, so much so that Bryggman's
Atrium apartment block of 1925 could eas-
ily have come from Aalto's hand. Aalto was
to outdo Bryggman as a 'reductionist' in
his own South-Western Agricultural Co-
operative building, realized in Turku in
1928, but here the debt is not only to
Bryggman but also to Asplund. The color
scheme of the cinema in this building-a
dark blue auditorium offset by grey and
pink plush upholstery-is taken directly
from Asplund's Skandia cinema built in
Stockholm in 1923; and the influence does
not end here, for what is true of the color
scheme is also true of the plan. Even the
decorative frieze around the upper perim-
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5 Municipal Library, Viipuri, Finland,.
Aluar Aalto, architect, 1927. E\euation of
com,petition entry.

6 Municipal Library, Viipurt. Second
aersion ofthe library (1930). Note the
gradual transition to the International
Sty\e.

marked influence on Aalto's Turun
Sanomat building of 1928.

8 Public Library, Stockholm. Gunnar
Asplund, architect, 1 923.

9 Turku 700th Year Fair, Turku,
Finland. Erik Bryggman witlt Alaar
Aalto, architects, 1929. Restaurant
design drawings.

726

7 Suomi Insurance Buildi,ng, He\sinki,,
Finland. Erik Bryggman, architect,
1927. This competition entry enercised a
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eter of this 'blocky' building is taken from
Asplund's neo-rococo decor for the interior
of the Skandia cinema. A11 in all, Aalto's
initial maturitv as a functionalist-that is
to say, his Viipuri Library of 1927-1935
(flgs. 5, 6) and his Paimio Sanatorium of
1929-1930 (flgs. 12, 13)-is unthinkable
u.ithout the combined influence of Brygg-
man and Asplund, the former for his Suomi
Insurance building projected for Helsinki
in 1927 (flg. 7), the latter primarily for his
neo-classical Stockholm Public Library de-
signed in 1923 (fiC. 8). The empathy be-
tr,n'een Brvggman and Aalto was such that
the two men even rn orked together during
this crucial period, something of an excep-
tion in Aalto's entire career. They flrst col-
laborated on an office building for Vaasa
and then, in 1929, on an exhibition to be
dedicated to celebrating the seven hun-
dredth anniversary of Turku (flgs. 9, 10).
This design brought Bryggman and Aalto
to follou, the Russian Constructivist lead
in the fleid of architectural propaganda,
and there is sufficient evidence that their
Turku Fair $'as a model for Asplund's
adoption of rhetorical functionalism, com-
plete nith illuminated graphics and cable-
suspended sky signs, in his ou,n designs for
the Stockholm Exhibition of 1930.

The density of the cross-influences occur-
ring during this period-with master influ-
encing pupil and vice versa-contrasts
with the extremely competitive climate of
the present era, where few architects are
prepared to acknowledge the influence of
any contemporary. Whatever the jealou-
sies aroused by Aalto's precipitous success
at the end of the 1920's, there is no doubt
that he both took and gave, almost invo-
luntarily, to the general development of a

modern style; and whereas the influence
passed from Asplund to Aalto in the case
of Aalto's initial design for Viipuri, the line
ran in an opposite direction in the case of
the Stockhom Exhibition and Asplund's
Bredenberg store of 1933.

After the realization of the Turun Sanomat
building in 1928, Aalto was able to take
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advantage of his grorving national and in-
ternational reputation by traveling
abroad--often as an invited guest-to at-
tend conferences on modern architecture
and construction. Such a conference on
reinforced concrete held in Paris in 1928
enabled him to become acquainted rvith the
Dutch Constructivist architect Johannes
Duiker rvhose reinforced concrete Zonnes-
traal Tuberculosis Sanatorium (fig. 11) was
the point of departure for the organization
of Aalto's prize-u'inning Paimio Sanato-
rium (flgs. 12, 1ll) submitted in January
1929, and from this date on (the year of
Turku's seven hundredth anniversary)
Aalto rvas decideclly under the influence of
Dutch and Russian Constructivism, partic-
ular'ly as it rvas manifested in the work of
Duiker and the urban projects of N. A.
Ladorvsky's ASNOVA and ARU groups.
The progressive and repetitious geometri-
cal patterns of the formalist schemes pro-
posed at different times by ARU, such as
Ladowsky's Kostino quarler projected for
Moscow in 1926. are obviouslv the source
for the hyperbolic entry trajeclory and the
serial landscape formations that appear in
Paimio. In a similar u,ay, the free serial
compositions proposed by Aalto for the
Sports Institute at Vierumaki in 1930 were
to recur in a model torvn designed by Aalto
at M.I.T. (fig. la) a decade later and again
in the two projects that he made for Siy-
nitsalo Town Hall and Yillage between
1940 and 1942. Aside from reflecting the
urban formalism of ARU, Paimio \\,as a
turning point at the level of detail for it
abounded in Constructivist quotations
drawn from Duike/s work; the Paimio
water tower is singled out by the author as
being directly referential to the cylindrical
water tor,"'er that crorvned Zonnestraal's
central administration building.

It is evident, as Pearson indicates. that
Aalto was drawn into the CIAM circle
around this time and while he seems to
have deliberately kept his distance from
the polemical controversy, he became in-
volved with similar material in his orvn
work, most notably with the theme of the

10 Turku 700th Year Fair. Erik
Bryggman and ALaar Aaltct, architects
1929. P11lons.

1 1 Z ortnestraul Sa natotiurrr, H ilt'ersunt,
H oLl and. Joh annes Duike r, arc hitect,
1928. This nursingl utrit plon.fbrned the
parti./or Pairio.

rt
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12 Sanatorium, Paimio, Finland. Aluar
Aalto, architect, 1930. Site plan.

1 3 Sanatoriu,m. P aimio. E leaation.

llt MocleL Toun for FinLand. Aluar Aalto,
architect, 19110. This project was desiqned
ttith M.I .7. students.
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15 Plywood chair wtth lamino,ted, wood,en
legs. Aloar Aal,to, 1929.

16 Aalto seems to haue d,ertaed his
plywood funtiture in part from the

furniture of A. M. Luthpr Co., Tallinn,
Finland,, which had been in production
with th,ese forrns since 1971.

17 Villa Mairea, Noortnarku, Fin\and,.
Aluar Aalto, architect, 1937. First project
showitrg resemblance of main liuirry
space to Gallen-Kal\ela's stud,io in
Ruoaesi of 1891t..

1 8 Gallen-Kallela stu.dio, Ruouesi,
Finland. Arseli Gallen-Ka\lela,
architect, 1891. Ground plan, note tfu
similaritg of the location of the fi,rep\ace,
stepped platform, and ntpzzanine stair to
the same elements in the Villa Mairea.

1929 Frankfurt CIAM congress on Euis-
tenzminimum. Aalto's minimal apartment
designs for the Finnish Arts and Crafts
Society in 1930 and his prototypical mini-
mal house (seventy-five to ninety meters)
for the Nordic Building Conference of 1932
were to reflect to a large degree the con-
cerns of the German functionalists.

Aalto's career took a surprising turn at this
time, a shift which expanded the scope of
his work beyond the bounds of normal
practice. His meeting with Harry and
Maire Gullichsen opened up his design ac-
tivity to the two primary aspects of indus-
trial production, that is to say, to both
process and product. Maire Gullichsen,
who had inherited from her father the
Ahlstrijm timber, paper, and celluiose for-
tune, had seen Aalto's earliest furniture
pieces in a Helsinki store, and soon after
the Gullichsens invited Aalto to apply his
abilities to the design of an industrial plant
and a range of timber furniture. The im-
mediate results of these commissions were
the Sunila pulp mill and adjacent workers'
housing built in 1934 and the Artek furni-
ture company which started to mass pro-
duce Aalto's furniture in 1932. Aalto had
in fact been designing bent plywood pieces
since 1926 when he produced a wooden
stacking chair for the Jyviskyli Civil
Guards House. He foliowed this initial suc-
cess with his classic bent plywood and lam-
inated armchair (flg. 15) for the furnishing
of Paimio, a prototype of which was finally
put into production in 1933. It is interest-
ing to note that Aalto was to base his bent
ply and laminated design on a form of bent
plywood seating that had been under pro-
duction in Tallinn since 1911 (fig. 16).

Aalto's patronage by the tr'innish timber
industry-his rvork for both Ahlstrom and
Enso-Guzeit, large industrial concerls that
were to be his patrons for the rest of his
life-brought him to reappraise the value
of timber over concrete as a primar;' ex-
pressive material. With this he seems to
have returned almost overnight to the
highly textured architcctural thematic of

the Finnish National Romantic movement;
that is to say, to the work of Eiiel Saarinen,
Axseli Gallen-Kallela, and above all Lars
Sonck. The first indication of this move
away from international Constructivism
came with his own house built in Munkki-
niemi, Helsinki, in 1936, and this somewhat
irregular L-shaped plan, executed as a col-
lage in rendered brick, grooved planking,
and exposed brickwork, was followed by
Aalto's prize winning entry to the Finnish
Pavilion for the Paris World's Fair of 1937,

a timber structure signiflcantly entitled
"Le bois est en marche." In the following
year, Aalto achieved the masteru'ork of his
prewar career, namely the Villa Mairea
(fig. 17), a summer home built for the Gul-
lichsens at Noormarku in 1938. The initial
scheme for this L-shaped plan, published
in Pearson's book for the flrst time, makes
explicit reference to National Romanticism
inasmuch as the plan of the main living hall
refers directly to the plan of Gallen-Kal-
lela's log cabin studio built in Ruovesi in
1894 (flg. 18). A prominent, rendered,
sculptural fireplace and a stepped platform
leading to a mezzanine stair, which in turn
serves an upper gallery, are apparently
common to the living spaces of both works,
and it is clear that much of this spirit re-
mains in the Villa Mairea as it was finally
built. Like the Munkkiniemi house this
summer villa is compounded out of a mix-
ture of brickwork, rendered masonry, and
timber siding. The sauna of this building,
linked by an outriding rubble wall to the
main house, is roofed with sod and built
according to the canons of Finnish timber
vernacular.

The rest of Aalto's career both prior to and
immediately after Worlcl War II u'as in-
separable from his initial visits to America,
to r,vhich he first came in March 1939 to
supervise the construction of his pavilion
for the Neu' York World's Fair. His sub-
sequent sojourn in thc States, rn'hich began
with his appointment to the M.I.T. faculty
in the autumn of 1940. had to be curtailed
because of the threat of a renerval of the
Finno-Soviet conflict. His return to Fin-
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land brought him in 1942 to tackle the new
Enso-Gutzeit settlement at Sdynitsalo and
seven years later, his competition entry for
the same location brought him the commis-
sion for the Sdyndtsalo City Hall (see flg.
1). The line of development that links his
Munkkiniemi house of 1936 to his M.I.T.
dormitory of 1947 marks the progr.essive
evolution of Aalto's updated National Ro-
mantic manner and leads eventually to its
resolution in Sdyndtsalo. Siynitsalo
breaks lrith the collages and textured
structuralism of the Villa Mairea and the
national pavilions for Paris and New York.
As with the Sunila puip mill and the M.I.T.
dormitory, the pou.er and rhythm of its
form stems from the sculptural impact of
its brick profile and from the fact that it is
largely executed in a single material-
brick. The mythic use of narrative form
evident in the 1937 Finnish Pavilion and in
the Villa Mairea-that opposition, say, be-
tween formal entry versus informal exit or
between interpreted versus simulated ver-
nacular--emerges again in the City Hail,
where the high mono-pitched roof (com-
parable to the studio in the Villa Mairea)
announces the honorific status of the coun-
cil chamber, a differentiation that is rein-
forced by the introduction of a boarded
timber floor in the chamber itself and by
an exposed elaborate timber truss sup-
porting the roof above.

There is no doubt that Pearson's book has
opened up the fleld of Aalto studies in the
West and that the information made avail-
able here u,ill now become a prerequisite
for any future study of Aalto's rvork. The
author's interpretations on the other hand
leave something to be desired. They are in
my vierv often asserted u,ithout sufficient
consideration as to the particular sensibil-
ity within which the work u,as created. An
example of such fusion occurs in his as-
sessment of Paimio, where he writes: "In
the creation of Paimio, Aalto left few items
to chance, and though it is certainly a
building flrmly in the International Style,
its considerations are so extensive in scope
as to place it u.ithin the most complete

Gesamtkunstuerk created, during the Art
Nouveau or any other comparable period."
Surely nothing could be more of a distor-
tion than this, flrst because the very notion
of Gesamtkunstwerk presupposes a her-
metic intention (compare, for example,
Frank Lloyd Wright's complaint that he
was not allowed to re-style the telephones
in the Larkin Building), an intenfion that
is patently absent from Paimio, and sec-
ond, because the category immediately be-
comes blurred once one appeals to "any
other comparable period."

At this juncture, the author quotes from
Aalto's address of 1955 "Betu'een Human-
ism and Materialism" to the effect that
"u.hen I received the assignment for this
sanatorium, I was ill myself and therefore
able to make a few experiments and find
out what it is like to be really ill." Without
citing factual evidence to the contrary, the
author dismisses this as "a piece of de-
signer's poetry," only to then go on to claim
that Aalto had always paid particular at-
tention to user needs throughout his life.

It is regrettable that this otherwise excel-
lent pioneering study is in this way occa-
sionally indecisive and diffuse. Pearson
seems to lack a sufficiently tempered van-
tage point from which to make an assess-
ment of Aalto's overall achievement. He is
at his best when rendering the signiflcance
of local cultural conjunctions; he is not so
successful hor,l'ever u'hen he attempts to
situate Aalto in a broader historical con-
text. Yet while one waits impatiently for
such an assessment to be macle, one knotr.s
already that any future study will have to
take serious cognizance of this work.
Figure Credits
J leprinted from Arkitekterz. 56, Augusr 1g54.
2-9, 11-13. 15-17 Reprinred ftom pail David
Pearson, Aluar Aalto and the InlernaliunaL
.Sfyle (New York: Whitnev Library of Design,
1978).
l0 Reprinted fromL'opera di Aloar Aatto.
Leonardo Mosso, ed. O{ilan: Edizioni di
Comunitir, 1965).
l4,Reprinted from "Alvar Aatto,', Srirtryck ur
arkitektur,4, 1969.
18 Reprinted from Ark, 9, 196b.
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